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New 'Public Library and High School, Harlow Street, Bangor, Built by George H . Wilbur & Son, Builders, Bangor

Metropolis of Eastern
Manif'old

Maine

Enjoying

a

Wonderful

Building

Era

Reasons Wh7 There Should Be An Expansion
Industriall7

Portland, Maine, September 1912

Price Twenty-five Cents

!nrorfioratcd 1911

Established 1871

FRED E. ELDRIDGE COMPANY
MODERN PAINT SHOP
WALL PAPER.S, GLASS, MOULDINGS, ETC.
98 HAMMOND STREET

BOSTON DYE HOUSE CO.,

L. J. FILES, Mgr.

BANGOR, MAINE

J. M. Arnold Shoe Co.
One of the largest ancl most progressive concerns in the jol>hi1w tracle is the olcl-cstalilislll'cl
house of J. :\l. ,\molt] Compan\', for many \'cars
locatecl at 170 l~xch:ing·c street: The cntc;prisc
\\'as incorporatL·cl in 1889, s11cccccling tl1c firm of
Arnold l\: S l\\.\'cr, sinLT which time it has been a
most important factor in the wholesale and jobbing
traclc ofe'tstcrn ancl northern :\Taine. i\t an early
elate the concern will 1110\T into the new fou1:story huilcling now nearly complctccl at 115
Franklin strl'L't. This lianclsomc structure is he
in .!.!· built with SJlL'l'ial reference to the requirements
of the J. :\I . •\rnold Boot & Shoe Co.

Office, 99 Central St., Dye Works, Penobscot Sq., BREWER

FRED CROWELL

Wl1olesale Commission MercJ1ant
Foreign and Domestic Fruits,
Nuts, Vegetables, Etc.
4 7 Pickering Square

BANGOR, MAINE
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Perry, Coffin &Burr

Mason &Merrill

Selected Securities

BANKERS
Municipal Public
Service Corporation

INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT BONDS

SECURITIES

60 State St., Boston
Municipal, Railroad, Telephone
and Local Corporation Bonds
Orders executed for purchase
or sale of Listed Securities
Represented in Maine by

New Union Mutual Building

HENRY B. PENNELL, JR.

120 Exchange St. Portland, Me.

125 Vaughan Street

Carefully Seleded First Mortgage Bonds
Guaranteed Principal and Interest

l

H. M. PAYSON&. CO.
Investment Securities
32 EXCHANGE STREET

Telephone 630

PORTLAND, MAINE

Portland, Maine

E. E. CUTLER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

HOTEL and RESTAURANT
KITCHEN OUTFIT
Coffee Urns, Steam Tables, Hot Closets, Portable Ovens
Cooking Utensils, Range Repairs, Sheet Metal Wo rk
Special Work, Repair Work and Retinning.

JOHN F. PROCTOR,

REAL ESTATE
EXCHANGE

Hutchinson Bros.' ( Esta blished 1859 )
Celebrated French Ranges and Broilers
We solicit the opportunity of submitting plans and detailed
specifications for all kitchen equipment.

PORTLAND, ME.

27-29 PLUM ST.

PORTLAND, ME.

180 1-2 MIDDLE ST .

New England P hone 2 176

JOHNSTON, BAILEY CO.

..T H ERE IS

O NE

S A FE

P LACE""

Dealers in

W. E. EASTON

CARPETING

OPTICIAN

Draperies

Furniture
P aper H angings

Window Shades

Portland, Maine

190-192 Middle St.

C. M. RICE PAPER CO.
~gi~

COLORE:D
0-\RD

To those desiring information concerning our ci ty, with a view
to INVESTMENT, we will give any information in our power
most cheerfully. We call the attention of the public to the Chief
Comme rcial a nd Manufacturing Metropolis of Maine.

BO~RDS

PAl)E RS

OF E:VERY

DE:SCl~IPTI O N

~ lso

Wrapping Paper
Paper BaQ.5 and Twine

9 Exchange Street

Portland, Maine

H. S. MELCHER CO.

51!) Congress St.,

Portland, .Me.

DELANO MILL COMPANY
Lumber Dealers
and Manufacturers of House
Finish, Stair and Cabinet Work
Office, Bank and Store Fixtures. Dealers in Doors,
Windows, Flooring and Sheathing of all kinds
Maine, New H ampshire and Ver mrmt Agents for COMPOBOARD, used instead of lath and plastering, and is bo th warmer
and cheaper.

Office and Factor y

416 Fore St., Portland, Me.

ENGLISH TEA ROOM

W h o les al e

GROCERS
Ottr

609 Congress Street
Portland, Maine

SpPcialties:

ORA GE BLOSSOMS brand Tea and Coffee
WATER LILY brand Canned Fruits and Vegetables

15 7-161 Commercial St.
2 - 10 Market Street

Breakfast, after 8.

Luncheon , 11 -2.

Afternoon Tea , 3.30 -6

ROOMS SINGLE OR EN SUITE

Portland, Me.

N. E . Telephone, 3484

BOARD OF TRADE JOURNAL.

ELECTRICITY
for

LIGHT
or

POWER
All Electrical Appliances

CUMBERLAND COUNTY POWER &LIGHT CO.
121 CENTER STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
,,

I

Xo Nation al Bank in the
State of Maine has ever gone
into the hands of a receiver
or caused loss to a depositor.
X ational Banking Laws
limit the amount of loans to
any one person, firm or corporation, and compel the
keeping of ample cash reserve.
Because of this the above
record has been pos ible.
This Bank offers its depositors all accommodation that
conservative management and
conformity to these laws will
allow.

BANGOR, MAINE
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We are prepared to give you information on the
advantage of Gas for the following uses ·
Gas Engines
Ladle Furnaces
Confectioners' Boile1s
Bakers' Fryers and Ovens
Coffee Roasters
Brazing Furnaces
Crucible Furnaces
Annealing Furnaces
Enameling Ovens
Beer Vat Dryers
Hard Oil Melters
Tailors' Gas Irons
Heat Broilers
Multiple Burners
Gas Water Heaters
Gas Grates
Laundry Stoves
Heating Type Metal
Curling Irons
Cigar Branding Machines
Linotype Machines
Banana Ripeners
Singeing Machines
Shampoo Dryers
Heating Incubator
Hotel Broilers
Water Urns
Embossing Leather
Heating Wax
Heating Rivets
Vulcanizing Rubber
Heating Glue
Smelting
Melting Brass and Babbit
Water Heating
Blow Pipes
Case Hardening Furnace
Cigar Lighters
Cake Griddles
Chafing Dish
Forge for Rod Heating
Hot Steaming Press
Oven Furnace
Photography Burnishing
Sealing Wax Heaters
Ventilating Burner
Willow Chair Singer

List of Purposes
GAS is used for

Keg Branding
Candy Furnaces
Soldering Iron Furnaces
Gas Forges
Assay Furnaces
Stereotyping Metal Metals
Drying Ovens
China Kiln Water Stills
Gas Laundry Mangles
P laiting and Crimping Rolls
Rendering Kettles
Dental Furnaces
Gas Ranges
Backus Heaters
Clothes Dryers
Portable Heaters
Barbers' Kettles
Shoe Burnishing Machines
Soda Fountains
Can Soldering Machines
Hat Shapers
Peanut Roasters
Heating Steam Tables
Coffee Urns
Heating Iron for Polishing
Leather
Oyster Cookers
Enameling and Japanning
Heating Metal Plates
Re-Sweating Tobacco
Heating Branding Irons
Laboratories
Heating Tools
Nickel Plating
Heating Glass Molds
Tempering
Band Shrinking Furnace
Carbonizing Furnace for Carbonizing Electric Burners
Capsule Making
Dry Hot Air Baths
Hospital Sterilizers
Hot Air Lamps
Muffie Furnace
Pure Food Mfg.
Steam Boilers, Toasters
Vehicle Tire Setting

IT CAN BE DONE BETTER WITH GAS

Bangor Gas Light Co.
A Booster for Bangor

18 CENTRAL ST.
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BUSINESS MAN AGER

Officers of Portland Board of Trade
- -1912- CHARLES F. FLAGG, President.
SILAS B. ADAMS, First Vice President.
FR ANK M. LOW, Second Vice-President
DIRECTORS
H AROLD L. BERRY
WILLIAM M. INGRAHAM
MELLEN E. BOLSTER
FRED F. LORD
GEO. L CROSMAN
FRED H. PALMER
EDWARD A. HAY
RICHARD C. PAYSON
J. HENRY RINES
ROBERT S. THOMES
CONSTANT SOUTHWORTH
CHARLES A. STROUT
JAMES F. BIGELOW, Treasurer.

MAURICE C. RICH, Secretary.

PORT WARDENS
Joseph Brooks

Thomas J. Laithwaite

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Finance and Financial Affairs-Wm. M. Ingraham, Fred E. Eastman,
M. E. Bolster, Henry G. Beyer, F. E. Timberlake.
Manufactures and New Enterprises-Silas B. Adams, Constant Southworth, Harold L. Berry, Guy W. Davis, Franklin Lawrence, Perley Swasey,
E. E. Clifford.
Pilots and Pilotage-John H. Humphrey, Albert B. Hall, Reuben K.
Dyer, T. J. Laithwaite, E. R. Norton.
Grain, Flour and Produce Inspection- Harry C. Josselyn, Frank H.
Pierce, Hiram A. Hobbs, Robert F. Chapman, A. Eugene Nickerson.
Transportation and Rates-Robert S. Thomes, LeRoy Tobie, Fred H.
Rounds, H.P. Gardner, Richard C. Payson, Geo. L. Crosman, Harold B.
Fobes.
Foreign Commerce-Wm. Leavitt, Jr., Charles E. Tenny. Holman D.
Waldron, Fenton Tomlinson, Arthur L. Farnsworth.
Harbor and Weather Bureau-C. H.Farley, Wm. Senter, WallaceJ.Shaw.
General Welfare-Geo. L. Crosman Clarence W. Peabody, Arthur H·
Moulton, Harry L. Cram, Edwin F. Hillman, Chas. R. Cressey, Mervin W.
Clark.
Entertainment-Frank M. Low, Edwin F. Hillman, Percy S. Ackerman, Fred H. Palmer, Charles A. Strout, Maurice C. Rich, Charles W. T.
Goding.
House-Charles F. Flagg, Maurice C. Rich, James F. Bigelow, Halbert
P. Gardner, Guy W. Davis.
Advertising-Fred H. Palmer, Percy S. Ackerman, Harold B. Eastman, Frank C. Allen, Harrie B Coe, Wm. B. Hay, Harry C. Jossely, Robert F. Maxcy, F. H. Drinkwater, Leon M. Fobes, G. A. Blanchard.
Membership-Edward A. Hay, Clarence H. Lane, W. C. hllen, Henry
T. Hoo per, Fred F. Lord.
Insurance Thomas J. Little, E . C. Jones, Albert B. Hall, Harry L.
Smith, John Calvin Stevens.
Agriculture-J. Henry Rines, Francis L. Littlefield, George C. Owen,
Howard C Hannaford, Edward E. Philbrook, Wilbur C. Jordan, Edward
L. Sayward.
Special Committee on Good Roads-John Clark Scates, Charles F .
Flagg, Philip J. Deering, Philip Q. Loring, J. Henry Rines, Lyman H.
Nelson, Henry F . Merrill, G. A. Blanchard.
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Fifth I nternat ional C ongre u of Cha mbere of Comme r ce

The sessions of the Fifth International Congress of
Chambers of Commerce and Industrial Associations will
open in the magnificent ball room of the new Copley-Plaza
IIotel, Boston, Massachusetts, V. S. A., on the morning of
Tuesday, September 24th, with an address of welcome
by Hon. Charles Nagel, Secretary of Commerce and Labor
for the Linitecl States of America.
For the convenience of
clelegates the official program has been published in sixteen
lan g uages .
It would appear that the delegates to the Congress will
be in excess of 700. From foreign countries acceptances
have already been received from 416 delegates, representing +O foreign countries as follO\vs:
Argentine Republic, 2.
Austria-Hungary-Austria,
43; Ilungary, 21; Belgium, 10; Brazil, 6.
British
Empire-England. 57; Aden, Arabia, 1; Australia, 2;
Bahamas, 4; Canada, 11; India, 5; Ireland, 2; New Zealancl, 8; Scotland, 6; South Africa, 3; Tasmania, 2;
Chile, 5; China, 8; Columbia, 2 ; Cuba, 1; Ecuador, 1;
France, 18; French Colonies (Algiers), 1; Germany, 85;
(~recce, 1: Guatemala, 2; Holland, 5; Honduras, 1; Italy,
57; japan, 4; ~fcxico, 3; Norway, 11; Panama, 2; Peru;
3 ; Portugal, 3; Roumania, 1 ; Russia, 8; Sweden, 3;
Switzerland, 3; Turkey, 4. Total 416.
The delegates already appointed from the Yarious commercial organizations of the Cnited States number 200.
Tiis Excellency, \Villiam H. Taft, president of the
l'nitetl States, "·ill be present at the dinner of the delegates
to the Congress on September 26 and deli\·er the principal
address.
The Congress will open with a reception to all delegates
on Monday evening, September 23, 1912, at the CopleyPlaza IIotel , Copley Square. On Tuesday, ·w ednesday and
Thursday, September 24, 25 ancl 26, the morning and
afternoon will be cle\·otecl to the official sessions of the Congress. On Fri clay, Sa tu relay and Sunday, September 27,
28 ancl 29, the delegates will be the guests in Boston of the
Boston Chamber of Commerce.
On ~Ionclay, September 30, the delegates from abroad
will clepart from Boston nn special trains.
They will be
entertained bv the businc.:ss men of the following cities :
\Vorcestcr, :\Iassachusetts; Buffalo and Niagara Falls,
Xew York; Detroit, ~1ichigan; Chicago, Illinois; Cincinnati, Ohio; Dayton, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
·washington. District of Columbia; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; antl Xew York, Xew York. This tour will officially
end at °Xl'w \·ork city about October 18 to 20, 1912.
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

President: I Ion. Frednil' K Boothby, Port land
l "ice Presidents:

The Presidents of the Local Boards
State Board.
J;,~lecutiz•e

111

affiliation with the

Council:

The Presi clent, Yice-Prcsiclents, Secretary and Treasurer.
Secretar)': Eclwarcl 'JI. Blanding, Bangor.
Treasurer: T. F. Callahan, Lewiston

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM

George Pottle of Lewiston, E. 'JI. Blanding of Bangor and
:.r. C. Rich of Portland.

MAINE BOARDS OF TRADE
Auburn•
Augusta•
Bangor•
Bath•
Bar Harbor•
Biddeford*
Bethel
Brunswick*
Boothbay Harbor
Brewer*
Belfast•
Brooks*
Canaan•
Canton•
Camden*
Dexter•
Dover and F oxcroft*
Ellsworth*
Eastport•
Farmington
Fryeburg*
Greenville

Gardiner*
Gorham•
Houlton
Hallowell*
K.-nnebunk
Kingfield*
Lewi&ton•
Lincoln*
Livermore Falls
Lisbon Falls*
Lubec•
Mexico•
Mechanic Falls*
Machias
Madison•
N. E. Harbor•
Newport•
orway
Old Orchard*
Oakland*
Orono*
Portland*

Pittsfield *
Phillips•
Presque Isle
Rumford *
Richmond
Randolph
Rockland*
Saco*
Sanford*
Skowhegan•
Searsport*
South Paris*
So. Portland*
Springvale*
Stockton Springe
Vinalhaven
Van Buren•
Westbrook*
Waterville*
Wiscasset•
Winthrop*
Yarmouth*

It is with combined pleasure and pride that we present
to the Journal readers this month the story of Bangor, the
Queen City of the East; a city coming out of her ashes
more queenly than ever before. ·w e say with pleasure and
pride because it is a real pleasure to be able to speak well
of friends, ancl Bangor and Portland are becoming closer
friends as they become better acquainted, and too, the
whole state viewed with pride the sp'enclicl "Maine spirit"
evinced by the citizens of Bangor when they met tbe
calamity of 1911, when some $4,000,000 worth of lier best
business and rcs;clcntial property melted a\Y8Y in a mighty
conflagration. The writer was on the scene within twcntyfour hours of the inciclent and was much impres>=ccl by the
buoyant spirit eviclent on all siclcs. As one man put it:
"It is a severe loss hut in the encl is going to pro,-e a
mighty good thing- for Bangor. lt is going to afford her a
much -clesirecl opportunity to clevclop a city -planning
scheme which otherwise would have been impossible, <incl
you are going to see a bigg-er, better ancl more beautiful
Bangor come of these ashes than woulcl have seemecl possible two days ago.'' Jlow well tbe city has livecl up to
this statement of one of her citizens, you memhcr,., of the
State Board, in session here today , hear personal witness.

(;etting acquaintecl with Bangor.
Yes, \\'e certainly
are, ancl Bangor is getting acquaintccl with us. There was
a time within the memory of us all when these t\\·o cities
seemecl to take exquisite pleasure in availing thcrn~eh-es of
every opportunity to rap the other through t.he public press
or otherwise. That was before they knew each other.
Dire calamity makes every bocly kin.
When Portland was
laid in waste by a $10,0. 0,000 blaze in 1866 Bangor was
one of the first cities to come forward and offer much
needed succor, which was most gratefully received, and it
was, therefore, with much pleasure that in April, 1911, the
Forest City was privileged to reciprocate in a small way
for the generous and spontaneous aicl rendered the Portland
sufferers of a half century before by her sister city on the
Penobscot.
:.Iainc State Boarcl of Trade, if it had accomplished
nothing else in its quarter century of life, has amply proven
its worth by getting 'Jiainc acquainted with itself.
illceting in Bang·or toclay are the representative citizens from all
sections of the state, coming together at a personal expense
of time and money, free from all mercenary moti,·es, hut
purely for the purpose of aiding the ;uh·ance movement for
the good ancl welfare of the whole state.
'!'he topics for
discussion on the literary program ha,·e been carefully prepared by expert authority, are broacl in their scope ancl are
being presented at this session for the same purpose of ad vancing our state's commercial, industrial ancl social wel fare. These con\·entions have made us better acquainti.:cl
with each others needs; they have rnacle us ambitious to
aid one another, knowing that the prosperity of the state
can only come throug-h the uniform prosperity of its every
secti<m, ancl we have all become better citizens hy haYing
br.:come hr.:tter acquainted one with the other.

..

Dii5'tiinglUln5'1hiilnlg

C1hs11r©icc~eJrn5'~ncc5' (Q)f ©i CCii~y

Extract from an Oration Delivered by Judge Joseph W . Symonds on Occasion of the Dedication of Portland City Hall, Aug ust 22, 1912.

lJ' T HAS been said that a
gTeat city, whose image
lingers in the memory of men
is al ways the type of some
great idea. Faith hovers over
the towers of Jerusalcm.
Rome represents conquest,
Athens the preeminence of
the antique worl(l in art;
manners. in the most com
prehensivc sense of the word,
have found a home in the
bright-minclccl city of the
Seine. But science has beJudge Joseph
come to the modern world
what art was to antiqu ity , the
disti nctive faculty, the pecu liar proficiency. I n
the minds of men the useful has succeeded to
the beautiful. Commerce has built London and
Xew York, and mills and machinery have
founded Manchester and Lawrence. T he Parthenon may be, what it has been called, the
fairest gem the earth wears upon her jewelled
wne. Hut is it a gTeater human achievement
than moclcrn machinery, the ocean liner or the
wir eless telegram ?
"By lapse of time a city inevitab ly acquires
clistingu ish ing characteristics of its own ,-and
what shall we say of Portland? This bui lding
for all the future is to be t he center of municipal
life. ·w hat is the life of the city?
" I n treasures of art ancl antiquity it docs
not compare with cities of olclcr lands . \Ve do
not win here t he prizes of vast wealth which
lure them to the larger cities or to what Emerson calls the '.s.:·oklcn crags' of Nevada. But
life glides on pleasantly here in the miclst of the
beauty of al l natural surround111gs. Portland
is built by the ocean, hut it stancls also on the
margin of the broad
tableland strctchin.s.:·
to the White ~ I ot111tain range, which the
sun as we look seems
to t r<l\'c rse f r o m
morning to cn.~ning,
to make our day. The
beauty and grandeur
of natural scenery,
in all its diversity,
with farm houses, villages, st:hools, a1.:ad-

l.l

emies and ch urcnes, in frequent succession, invest with
singular charm this upland
sloping slowly to the sea.
There are Indian battlefields
upon it, and Indian traditions
still haunt it. Poetry has
celebrated some of its scenes
of rare and peculiar beauty.
It has been the birthplace of
distinguished men, ancl many
interesting associations attach to it. By the shores of
its largest lake the boyhood
W. Symonds
of the great New England
author of the last century
lingered and mused and dreamed. From the
promenades of Portland the eye ranges at a single
glance over it all; by the Windham hills, the
highlands and lakes of Raymond, ~aples,
Bridgton, over the broad meadows of Fryeburg
ancl the Conways, into the heart of the mount ains, at last to the sentinel shaft of l.lt. Washington, far off a t the gateway of the West,
piercing the sky. For us clay breaks upon the
sea, but at sunset the clouds still float gorgeously over the western hills. ~Iany years ago it
was saicl of l'\cw England that the clouds upon
the hor izon there were the only gallery of art.
If this were true, how glorious still would be
the gallery, full of coloring such as Titian may
have seen in his early home among the Alps at
Cadore ! But did his landscapes e\·cr reproduce
it on canvas in Venice?
Portland seems to me to have its full share
of the charm and contentment of happy human
life-and what can be better than that ? A. si 111ple competency or the means of acquiring one,
with a margin of life for leisure and the things of
mind, may be better
than yast wealth. If
the fields of action
which im·ite young
men, if the opportumtics 01;en to them,
are not so many here
as to be desired. still
we a re not without
them, ancl young men
remaining here would
cleyclop them more
ancl more.

New City Hall, Portland, Maine
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Bv ELLEN IIAilfLTN Bl' TLER

•

Deep in the land of fir and pine,
She fronts the dawn with spires ashine,
Our City of the Hills !
Beneath the spreading elms which crown
Our homes, her pleasant ways come down
To lose themselves within the town
Among her marts and mills.

++
+

••+
++++O+

+
+
+
+
+

Our hurrying river loiters here,
To blend the notes of toil and cheer
That, all day long, waft by.
Through the cold dusk of northern night,
Her beacons flash from vale and height,
And in a shining bane of light
Write "Courage," on the sky.

Her day of flame she doth forget,
Nor hath one hour of fear or fret,
But builds her walls anew.
That she may give to son and guest
The solace of our summer rest,
And fill them with her own glad zest
To dare, to will, to do.

++
+

••+
+O++++

+
+
+
+
+
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The Queen City of the East, now Enjoying a Wonderful Building Era. Manifold Reasons why there Should Be an
Industrially Bright Promise for Future in Diversity of Industries, for which
Bangor Offers Exceptional Advantages

TQ) ANGOR, situated at the head of naviga.1!:)) tion, on Maine's largest river, and with
railroads radiating to all parts of the
State, is the metropolis of Eastern Maine
and is the gateway to the expansive territory
of the northeast. Bangor's harbor is easily
accessible for vessels of large size; and along
the docks crafts of varying rig are loaded
with lumber, ice, and the diversified products
of this region. Although thirty miles from
the bay and sixty miles from the ocean, the
tide rises about seventeen feet, and there is a sufficient depth
of water to float the largest of ocean steamships .
As the shire town of a county embracing upwards of
80,000 inhabitants; as the trade centre and shipping point
for a large and rich agricultural section and for many thriving industrial communities; as a point of convergence for
numerous important railway and steamship lines, and a
consequent tarrying place for great numbers of tourists,
sportsmen and commercial travelers; these, together with
the busy commerce of its port and
the excellence of its hotels and the
compactness of its business section,
give to the city a metropolitan
aspect.
Bangor has long been counted
among the record-holding cities,
and when the conflagration of
April 30, 1911, was over, it had '
won the new distinction of having
had one of the biggest fires in the
history of New England.
The larger and brighter fame
came later-when the word went
forth in response to offers for assistance that Bangor was standing
on her own feet; that she was
able to take care of her sufferers,
and that the re-built city was to be
an improvement over the old Bangor, beautiful as it was.
This mes"age of optimism
brought forth congratulations from
all quarters, and Bangor, by her
self-reliant and optimistic outlook
in the face of wiclcsprcacl (] isastcr,
made capital out of catastrophe,
and has taken a forefront position
among the cities of progress and
enterprise.
The fire burned over an area
City Hall,
of fifty-five acres, of which about

one-fifth were in the down-town district .
The property loss has been variously estimated but has generally been set at between
two and a half and three millions of dollars.
It included business buildings to the number
of about one hundred and some two hundred
and eighty-five dwelling houses, some of
which, as those on French street and Broadway, were among the most expensive in the
city. Such notable buildings as the Stetson,
Sterns property, including four and sevenstory .blocks, the six-story Exchange block, the splendid
Morse-Oliver building, the four-story Kenduskeag block,
all the blocks on the north side of State street between the
bridge and Harlow street, the Graham building, Norombega hall, the Windsor hotel, the plant of the Penobscot
Machinery company, the high school building, the sub-station of the Bangor Railway & Electric company, and the
Bangor Savings bank.
Such was the loss that Bangor was obliged to face when
the "All-out " signal came at the
end of the great fire . A dreadful
blow had been inflicted on the
prosperity of the city, but there
was no repining . It was realized
that it was a calamity that might
come to any city, and the only
thing to be done was to meet the
loss bravely and repair damages
as quickly as possible. This Bangor has done, and today the burned
section in the down-town portion
has either been very generally rebuilt or the rebuilding is now
under way or will be quickly
undertaken.
The weather of last winter was
peculiarly favorable to building,
and the new blocks and residences
came along very rapidly, until today one can make an inspection of
the burned district and find it well
covered with modern and up-todate buildings . The rebuilding is
not completed nor will it be for
many years to come, but the start
that has been made to come back
is very remarkable and reflects
much credit on the energy and
confidence in Bangor and her business men.
Bangor
Of the city buildings that were
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George H. Wilbur

Lester C. Wilbur
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destroyed by the fire, the central fire station was replaced faced East Market square is vacant, but a new building is
by the purchase of a garage on Union street, while the high in course of construction on the slope of State street on the
school building is now well under way, the new public li- same territory. Two new blocks have replaced the old
brary building is also on its way to completion, while work wooden buildings farther up Park street.
should commence in the immediate future for the new FedContinuing up Harlow street from State, two blocks
eral building to replace
have been built and one is
that destroyed in the
under way on the west side
flames. Block after block
of East Market square. A
has been rebuilt, and in
large area between Harlow
almost every case the new
street and the stream, forbuilding is a very material
merly occupied by the Cenimprovement on the old in
tral fire station, the Whievery way, more modern,
ton carriage factory, and
more spacious and more
many old wooden buildattractive. According to
ings, is vacant, the largest
estimates, about 25 per
vacant lot in the business
cent. of the business buildsection. Negotiations are
ings that were burned have
pending.
been replaced, and about
On Central street one
50 per cent. ;~ore are unbrick block has been built,
der way or have plans
which, with another under
drawn for their construcThis will Probably be the Design of Bangor's New Federal Building
way will take all the fronttion. In some cases the
age on the south side. The
plans may not be immediately followed, but in practically new seven-story Graham building on the other side of the
all they will be.
street is not a product of the fire, but at the time of the fire
BUSINESS BLOCKS REPLACED
was represented by an excavation in what was the Windsor
Crossing the stream in the path of the fire one finds hotel lawn, so it can hardly be classed in the rebuilding list.
that three of the four blocks between York street, State Upon the foundations of the old Graham building has been
street and Exrhange street have been rebuilt. The lot on built a one-story brick block, occu.p ied by the post office and
the corner where the old brick Exchange building stood will four stores. This block is so built that eventually it will
soon be covered by a new five-story building. Turning be extended five or six stories. All the frontage on Cendown across Kenduskeag bridge the frontage is still vacant, tral street is occupied. The fire worked across to the west
but will not be so long. The brick Kenduskeag building side of the stream on this street, and three new blocks have
will be replaced by a four-story terra cotta front business reclaimed the space on the north side. On the south side
builcling and by the new granite Bangor Savings bank, two there is still a vacant Jot where the Noyes & Nutter store
stories in place of one . Th e land back of these buildings stood, although mush narrowed by the street widening at
an c1 bordering on th c
that point.
stream which before the
The Windsor Hotel
fire was covered with warehas been rebuilt.
Two
houses, is vacant.
On
concrete business buildings
the upper side of State
are in course of builcling
street four new blocks have
on the lot adjoining, forbeen completed and two
merly occupied by the
are under way, taking up
Morse stable. The inteall the frontage. In place
rior area, where the \Vindof the wooclen building
sor Hotel stood, it is underknown as Oak Hall, next
stood will not be built upon,
to the stream, will be the
but will be made a lawn
largest structure in the
or park.
Across the
city, the seven-story Eaststream, on Franklin street,
ern Trust & Banking builclthe site of the old brick
ing, to cost $150,000. On
foundry is to be covered
the west siclc of Exchange
by a business building.
street, below State, three
The small sub-station of
new lJlocks have been built,
the Bangor Railway &
although the Morse-Oliver
Electric Co., which was
builcling site on the corner
burned, has been replaced
is still vacant. The site of
by a spacious concrete
the olcl granite block which
Bangor's Old Federal Building -The Norombega in the Distance
building on the same site,
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at a cost of approximately $75,000. Seven of the churches vanishing, but a progress that is bound to continue and to
of Bangor were destroyed in the great fire . One will not bring prosperity to the city and our people. Today the
be rebuilt, as two of the Congregational parishes have wholesale business is the backbone of the business life of
amalgamated and will worship in the new edifice of the Bangor. For years this city has been the wholesale center
First Par ish church on Broadway, the work of reconstruc- of eastern and central Maine and the shipping center of a
tion having been begun. The new St. J oseph's Episcopal great agricultural and lumbering district, and as a shipping
church is well along. The Universalist church has been center it is increasing its importance every day. It bas in
restored, while the Advent church is nearly finished. its land a n d water opportunities advantages for shipment
Plans have been prepared for the new First Baptist Society, that many of its competitors cannot enjoy; it bas an army
while the Jewish Synagogue has been rebuilt in another of traveling men who boom Bangor continually; it bas an
location.
ample supply of banking capital and it has a general busiThe residences that were burned have not been re- ness that is increasing by leaps and bounds. As investors
placed as generally as have the business blocks. It is and business men look over the home conditions it is by no
thought to be a fair estimate to say that half the residences m eans surprising that they have clcvotecl themselves to rehave been or are now being replaced. There arc still many building Bangor, for they have conficlence in the city, a

Courtesy of Bangor Commercial

Penobscot County Courthouse, Bangor

vacant spaces in the burned residential district and there is
likely to be for some time, owing possibly in some cases to
the prices that holders have put upon lots on which they
do not themseh·cs wish to build.
BA::\GOR' S PROSPERITY

That Bangor has come back from its great disaster so
emphatically and promptly is not surprising to those who
know Bangor. The city is a very prosperous one, and
properly for its prosperity is founded upon its natural advantag-es and the energy and ability of its citizens, qu.1lities
that taken in conjunction cannot be beaten. There are
many reasons why Bang-or should show the steady g-rowth
that has been hers for decades, a growth that is stable, honest and gratifying-no mushroom boom, ephemeral and

very proper confidence born of past ex1H.:rie11ce and future
promise.
\Vhile Bangor is not a great manufacturing eity it must
not be lost to sight that we h;l\·e man~· ancl prospl'rous 111anufactories, and we are bound to hm·e 111any more in the fu ture, for Bangor has the ach·antages that manufacturers
require, and it has them in full measure.
THE ClT\"S Ol'l'OR'l't•.:-;1TrnS

The great question for the manufaeturer today is that
of power, and what city in tlw State, or in NL:w England,
has brighter promise in this line . •\JI <1\er this vicinity,
along tlw Penobscot rivn and it..; tL:rritoril's, are opportunities for the utilization of electric power that will ultimately
make Banhor a g-reat city. The utili zation of electric
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power is as yet in its infancy, and cheap power at
tidewater is a wonderful asset for a cit y today.
Many h undreds of thousands of dollars have been
expended in t hi s vicinity the last few years in de veloping power and the expenditure has but begun. The tributary area of the Penobscot river
is 8,200 square miles, and there are many water
powers either not utilized today or not developed
to anything like their full capacity.
Bangor is the center of a productive country
and one in which the population is a stable one,
th us preventing varying conditions; it presents
fine systems of transportation facilities of both
land and water; it has limitless possibilities in
power and hence in manufactures; it has the best
State Street , Bangor, as it Appeared Before the Fire of April 30, 191 1
of schools, the most modern of stores, energetic
citizens an d munici pal im provem ents that would be crediBangor has made herself what she is today by the loytable to a city many times_its size. I t is surprising to no alty and pull-together spirit of her citizenship. There is

Cou I tesy of Bangor Commercial

Eastern Steamship Corporation Dock, Bangor

one who is conversant with Bangor and its possibilities that
the rebuilding of the city following its great calamity has
been very speedy, and that in a very few years it will be
possible to look over the site of the great fire without finding one vacant building site .

no city in Maine where this characteristic is so pronounced.
They have a fair city and one with boundless opportunities.
The Queen City is destined to grow and prosper, for its
handicap as to geographical location is fast being overcome
by the indomitable confidence her people have in her future.
When one visits the city of Bangor her people
arc talking Bangor and her advantages as a place to
reside and do business in. When abroad they are
ever talking along this same line, and that style of
enthusiasm makes an impression on prospective home
seekers or investors. Bangor's method of standing
together and ''whooping it up '' for their town is a
most commendable and profitable trait and one every
community in Maine would do well to follow.

.---~~~~~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,.---,,,

Elbert Hubbard, the wise man of the East Aurora, now admits he wrote the oft-repeated advertising
epigram about the man who builds a better mousetrap, et cetera.
Hubbard credited it to Emerson,
which didn't hurt Emerson any. and certainly didn't
jeopardise Hubbard in the least. The people who
suffer most are the librarians . Hubbard is some adState Stre et ,After the Fire, Showing the Vaults of the Morse-Oliver Building vertiser--and was before he became a great writer.
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BLAKE, BARROWS & BROWN
Business Founded A. D. 1870

AT NO. 9 CENTRAL ST.

BANGOR, MAINE

Dealers in Stocks and Bonds

HIGH GRADE INVESTMENTS
Foreign Exchange

Travellers Cheques

Letters of Credit

REAL ESTATE SALES AGENTS
ALSO AGENTS

FOR

==INSVRHNCE==
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Claims Promptly Adjusted and Paid

BLAKE, BARROWS & BROWN
BANGOR, MAINE

GEORGE CUOZZO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
and General Labor Supply Agency, Inc.
Succe••or• to GEORGE CUOZZO

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
, Mechanics and Laborers
Supplied
F OR

Railroads, Water Works, Re-enforced
Concrete, Mills and Power
Construction
SI- /,Lf;

r

ST. ll/11/)l!f:, IJllOOKLY,\ ', N. Y.
lln1/l i11 1•10:;
."-:;m.111-i.i/11l, l1111·h11"
1.'i"' 1~(11r1·h,.,,fr,f, fiw,./u1o1

Laying Out Private Estates

ll1 -( 11fur1·1 rl f'o1wrf /1 ('1ut.~lrurfton.

Tel· phone

Estimates Furnished

BANGOR, MAINE
Branch Office, 150 Nassau St., NEW YORK CITY
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Thirty-Four Mails are Despatched Each Week Day and Thirty-Eight Mails are Received.
Bangor Equalled by Few Cities of Its Size in the Country

22!)

Postal Receipts m

By John M. Oak, Postmaster

TiJ)EOPLE residing on the eight rural r0utes running out Bangor that swell the postal receipts of that city.
In this
of Bangor and Brewer station, who receive their mail connection the following information is pertinent:
Bangor, Me., population, 24,803;
daily, mig ht compare this service
gross postal receipts 1910, $123,
with Bangor's first delivery sen-ice
665 .93; per capita, $4.99.
Lawfrom Wiscasset, Maine, when about
rence,
Mass.,
population,
85,892;
ten days were required to make the
gross postal receipts, 1910, $130,
trip.
308.48 ; per capita, $1.41. Holyoke,
The postal hi story of Bangor starts
Mass.. population, 57 ,300 ; gross
with the establishment of a post office
at Treat's Falls, near the site of the
postal receipts 1910, $127,867,32;
present pumping station, with Buckper capita, $2.21.
Salem, Mass.,
ley Emerson as postma~tcr. In 1810,
population, 43,697; gross postal rethe location of the post office was
ceipts 1910, $111,473.92; per capita,
changed to the store on the corner of
$2.55. Pawtucket, R . I.. population,
Main and Middle streets.
During
51,622; gross postal receipts 1910,
the administration of Postmaster
$125,124.55;
per capita, $2.42.
Mark Trafton , who served ten years
Meriden, Conn . , population, 27,265;
from 1829 to 1339, the post office was
gross postal receipts, 1910, $92,
again moved to a store on the present
067 .14; per capita, $3 .3 7.
Haversite of the Boston Button Store. The
hill , Mass., population, 44,115; gross
next move was to what is now ;zno1Yn
postal r eceipts, 1910, $97,002.26; per
as the Smith block on Hammond St.,
c:::.pita, $2.19. Newport, R. I. , popfrom which location it was clrivcn by
ulation, 27, 149; gross postal receipts
the flood in 1846, ancl found tempo.
1910, $81,874.34; per capita, $3.01.
rary location in the Court IIouse, the
The steady growth of the postal
bell being rung on the arrival of the
John M . Oak, Postmaster of Bangor
revenues in this city is shown by the
mail. From there the office was
following figures g iving the business
moved to the corner of Hammond and Franklin streets, of the office from 1898 to 1912 under the administration of
where the Bass block now stands, ancl remained there until
Postma<;ter John M. Oak:
1854 when the old Custom Ilousl' and post office building
was erected by the government on Kenduskeag bridge. 1898 from July 1st one year.
$ 57 .644.17
This building wa<> destroyed by the great fire of 1911. For 1899
61,497 .43
a time, the post office had temporary quarters in the
63,627.52
Y. :M . C. A. building , and in October, 1911, it was moved 1900
to its present site on Central street erected as a temporary 1901
67,735.16
location until the completion of the new Government build1902
76,611.39
ing in Post Office Square.
80,759.49
The ma il service of the office has improved in propor- 1903
tion to the increasecl revenues until now thirty-four mails 1904
86,474.94
arc despatched each week day in sixty-five pouches and
1905
90,542. 73
e ig ht on Sundays in twcnty·fi\·e pouches.
The office re106,136.88
ceives thirty -eight mails in sixty -three pouches each week 1906
day and eight on Sundays in twenty-nine pouches.
1907
109,860.22
It has been saicl that there is no surer test of the busi1908
112,081.01
ness stability of a city, or town, than that afforded by its
123.915.+3
postal receipts. The truth of this statement seems to be 1909
confirmccl by the postal revenues in Bangor. It is a fact 1910
123,665.93
not ge nerally known that there arc few cities in the l:nited
1911
131,406.17
States with a population no larger than Bangor where the
postal receipts equal the receipts of the Bangor post office,
It will be noted that the per capita in Bangor on the
ancl where such a city is found it invariabl y appears that
there are some extraordinary condi tions not existing in basis of the total revenue for last year is $5 .29.

11"
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BUSINESS BUILDER

J/U.111': Ul<' 1'118 MBlllllLL 'l'J:US'I' !'U.11/'AN l, /JrlSUU!i , M .11.\'E

'F/1is !Ja11k !tas bce11 a /J11ilda of IJ11si11css, Colkdi11.I.!
Ilic jJeoplcs' money a!ld i111·csli11g ii i11 J lom1· !1Ld11slric.1.

it lias aided Ilic dcvdop111rnt o( ma11y b11si11css projcds,
and is ready and willing to aid more.

Busi11ess 111cn arc im•ilcd lo ro1111111111icall' llieir /i11a11rial
11ecds to t/1e 1!f)hcrs of tliis Ba11k, u 1!10 «•ill g-ladl)' mopoatc 1,•itli /Item as Jar as lies in flu ir pou•er.

MERRILL TRUST
JY.l:AINE

co.
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C1hcalmlbxeir
By Wilfrid A. Hennessy, Secretary

& FTER demonstrating by its quick recovery from the

portance will become correspondingly greater.
Some idea
historic conflagration of April 30, 1911, its indisputa- of Bangor's standing as a wholesale center is gained when
ble right to its reputation for energy and progress, it is known that there are over 150 jobbing houses in the
the new Bangor is facing a future of large promise. Ban- city.
Although Bangor has numerous important industries,
gor is building and booming in a manner that suggests the
hustle of the \Vest, and despite the great loss it is generally it has never laid claim to being a manufacturing center.
conceded that the ultimate outcome of the fire will be bene- However with the exploitation of the hydro-electric powers
now being developed by the Bangor Power Co. , which will
ficial rather than otherwise.
give
the city extraordinary advantages in the way of lowThe buildings which are replacing those destroyed in
the conflagration are in all instances improvements over price power it is more than likely that Bangor's manufactheir predecessors. The business section of the city will turers will show a marked increase in numbers. This
great power supply, together with
be more up-to-elate because of the
the water and rail trarn1portation
handsome new structures now in
facilities will doubtless form a
process of erection while the noteworthy municipal improvementsstrong attraction for new industriwider streets, parks and playal propositions.
grounds- will make Bangor more
In the activities of the new Bangor a prominent part will be taken
desirous than ever to the fame of
being one of the most beautiful
by the members of Bangor Chamcities of New England.
ber of Commerce which was organThe new Bangor will offer
ized in April, 1910, by the constrong attractions for new resisolidation of the Board of Trade,
dents.
Always a source of just
Retail Merchants' Association and
pride, the city's schools will bl:
the Wholesale Merchants' Assoeven better
ciation. Its first officers were :
completion of the new high school
president, Arthur Chapin ; vice
which is to he one of the finest
presidents, Charles F. Bragg and
buildings of its kiml in this section
Charles M. Stewart ; secretary,
of the country. The new Public
Wilfrid A. Hennessy ; treasurer,
Library will be another splenclicl
Howard F. Sawyer; attorney, Donstructure and the Federal building
ald F. Snow; auditor, George H.
and the several churches will be of
Hoµkins ; directors, Frederic W.
exceptional architectural merit.
Adams, Augustus H. Babcock,
The transforming of the old high
Henry W . Cushman, John G. Dunschool site into a park and playning, A. Langdon Freese, John M.
ground will be an important city
Oak, Eugene T. Savage, Charles
betterment. \sick from its utility
L. Snow and Arthur J. ·waterman.
Hon. Arthur Chapin, Pres. Bangor Chamber of Commerce
it will be a splenclicl setting for the
The original officers are still servnew high school ancl Public Library
ing but the board of directors has
which will face upon this large public plot. The Norom- undergone a change, the by-la\YS providing for annual
bega Hall, to be constructecl on the former post office and rotation.
The present directors are : Frederic \V.
orombega Hall sites, with the Kenduskeag flowing on Adams, Augustus H. Babcock, Harry D. Benson, Frank
each side, will be a remarkable parkway, the equal of which P. Denaco, John P. Frawley, Edwin N. Miller, John M.
is selclom seen in American cities.
These are but two Oak, Eugene T. Savage and John G. Utterback.
of the important improvements planned for and under way.
The organization was hardly a year old when the fire
Bangor's fame as a lumber center has diminished upset plans which had been in preparation and made necesgreatly within the last clecacle owing to the changed condi- sary the abandonment of the program which had been
tions brought about by the pre eminence of the pulp and arranged. However the fire afforded an opportunity for
paper industry but the city's importance as a commercial the demonstration of the value of commercial organi zations
center has seen a proportionately great expansion.
Ban- conducted on broad civic line -lines that would have been
gor is the gateway to the 1\roostook country and to the considered outside its field of acti,·ity by the old -fashioned
The first list of fire sufferers
rapidly developing- section of ~faine to the north and cast. business men's association.
was prepared by the Chamber of Commerce committee at
For all the section of ~faine east of Augusta, Bangor is the
the request of the mayor and the Chamber of Commerce
"big city" ancl with the continued clcvelopmcnt of Aroos- has been the center of the Fire Relief Committee's work.
took and \Vashington counties, Bangor's commercial im- Although, as has been said, much of the work which had
~
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M.

CHAS.
GENERAL

STEWART
AGENCY

INSURANCE

FIRST- CLASS

COMPANIES

LOVVEST RATES

Fire, Marine, Accident, Health, Boiler Explosion, Elevator, Plate
Glass, Burglary, Automobile and Liability Insurance
Resp ectfully solicits Insurance business of any kind, whether
for a few Hundred or for Several Thousand Dollars

..

..

Surety and Fid elity Bonds, for Probate Court, Contractors, Officials, etc.
Teleplwnes, R esidmce and O.f!ice

Address: P. O. Box 463, or No. 70 Exchange St.

Opposite R ailway Station

M.

CHAS.

BANGOR, MAINE

STEWART

·- --SELLS FLAGS--Banners and Decorating Material of all kinds
Flags of any size, material or quality
Silk Parade Flags a Specialty
Flag Staffs, all sizes. Iron Staff Holders, all sizes.
Trimmings of all kinds.
Flag Poles, any size, to go upon buildings or set in the ground.
'Td('p/1011es , R es idence and Oj/ice

Address: P. 0. Box 463, or No. 70 Exchange St.

Opposite Railway Station

BANGOR, MAINE
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been outlined had to be put aside as the result of the fire,
the Chamber of Commerce has been far from inactive. At
the very outset of its career it raised $100,000 for the financing of the Bangor Shoe Co., it has distributed thousands of
leaflets of various kinds, those issued immediately following the fire having received many commendatory notices;
it took a prominent part in the raising of the subscription
which made possible the Norombega Mall; it started the
agitation which resulted in the construction of the new
Bangor and Brewer bridge; it has a ided the local chorus
of the Maine Music Festival and is now arranging for further assistance; it has participated in the preparation for
th e Annual C. C. T. Food Fair and has brought several
conventions to this city; its committee took a prominent
part in the arrangements for the Maine Boys' Conferen ce
held in 1911, which was the largest gathering of. the kind
ever held in this country; its retail merchants' association
has introduced plans for uniform holiday closing, far e re-

fits Maine or any section of the state m ust be of adva nta g e
to every city and town.
One of the g eneral movements in
which the organization is concerned is the development of
the agricultural resources and the Chamber of Commerce is
gathering an organization of fruit growers and truck gardeners which promises to accomplish much good through
co-operative measures.
Co-operation is the order of the clay and in no direction
arc the results more apparent than among business organizations whether they be called chambers of commerce,
boards of trades or merchants' associations. In every ' 'live''
city of the country will be found an active, energetic or ganization composed of optimistic business men who are
sufficientl y broacl-minded and public-spirited to devote a
part of their time and talents to the g eneral good of the
community.
No one man or group of men can make a successful org-anization. The measure of an organization's success is

Charles F . Bragg
Vice President Bangor Chamber of Commerce

Photo by Chalme'" Charles M. Stewart
Vice President Bangor Chamber of Commerce

funds for attracting out-of-town buyers, advertising protection and other innovations of benefit to merchants ; it
arranged a11d financed Carnival Weck in June 1912, which
was one of the biggest celebrations of the kind ever held in
New England, and was unique not only because of its
street fair features but more especial ly as it was carried out
without soliciting financial assistance to defray expenses.
The foregoing is by no means a complete list of the
Chamber of Commerce activities up to the present. It does,
however, illustrate the broad plan on which the organization is conducted. No special mention has been maclc of
the routine features of the work such as the investigation
of industrial propositions, the information furnished out-ofthc -statc inquirers anc1 the numerous articles prepared for
tl1c press and special publications.
or is all its work confined solely lo Bangor.
The
Chamhcr of Commerce is vitally interested in every m ovement for the advancement of illainc..:, particularly the great
section to the north and east of Bangor, because what bene-

proportionate to the amount of effort expended by each individual member. The business organization of today is
made successful by team work and the members of the
team must be optimistics.
l\Iost of us in Bangor realize Maine ' s unlimited potential possibilities. We know we have one of the best cities
in the land. We know, too, that the new Bangor will be
even better than the Bangor of today. The unanimous expression is that never before has there been a greater ' 'gettogether'' spirit in Bangor than at the present time.
The
boosting idea is dominant. In the coming year and through
the years ahead, the Chamber of Commerce, gaining in
membership each week, will be a potent factor in the a dvancement of the city and the interests of the business men
and residents in general.
On the membership card of the Chamber of Commerce
appear several paragraphs that are of interest to members
of any business organi zation. They are as follows
"Why Join the Chamber of Commer ce?"

l'hoto by Chalmers
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THE

COLONl~L

BANGOR, MAINE

A

-

Moderate

Priced

Yet Strictly

FIRST- CLASS HOTEL=
Situated in Bangor's Finest Residential District.
in all its appointments.

Modern

Transients accommodated

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

T. W. PACKARD,

Manager
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of the United States Metal Products
''In Bangor, as in every other comCo., New York City, handling their
munity, there are citizens, who, when
complete line of fire-proof doors,
asked to join the Chamber of Commerce, inquire, "What am I going
windows, interior m etal trim a nd
mouldings, store front material, bank
to get out of it?"
"It is not a question of what You
fixtures, etc. This material may be
are going to get out of the Chamber
seen on many of Bangor's recent
of Commerce that will count for Banbuildings, and Portland's new City
Hall is also equipped with it. The
gor.
officers of the company are : presi"But it is a question of what You
dent , Chas. H. Merr ill; treasurer,
are going to put into the Chamber of
F . H . Drummond ; manager, G. A.
Commerce.
Hersey.
''Yon must have absolute faith in
4
. . ·· - Bangor, or you cannot make Other
Pearl & Dennett Company
people have faith in the best city m
One of the most substantial build
Maine.''
ing~ erected in Bangor:since the great
The following is good talk too :
fire of 1911, is the new Pearl building
''It is ncce~sary at times for the
at the corner of State and Harlow
Chamber of Commerce to take some
action which fails of universal apstreets. It is a five-story, red brick
proval.
Such. however, is the hisbuilding, with ornate granite trimmings. The ground floor, in its entory of all human achievements.
Nothing was ever clone upon earth
tirety, is used for the real estate and
that clicl not excite criticism, and it is Photo by Chalmers Wilfrid A. Hennessy
insurance offices of the Pearl & DenSecretary Bangor Chamber of Commerce
far better to be up and doing-even
nett Co., while the upper floors have
making a mistake now and then-than to die of dry rot.
been arranged into modern offices.
''Don't focus your m'emory on the mistakes, fancied or
The Pearl & Dennett Co. is one of the largest and best
real, that the Chamber of Commerce may make.
Its equipped realty and insurance concerns this side of Boston.
leaders are, after all, only human- like yourself. Men err The business was established in 1873 by Charles S. Pearl.
collectively, as well as singly- but not so often.
Later the firm was Pearl & Dennett. In 1906, however,
"Judge the Chamber of Commerce, therefore, not by to better facilitate a greatly increased bu~iness, the enterits few mistakes, but by the big aggregation of good things prise was incorporated, with a· paid-up capital of $50,000.
it cloes and seeks to do for the common welfare of Bangor The officers of the company arc , Charles S. Pearl, presiand Eastern Maine."
dent ; Frank L. Tuck, treasurer; and \V. H. \Vhittemore ,
secretary.
The Acme Manufacturing Co.
The Beal School of Shorthand
The Acme ~fanufacturing ComFrom its inception the Beal
pany is a concern closely allied to and
School of Shorthand has had for its
of considerable importance to the Banobject the careful training of young
gor building trades. It was organized
people to become good business stein 1909 with a paid-up capital of $20,
nographers.
The curriculum em 000 for the purpose of manufacturing
braces all that is essential to g ive the
the Acme Adjustable Roof Flange and
young man or woman a thorough
other specialties used in various
and complete business training. The
branches of building work. They
branches taught are : shorthand,
also do all kinds of special machine
typewriting, business English, spellwork, to order. The plant in Brewer
ing and defining, rapid calculation
is one of the most modern and comand bookkeeping , which is optional
plete in this vicinity. It is a brick
and which can be taken in combinastructure 60x90 feet in climensions,
tion with shorthand.
equipped throughout with the very
The Beal School of Shorthand
latest clevices and machines known
and Typewriting was established in
to the business . The Acme Adjusta1903, and is located in the Merchant
ble Roof Flange is well and favorably
Kational Bank building, at 25 Broad
known to the trade of today . The
street. Miss Mary E. Beal, the princiflan ).!e is guaranteed to be absolutely
pal, has ever earnestly endeavored to
non leakablc, as it is without joints,
be honest, conscientious and thoroug h
and is made to f!t an\· pitch of roof.
P hoto b• Chalmers Howard F. Sawyer
in her work, and her graduates have
They arc also ~Taine representati \'es
Treasurer Bangor Chamber of Commerce
been successful from the beginning.
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YOU GET

YOU'LL FIND

truly metropolitan hotel service, with "a!l
the comforts of

your friends
who travel
wisely invariably stop in
Bangor.

home."

ATTHE

BANGOR HOUSE

Conveniently near the heart of the business section and the city's chief attractions. Special accommodations for automobile parties.
YOU want com1)Jctely satisfactory hotel service while in Bangor;
you'll surely get it here.

H. C. CHAPMAN & SON, Props.

MAIN STREET, BANGOR, MAINE

The Largest, Best Equipped Garage East
of Boston
.Just across the street from thu Bangor House---is assurc<lly T II E Bn ngor
mecca for autoists who want best accommodations, service and supplies
A trial proves it. "Drop in."

BANGOR MOTOR CO.
225 MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

D e alers in

Convenient

Pie rceArrow
and Cadillac

Storage

Cars

Rent

Cars to
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trying hours when the city of Bangor was ciates of the great water power, which was later developed
smouldering in ashes, when business was temporarily by the Great orthern Paper Company; thanks to his foresuspended, when the hundrecls of homeless poor were sight and energy. Mr. Mu1len was a member of the legisdemanding first aicl and everything was at sixes and sevens, lature in 1891. In 1909 he was appointed as Democratic
the citizens of that overwhelmed city gave thanks that they member of the commission to re-build the State House. At
had a real man in command of affairs, a man fit for the a special election in 1911 he was elected to fi]] the vacancy
in the state senate caused by the death of his brother, Hon.
emergency, -:\Iayor Charles \V. Mullen.
Mr. Uullen was everywhere during that month of May, James B. Mu1len. He was elected Mayor of Bangor in
March 1911, and re-elected
1911, presiding at many
last March.
meetings daily, adminisIt is safe to say that no
tering to the neecly anc1 diman in Penobscot county
recting the affairs of the
has done more to develop
.~·ovcrnment. Great credit
the resources of his counhas been given Mr. Multy than Hon. Charles W.
len, and justly given from
Mullen, his energy and
all parts of cw England,
foresight
have been the
for the able manner in
means
of
bringing
outside
which he hancllcd the
capital to the extent of
affairs of the city during
many mi1lions into the
that crises, ancl during the
county for the development
balance of the ti me interven i ng he has been an inof its natural resources.
clomitablc \\'orker in the
As stated abo,·e, Mr.
re-builcling of the Queen
Mullen was born on a
farm, and the love of the
City.
Charles \V. Mullen has
soil has always remained
firmly fixed in his heart.
hacl an active ancl variecl
Last year he had in crop
career. Born on a farm
about sixty acres and this
in the town of (irccnbush,
year will sow and plant
Penobscot county, in Mar.
about seventy-five acres.
1858, he attemled school
when he coulcl be spared
Mr. ~Iullen is a firm believer
in the development
from farm \\''Jrk. IIi s fa ther cliccl \\'hen Charles
of the agricultural resourcwas eighteen months olcl,
es of the state, as well as
of its other resources, and
he bci ng the youngest of
to that end and in order
five chilclren left to the
that such resources may
care of a wiclowecl mother.
be developed s t a n d s
At an early age he began
squarely on the proposiwork as a rivcr-clriver on
tion that protection should
the Penobscot booms. Beapply to these as long as a
t ween times he got in part
Hon. Chas. W . Mullen
particle of protection is
of a term at ·w estbrook
Mayor of Bangor Who Has Been Indomitable Leader in Re-building of City
given to any industry in
Seminary ancl also at
this country.
Bucksport Seminary.
Imrnccliately after his graclnation from college he helped
survey what was then callccl the Shore Linc railroad.
In
A cablegram from the International Institute of Agri1885 he was the resident engineer in charge of the conculture, Rome, Italy, has been received br the United
strnetion of the Cilenn ~hnufaeturing Company's Pulp and States Department of Agriculture, giving the following inPaper plant at Berlin,~- II.
formation : In Rus"ia, estimates of production in seventvIn 1888, he organizell and promoted the Piscataquis thrcc governments arc as follo\YS, expressed in bushel~:
Falls Pulp and Paper Company, anll built their plant now wheat, 749,9+7,000; rye, 984-,728,000; barley, 458,183,000;
owned by the Tnternatimrnl Paper Company at \Vest Enfield. oats, 1,032,605,000; corn, 61,908,000 .
ln 1891 he ancl others bought the entire territory,
where the present village of Millinocket and the Great
Some one must believe in you.
And thru touching
Northern Paper Company's plant is situated.
finger-tips with thi'-> Som~ One, we may get in the circuit
Later on Mr. Mullen securecl an option from his asso- and thus reach out to all.
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GOING TO BUI L D?
To build right, you've got to use right material, and get it at the right price.
Leave it to us to supply your Long and Short Lumber, Clapboards, Shingles
Building Trim, Doors, Sash, Builders ' Hardware, Paint, Lead, Oils, Fireplace Tile, Fire Sets, etc. W e carry an immense stock. Can make prompt
deliveries. Sell at lowest market prices.
"Ask to be shown"
Our Ruberoid Roofing covers a multitude of roofs, ideally

MORSE
VALLEY

COMPANY
A VENUE, BANGOR ,

MAINE

The Connecticut, Mutual
is in reality a mutual life insurance company

It furnishes Life Insurance to Protect the Family
It furnishes it at its actual cost.
It m akes that cost as small as possible by prudence and economy.

In the pas t sixty-five years it has made that
COST LESS
on the average, than has any other company.
Its policies are ideal for the beneficiaries, for the insured, and for the agent who
wishes t o furnish his clients with contracts that are most to their permanent advantage.

H. N. FAIRBANKS, Cen'I Agent
4 7 Main Street

Bangor, Maine

F. L. RYAN, Special Agent

Arthur Chapin Company

~
))~

WHOLESALE

~

GR 0 CE RS

v===:yJ\

~==.:==~~

••

100 BROAD STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

••
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By Bernhard M. Kirstein
TI5) ANGOR is most widely known as a City of Homes, and
J.Q) quite r ightly it enjoys that proud distinction. Whether it be a modest cottage or possibly a bungalow, or
the more pretentious colonial structnre, of whi~h there are
many beautiful examples in the city, the first thought and
ambition of our people seems to be the
acquirement of a
home befitting their
position an d income.
A large and constantly growing n umber of visitors is coming to our city, and
especially at this season of the year, tourists in automobiles
are calling on us by
the scores.
T hese
strangers are all im•
b ued with the same
sentiment, and on
every hand is heard
some expression that
Bangor surely is a
The First Parish Church-Home of the
city of homes.
A
community can ask for no better reputation, and our citizens are proud to see this good work constantly expandin g.
For that reason, our city council is always willing to aid
and co-operate with any project s uch as the laying out of a
new section or addition to Bangor, and with this encouragement numerous new settlements have grown up and p r ospered.

made on a modern and generous scale, and the places are
uniformly pleasant and attractive. Perhaps the first undertaking on a large scale of this nature was that on Center
street known as the Little City in Itself. Here over seventyfive houses have been put up in the last few years, each
with its neat and wellkept lawn, and the
houses of modern design and attractive
architecture. With a
willing spirit the city
has added a splendid
brick school house
and a modern fire
station of the same
material as its con tri bu ti on to the en largement and beautifying of the community.
The last project
along similar lines is
on the west e r n
heights of the city,
and enjoys the eu F irst Church Organization in Bangor
phonious title of Fairmount. Although less than four years old, this section already has added forty-five delightful homes to the full quota
in the city and one of the most attractive parks and playgrounds in this vicinity is being developed along broad and
beneficial lines.
An illustration of the interest which these home owners
take in their surroundings is afforded by the Fairmount ImThe business section of the city is confined in a valley provement Society, just formed among the Fairmount home
around the Penobscot river and Kenduskeag stream , while owners. Its object will be to make public and private im_
the better residential
provements as well,
sections are on the
and friendly contests
higher lands within
will be inaugurated
a mile or less of the
among the members
post office. All these
for best kept lawns,
sections arc easily
rarest or most beaureached b~· our fine
tiful flower gardens
system of car Jines,
and other things of a
making them convensimilar nature that
iently accessible.
will add to the desirWhile there are
ability of the section
many beautiful homes
as a neighborhood of
scattered through the
homes.
older sections of the
Other home seccity, it is of the newer
tions of recent develoutlying sections that
opment include a
the people of Bangor
number of more elabare p a r t i c u 1a r 1 y
orate estates on upper
proud . Herc improvState street overlookments have
been
A Pretty Residential Section of Bangor
ing the river, and a
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An Attractive Row of P retty Residences, Bangor

pretty street called Homeland that is an extension of the older maple street.
It is remarkable to note the large percentage of home owners among Bangor people, and
it is this, perhaps more than any one other
thing that is constantly adcling permanent residents to aid in the city's expansion and growth.
Bangor is metropolitan in its tendencies.
It
has up-to-elate stores; as fine a school system
as is to be found in Jew England; a first-class
water supply owned and operated by the city;
an electric lighting plant of its own, making our
streets e\·cn out in sections over two miles from
the post office, among the lightest of any city
of onr size in this country; a musical fcsti\'al
each fall that would be a credit to a much larger
community; an eastern :Maine fair ; a large
number of flourishing churches of all denominations particularly well housed ; an unusually
well equipped and efficient fire department, ancl
we11 ordered streets due to a capable and well managed police department. In short it caters to the moral and intellectual welfare and growth of the people rn the cast ancl
north of us, as well as providing for them a center for their
commercial transactions ancl amusements. It is thus that
many people whose business is in the outlying country plan
to make homes for their families in the pleasant atmosphere
which Bangor affords. Our new library ancl high school
buildings might be considered cxtrm'agant for many cities
of our size, but in Bangor they have practically the united
support of the people and arc consiclcrccl among the most
valuable assets which the city can possess.
There are a great many families which have lived in
Bangor for generations; most of those who hm·e come in
the last clccadc ha,·e remained to call Bangor permanently
their home. Eventually this must lead to the industrial
development of the city. The laboring man who is satisfied
with his surroundings , who is engaged in the noble task of
providing a permanent home of his own for the enjoyment

o± his family, is the man who is at peace
with the world and who gives his employer
the full value of every dollar that he receives in his weekly wage. It will be
mainly to secure this intelligent ancl desirable class of help that capital will be
finally attracted to embark in large manufacturing lines in this vicinity, although,
of course, the unlimited and inexpensive
power which our river can furnish will be
no small factor in assisting this development and growth.
Thus the spirit of home huilcling and
home owning, which in itself brings a rich
reward of happiness and contentment, is
eventually to be a factor in a more material benefit which is bouncl to come with
increased realty values in which all the
people will share ancl which the inclustria1
growth of the community will make certain.

Center street, Bangor-Looking

Penobscot Machinery Company
The Penobscot Machinery Company wns established
and incorporated in 1901.
Immecliately after the fire
they secured temporary quarters, at the same time planning
for an entirely new ancl moclcrn plant. This latter was
completed in May of the present year, ancl may be statccl to
he one of the finest equipped founclrics ancl machine shops
thi<; side of Boston. It comprises huilclings cxtencling from
Front back to Pleasant street. Tn all it covers some 8,000
square feet of ground space. \Vhile doing all kinds of
special order work to the capacity of the plnnt, the leading
work is that of manufacturing special mill machinery, fire
escapes, iron fencing, stairways, balconies, grill work, clc .
vators, etc. The industry is a most valuable acquisition to
the variecl enterprises of the city of Bangor.

-·-

Morse & Company
One of the most important factors in the re -huilding of
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Bangor is the immense wood -working plant of Morse &
Co., Inc., manufacturers of lumber and house finish of
every description. The immense plant, one of the most
extensive of its kind in the state, is located on the Kenduskeag river, with general offices on the Valley avenue, beside the works. The twenty buildings comprising the local
plant occupy a large area, running for about a third of a
mile along the shore of the river. In every department the
equipment is up-to-date and complete, and from 150 to 250
men are employed, according to season. In addition to
the Bangor plant the company also maintains other mills,
etc., further up the river.
This enterprise was established in 1851, and in 1889
the concern was incorporated. with a large amount of capital, and the business was enlarged and extended, until today it is admittedly the largest and best equipped plant of
the kind in Northern Maine-in fact, there arc few plants
in all ew England that can equal it.

-------

Blake, Barrows & Brown
This is one of the largest, oldest ancl most reliable in-
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upon any subject which has been taken as a legitimate subject of insurance. They will negotiate for surety bonds,
and they do a general brokerage business. Sc,-enteen of
the strongest corporations of this and foreign countries arc
represented by this concern.
These companies combined
have total assets of over two hundred millions of dollars,
with surplus to policy holders of over sixty-three million.
In addition to their insurance this firm also does a private banking and investment business. They issue letters
of credit, travelers' cheques and drafts. They also sell
passage tickets and arrange for transportation on all of the
leading steamship lines for foreign ports. The firm make
a leading specialty of investments of every description, especially in city, county and state bonds, and those of railroads, water works, corporations, etc.
Messrs. Barrows and Brown, the managers of this old
reliable agency, are among the best known insurance and
investment men of New England. They have recently
added a growing department to their business for the sale
of desirable real estate in Bangor and vicinity.

....

Fletcher & Butterfield

tgomery showing Some of the Modern Homes

vestment and insurance firms in the State.
Tt is one of the most i 111 portan t factors in
the Bang·or insurance field, a fact attested
by the prompt and liberal acljustmcnt of
nearly s+oo,ooo of claims maclc through
this firm after the great fire of 1911. The
agency was established in 1870 by P. M.
Blake. In 1883 the present firm was organized.
(~eorge \V. E. Barrows and
\Villiam E. Brown arc the surviving members of the concern. The house has occupied offa:es at the same location eyer
since the agency was estahlisbecl, 42 years
ago, but have doubled their ffoor space
within a few years.
The facilities ayailablc at these offices enable Blake, Barrows & Brown to
serve applicants for insurance in the most
complete way.
The office underwrites

Backed up by a solid repu ta ti on of over 75
years' success in the designing and erection of
all classes of memorials, the firm of Fletcher
& Butterfield is today one of the largest and
best equipped concerns of the kind in eastern
Maine. With many other business firms they
lost their plant in the great fire of 1911. but
immediately commenced the completion of a
new and even larger plant on Park street.
Here they have an unusually complete marble
and granite works, and every facility for the
designing of all classes of memorials. George
M. Fletcher, who now is the surviving partner
of this growing enterprise, is one of the best
known business men of Bangor.

//

Another Glimpse of the Handsome Houses
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Dependable Service Cornea from Using a

KINEO RHNGE
Thousands of people are using these ranges
and recommending them to others

WHY NOT GET IN LINE?

Also Manufacturers of KINEO COAL OR WOOD FURNACES

NOYES ®' NUTTER MFG. CO.

..

No. 112 Broad Street,

BANGOR, MAINE

Wm. Z. CLAYTON CO.
UNDERTAKERS
EMBALMERS
AND

Open day and night.
Out of town orders promptly attended to

H. CLIFTON EYE, Manager and Coroner
Telephone, Office 203-1, House 203-2

••

117-119 STATE ST., BANGOR, MAINE

SAVIN CS BANK MAXIMS

••

Early <;a\·ings will give you a soft bed and an easy chair for old age .
The savings bank proves the parent of plenty to all its patrons.
The savings bank helps a man to help himself. The best help in the world.
The sa\·ings bank turns small savings into investment".
The saving bank account drives away worry and brings comfort.
The saving bank account is a beacon light in the pathway to a peaceful old age.
One dollar will open a savings account at our bank. Many people arc industrious themselves, but fail to
keep their money busy. \Vhen you have an extra dollar bring it to our bank and put it to work earning
interest for you.

BANGOR SAVINGS BANK
78

CENTRAL STREET

BANGOR, MAINE
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By D. A. Robinson, M. D ., Chairman of the School Board

A

CLERGYMAN, who was pastor of a large city church
and had many parochial calls to make each year, made
the remark that he was in the habit of forming an opinion
about the character of the people whom he visited by observing the books that lay upon the parlor table. In like
manner visitors estimate the character and culture of the
inhabitants of a city by the quality ancl condition of their
schools and school buildings. ] udged by this standard
Bangor should take high rank among the cities of New
England.
From the time when Abigail Ford began the first school
in Bangor until now, a period of one hundred and thirtynine years, its ci ti zens have taken a lively interest in the
public schools.

in all public expenses, on account of the great depression
of all kinds of business and the scarcity of work for all
kinds of laborers. With a few exceptions, succeeding city
governments have acted in accordance with the sentiments
so well expressed by Mayor Carr. As a result the public
schools of Bangor have always held high rank among the
schools of the state. This reputation is a valuable asset
for our city, not alone for the benefit conferred upon our
own children, but from the fact that by it many desirable
citizens are each year drawn to this city, and make it their
permanent home.
CURRICULUM

Up to the year 1837 Bangor had only what are gener-

Valentine Schoolhouse, First Street, Bangor

In 1840 the mayor, .T. Wingate Carr, in his inaugural
aclclress to the city council, gave expression to the sentiment of the people in the following words :- " The subject
of schools i one in which we all take a clecp interest, it
being an established principle that the very foundation and
permanency of our government depends upon having an
educated ancl enlightened community. Public policy, as
well as the public good, rcqnirc us to cherish and foster
our schools and institutions of learning, as these should be
the last of all our blessings which should in anywise be
liable to be sacrificecl to the spirit of retrenchment, which
we are obliged to exercise.'' This was said at a tim when
there was the most urgent need for the strictest economy

ally known as ''common schools,'' consisting of courses of
study in the primary, intermediate and grammar grades.
In 1837 a high schoolhouse wa erected- the brick building on Prospect street destroyed by the fire last year-and
a four years' course in high school studies was added to
the public school curriculum. From time to time special
teachers were aclcled to give instruction in penmanship,
music and drawing, and in 1898 public kindergartens were
established as part of the public school system. More recently manual training and domestic science have been
added to the course of study in the grades below the high
school, and the high school curriculum has been broadened
so that pupils entering that school now have a choice from
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UNION IRON WORKS
MACHINISTS
and
FOUNDERS
Structural Iron and Steel Work
Steam Engines and Boilers,
Saws, Oils, Grease, Pulleys,
Belting, etc.
Pulp and Paper Machinery,
Mill, Plumbing and Engine
Supplies.

15 Oak St., Bangor, Me.

E. R. ADAMS, Gen'/ Mgr. and Treas.

A. R. DAY, P rest.

ADAMS DRY GOODS CO.
- - -JOBBERS OF- - -

Dry and Fancy Goods
LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES

GENTS' FURNISHINGS A SPECIALTY

93 to 103 MAIN STREET, BANGOR , MAIN E
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Elm Street Schoolhouse, Bangor

six separate courses of study. It will be seen from this
brief statement that the Bang-or schools have been kept
fully up with the times in the directions in which the best
progress has been made in modern educational methods.
SCHOOL BUILDINC;S

l'ntil the year 1876 all the school buildings in Bangor

were built of wood, with the exception of those on Pine
street, Prospect street and First street. In 1876 the "Union
Square schoolhouse was erected. This is a three-story
brick building containing twelve rooms. Since then brick
buildings have been erected as follows: -The Palm street
school, containing twenty rooms ; Elm street, four rooms ;
Center street, four rooms; First street, six rooms ; Larkin

I
I

Abraham Lincoln Schoolhouse, Palm Street, Bangor
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R. 8. DUNNING & CO.
Seeds, Implements, Dairy Supplies, Wooden Ware
Cem ent., Lime, Windrnills, P umps, Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Sewer Pipe, Fire Brick, Fire Cl ay, Mill SupplieR
..

Nos. 54, 58 and 62 Broad Street, and

3 7 Mercantile Square

BANGOR, MAINE

H. P. SAHUE.VT, l'residmt
IIE.Vll l ' 0. l'IERCE, Trw.<urrr
f!EN!l Y L. M/'l'('ll ELL, Se,.retary and Attorwy

F i

NAN O E

JVJLLIAM CONNERS

C

1'110.ll AS IVll! TF., Vi,·1··l'n.<it/111t
CJJAllLES E. BLISS, Auditor

O MMI T T E E

. INDl!EW C. SAWYER

lllANLY II . LANCASTJNl

DlRECTORS

THOMAS ll'lll1'E, HENRY L. M I TCHELL, WILLIAM CONN HRS, ANDREW C. SAW l'E ll, llAflfl I' J. ('l/A l 'MAN, ALIJJtJ:T fl. Ji!CNNER
. IDOLl'll PFAFF, MANL !' JJ. LANCASTER, .JOHN CONNERS, LYllfAN B. f'U/11.'IEJ:, 'l'. JJ E lllJEl!T Wlll1'R

Penobscot Loan and Building Association
Office, No. 11 Columbia Street

BANGOR, MAINE

The President and Directors of this Association now offer shares for sale, as the best and safest investment
that can be found for a monthly deposit of any sum from one to twenty-five dollars per month. Dividends averaging five per cent. compounded semi-annually have been declared.

Henry Lord

Edwin Lord

Henry Lord Co.
Ship Brokers and Commission Merchants
------,1_
Fire
and_
Marine
Insurance
_
_
__

79 Exchange Street

••

Bangor, Maine
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Larkin Street

~choolhouse,

street, six rooms; and the one on Pine street has been re modelled and enlarged, and there is now in process of erection a high schoolhouse, which will contain nearly sixty
rooms. So that in the last twenty years Bangor will have
expended over half a million dollars upon new school build ings. Vve have at present 32 school builcling~, containing

Bangor

119 rooms. The total enrollment of pupils in the public
schools is 4,076, and the number of teachers 135.
TEACHERS

Bangor has been fortunate in having a large number
of teachers who have given the best years of a long life to

Longfellow Schoolhouse, Center St reet, Bangor
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TO MANUFACTURERS AND ALL POWER USERS
'l1he PROFITS of your bu ·iness are directly proportional to
the cost of your POWER. A source of' power that is constant, reliable and cheap, will enable you to turn out a
better product at a Jower price.

,
)

~

--

Electric Power

We have 2000 H. P. to
sell for units of 25 H. P.
or larger at extremely low
rates

Electric

Established industries using other forms of power
at excessive cost hrre have an opportunity to improve their conditions. Industries desiring to locaie
where cheap electric power i available can J10re
secure it, together with free factory sites.
Our power service may be had in Bangor, Brewer,
Old Town, Orono, all of which are good places to
live and do busines. in.

Bangor RailWay &. Electric Company
BANGOR, MAINE
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devoted work for the public schools. To those familiar
with the history of our schools many names of such will
occur. David 'Worcester, for many years principal of the
Boys' High school, brother of the famous lexicographer ;
Elliott Valentine, for whom the school on First street has
been named; A. G. Wakefield, afterwards mayor; Ellis
Peterson, afterwards one of the supervisors of the Boston
schools; James H. Stewart, Burleigh Pease, "Deacon"
Littlefield, Charles L. Fessenden, Susan M. Hallowell,
Mary Cochrane, Mary Lymeburner, Jennie S. Philbrook,
and many others who might be mentioned, some of whom
arc doing good and faithful service in the schools today.
And their successors, the teachers ot the present time, are
just as faithful, loyal and devoted, as any of those of the
past, and arc just as successful in keeping the schools of
Bangor at the front as any who have preceded them in this
important work.
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200 names on the payroll-in fact, at this time they have,
probably, in the neighborhood of 300 men at work on two
of the larger contracts under way. One of these is the
erection of Bangor's magnificent high school, which, when
completed, will involve a total outlay of between $500,000
and $600,000. The contract made with the Wilbur concern
for the building alone will aggregate $400,000. Another
beautiful structure being erected by them is the new library
building, which will represent an outlay of almost $200,000.
The handsome Stetson building is another structure being
constructed under their supervision. Other buildings in
the city of Bangor which have been erected by this firm are
the John Cassidy building, St. John's Parochial school,
the Adams & Day block, the Sterns building, and others
of more or less importance. To have in the community so
progressive an organization, equipped for the very largest
and most intricate building contracts is a noteworthy matter to every person interested in having Bangor retain its
premier position as the Metropolis of Eastern and Northern Maine.

Hannibal Hamlin Schoolhouse, Bangor

George H. Wilbur & Son

The Industrial Journal

A spknc1iclly organized ancl cquippccl building firm is
that of George II. ·Wilbur & Son, whose general offices arc
located at 208 Exchange street, Bangor. The rise of this
progrcssi\·e concern to its present importance in building
circles has been niarkcdly rapicl, but there has been nothing
accidental about it. From the first they undertook even
the smallest commission in a thorough and honest way, and
business has come to them through merit ancl proved
achic\'emcnt. J\s one of the largest, if not the largest
and best equipped building organization of Eastern Maine,
~Icssrs. 'IVilhnr & Son ha\'c at their instant call the expert
scr\'iccs of leading professional and technical men who arc
in their regular employ. It is not uncommon to hayc oyer

The Industrial Journal, issued monthly by the Journal
Publishing Company of Ban<ror, ha been playing an important part in the industrial development of :Maine and
the northeast for over thirty years. Its editor, Edward
~1. Blanding, Secretary of the Maine State Board of Trade,
has always been a close student of the industrial conditions
of the state and is therefore ideally qualified to treat of the
special subjects featured in the Industrial Journal. In each
issue is given a record of the progress in manufactures,
building, commerce, shipbuilding, railway and steamship,
fish and game, hotel and resort and financial interests. The
Industrial Journal is always attractively illustrated and enjoys a large circulation among the business interests of
Northern New England.
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Hon. Henry Lord
forced concrete work for mills, power plants, clams, wate
Twenty-three years ago this month the Maine State works, etc. The Cuozzo agency has been providing labor
Board of Trade was organized at Portland, and Henry for the largest undertakings in this section for years, and
Lord of Bangor was the unanimous choice for its first has the utmost confidence of general contractors, capitalpresident, and in spite of his many efforts to relinquish the ists and other lar~·e employers of labor. Almost at any
office to others he continued to be re-elected for fourteen time he has at least from 600 to 1, 000 men at call. At sevconsecutive years.
eral points in the state he has camps, maintained for the
By the earnest and unremitting efforts that he gave to purpose of providing comfortable quarters for the men.
the establishment of the State Board upon a firm and pros- At present large camps arc maintained at Veazie, at Shawperous basis as a power for good in the state, in the devel- mut and Capisic street, Porlland, a:~d at So. Windham in
opment of her resources and the enlargement of her every this state. Also at Ycazie he operates a large American
line of business, and the broadening out of her people to a boar ding house, to accommodate fifty people. In the conbetter appreciation of their home institution, their neigh- struction of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad and its many
bor's interest, and overcoming local jealousy and inculcat- branches, Mr. Cuoz;.::o supplied practically all of the laboring loyalty to the state, and to all her people, as having the ers and mechanics usec1 on the construction work all over
same common interest one in the other, endeared himself the lines.
to all its membership with a deep
Other notable jobs in which he
affection that was warmly and
,.
was called for labor was the large
strongly manifest on every occaclam at Ipswich, the Stockton
sion when he expressed his clesire
Springs Water Works, the Tiydroto retire from further service as
Elcctric plant at Bonny Eagle, for
executive officer.
the Portland Electric Light Co.,
:'.\Ir. Lord's peculiar fitness by .
the great clam at Newport, etc. At
ability, broad views, modest ad- '
the present time the firm arc hancldress, skill, impartial anc1 unselling large numbers of men on some
fish administration of the office,
<>f the greatest construction jobs in
marked him as the ideal presiding
:\1ainc- the immense clam now
officer to make the State Board of
building for the Bangor Power Co.
Trade the success that it has attt Vea;.::ic; for the large 42-inch
tained, ever treating his associate
pipe line being built from Sebago
officers with the highest respect,
lake to Portlarnl; for the $2,000,confidence and con rtesy that marks
000 mills ancl dam, builcling at
the true gentleman. That is wh2t
Shawmut, ancl several others.
maL1e ~lr. Lord the popular presiThe general offices of the
dent that he proved to be ancl
Company are loeatecl at 23 IIamplaced the State Board in its presmoncl street, Bang-or.
ent strong and united condition,
The Home of the Famous Brishaving the common interest tc
tol Cigar
serve all sections of the state represented in its council with the "
As a manufacturer of the Unsame hearty and generous co-opeion IIancl-madc Cigars there is
ration.
perhaps not a larger factory in the
:'.\Ir. Lord has held many pubstate than that of Walter S. Allen
lic ufficcs during his time, being Hon. Henry Lord, First President Maine State Board of Trade of Columbia ~trcet, Bangor, the
president of the Bangor Board of
home of the famous Bristol Cig-ar.
Trade from 1881-1894, president of the Bangor City For a quarter of a century the proclucts of this factory have
Council from 1873-187+. Ile was speaker of the House of been the most populars sellers in all parts of the state . For
Representatives 111 1878 and president of the ~.faine many years Mr. Allen's plant was locatecl on Exchange
Senate from 1889-1891.
street. It was clestroyecl liy tl1e 1911 fire, after wh ich the
During his long ancl active career :'.\Ir. Lorcl has always new place was equipped immediately. The plant occupies
been in the forefront of all public mo\·ements which meant the entire third floor of the Coe building, one of the hanclfor the welfare of his city, county ancl state .
somest structures built in recent years in :\Jaine. There is
every facility here for taking care of thC; tobacco, anc1 the
A Large Contracting Concern
finishccl procluct befon.: it is shipped to the clealer, and
One of the largest employers of ski !led an cl unskilled through him to the consumer. Over a million cigars arc
labor in the state is the (~eorgc Cuozzo Construction Com- proclncecl annually, principally of the "Bristol," which is
known ''the brand that nms even.''
pany and General Labor Supply Agency Incorporatecl,
\Valter S . 1\Jlen is one of the olclest cigar manufacturwhich are successors to George Cuozzo. The company, as ers in ;\laine, ancl has built up his reputation and patronage
general contractors, give estimates on all kincls of re-in- strictly on the basis of energy, skill ancl integrity.
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Altogether the Murray Brothers Company have an enterprise of great importance to Bangor and to northern
Maine in general.

The Murray Brothers Company, Bangor, are one of
the largest and best equipped general contracting concerns
•••
in New England. The enterprise was founded in 1885, and
H. L. Day, Son & Co.
in 1909 the Murray Brothers Company was incorporated the
officers being as fo'lows: Charles Murray, president and
Perfection, and in the markets of the country the stamp
treasurer; Joseph Murray, secretary, and Louis Murray, of the company is recognized as a guarantee of excellence.
manager.
The Hammocks are made in various grades and prices, all
The firm's first large contracts of any importance \\·as being fully guaranteed. Their number five hammock has
grading and other contracting work for the Canadian Pa- box spring of large tempered steel springs, well fastened,
cific Railway.
When
well upholstered. Prethe Bangor & Aroossents an even surface
took
R.R. comfor its full length, and
mencccl to e x tend
is made of twelve oz.
+
out through Aroostook
army duck with laced
Progressive Cities of New England
county, the managefront strip, chains and
ment selected Murray
screw hooks. The firm
Brothers for many of
also make the National
!Bangor's reputation for energy and progress
the large sub-contracts
Iron Frame 'iVoven Wire
1
for grading, etc., and
have been maintained admirably since the conSpring Mattresses,
for many years they
known
to and popular
flagration which caused a loss approaching
h ave been aiding in the
with
the
trade in all
$4,000,000. The rzew bw'/dings in process of
development of th is
parts of tne country.
erection will be noteworthy additions to the dty
prosperous raihrny sysThe
firm's
trade
.
and
other improvements under way and contemtem. For business purthroughout New Eng11
plated-such as the widening of Central street,
poses they mainttined
land is large and is anoffices and yarcls at
flthe new park on the old High School site and the
nually increasing under
Houlton, where they
, Norombega Mall will make the city more worthy _ the stimulating effects
still have office for
I than ever of being called one of the most beautiful 1 of ample resources, busiAroostook county at
ness capacity of the
in New England. Bangor's location, as the compresent in charge of
highest degree and un1 mercial center for eastern and northern Maine,
Louis Murray.
There
remitting energy and
is ha rel I y a section of
ensures the city's expansion with the development
1
·
industry.
this road upon which
of this great section of Maine. Bangor is primarily
the firm has not opera commercial city but the electric power reated in one capacity or
.
1
sources, doubtless, will tend to multiply, in the
Noyes & Nutter Mananother.
In ac1d it ion
1
future,
the
number
of
smaller
industries.
For
ufacturing Co.
to railway work Murray
I
climate,
location,
superiority
of
schools
and
other
Brothers
have clone
is one of the oldest
advantages of this nature, Bangor holds a front
_ manufacturing concerns
other classes of construction work, notably
now doing business in
ii
place among the progressive cities of New Engt~1c building of the waeastern ?.faine.
The
land.
ter works and the sewer
busine s was established
ARTHUS CHAPIN
system for the great St.
over three-quarters of a
President
Bangor
Chamber of Commerce.
Croix paper mills at
century ago by Albert
W oodlancl.
Noyes, the firm later
+·- -·- H_ l_ l_ ,_ _ _ _l- -t- tf- 1•- - +
Within the past year
becoming A.
oyes &
the company have loCo. In 1891, the prescated their main offices in Bangor where they arc now put- ent corporation was formed, and capitalized at $50,000, conting the finishing touch..:!s on a splendid rc-inforccd concrete solidating the business of A. Noyes & Co., and the stoye
structure two stories, 5..J-x70 feet in dimensions, from 17 to business of the Bangor Foundry & Machine Co. The Noyes
21 Front street. This will be usecl for general office pur- & Nutter Company manufacture the famous Kineo stoves,
poses, clraughtsmen's quarters, ancl for the storage of con- ranges and furnace which are sold all over New England.
The office and salesrooms of the company now are at
tracting supplies of all kincls. \Vhen completed next month
112 Broad street, where the concern located after having
it will he one of the finest buildings of the kincl in the city.
lost their place at 23 -29 Central street, in the conflagration
Murray Brothers Company submit estimates for all of la:;t year. The manufacturing plant is located on Dutton
kincls of general contraeting work, grading, excavating street and comprises some ten large and small buildings.
work, the building of clams, piers, re-inforcccl concrete It has a splendid equipment and tcady employment is
mills, sewers, paper and pulp mills, factories, etc.
found for about seventy-five hands.
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EST ABLI SHED

18 5 4

N . H. BRHGG & SONS
GALVANIZED

AND

BLACH

SHEETS,

ROOFING

SHEETS

I IRON, STEEL I
AND ~

H EAVY HARDWARE
BANGOR, MAINE

Established 1867
·I

E. MANSFIELD & CO.

'

Sole Manufacturers of

THE ORONO CANT
1·.

75 French Street

BANGOR,
H. P. Sargent,

P resident

A. B. Haskell,

P enobscot Lumber

~AINE

R. H. W ing,

Treasurer

&

Gen. Manager

B ox C ompany

Lumber Products, Sash, Doors, Exterior and Interior Finish, Bank,
Store and Office Fittings, Mantels and Sta ir W ork,

EREVVER,

Boxes and Box Shooks .

~AINE
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A Modern Hostelry Famous in the History of Northern Maine
~TI' EXT

to the great metropolitan hotels of even interna- EYery detail of the plumbing and sanitation shows the
tional fame, probably no public house in the United careful thought of sanitary engineers, whose planning has
States is better known than the Bangor House. It is been justified by the practical workings of the installations
generally recognized as the finest hotel proposition east of which they supervised. The Bangor House is a model of
Boston and does distinguished honor to the city in which it neatness and order, to which the guests delight to return.
is located and the entire northern section of New England. The kitchen is in special accommodation built on the park side
The proprietors are H. C. Chapman & Son. This has been of the block. The refrigeration is by the ammonia process, ice
the title of the firm since 1895, when Harry A. Chapman being used only for the drinking water. The hotel has its own
acquired an interest in the property, joining his father, artesian well, driven to a great depth. The water is accounted
Captain Horace C. Chapman, who assumed control in 1889. to be absolutely pure. This water is pumped into three
The Bangor House dates from 1833, when the building tanks at the top of the house. each with a capacity of 2,000
operations were begun, though the hotel was not fully gallons. The fire protection is ample and the hotel's own
opened for the receiving of guests till about two years after water supply can, if required, be joined to that of the muthat. In its many years' history the hotel has changed nicipal system, thus affording double pressure for any
hands several times.
emergency. The heatOne of the earliest proing plant is on the May
prietors was Moncena
street side of the hotel,
Dunn, a well known hoentirely separated from
tel man of his day.
guests. The rooms are
The two best rememlighted by electricity,
bered proprietors beheated by steam and
tween that ti me and the
with direct telephone
year of Captain Chapconnections. The vacuman's coming
were
um cleaning plant is
0. M. Shaw and F. 0.
doing splendid work and
Beal.
Originally the
carpets and furniture
builcling was a fourare regularly gone over,
story structure of brick
without pollution of the
ancl stone.
The roof
air or annoyance in any
sloped, after the \·ogue
form. The main office
of that clay. The fronis handsome and imtage on l.Iain street was
pressive, with its heavy
112 feet, with two broad
fittings and marble tile
wings, each 92 feet long.
floor. The furniture is
The Bangor House
This really constituted
mission and the ceiling
a pretentious structure for those clays ancl the sixty sleep- is of steel. Nearby is the passenger ele\'ator to every floor.
ing rooms, not including the quarters for the families of the A ladies' parlor and all conveniences are well placed.
A
proprietors or the quarters set apart for employees, were private dining room, with capacity for seating sixt~·, is on
ample for some time thereafter. In a few years, however, the first floor. The main dining room is on the second
the number of guests to he regularly prm·iclecl for had so floor. Herc 200 can easily be seated at a single time, to
inereasccl that new arrangements an cl aclditional rooms were enjoy the splendid cuisine for which the Bangor is noted.
necessary.
During "Jlr. Shaw's ownership the May street The Messrs. Chapman are among the best known hotel
wing was aclclecl, provicling about sixty more rooms.
The men in New England. They are prominent members of
adclitions in 1895 ancl 1898 still further proviclecl the increas- the leading hotel men\, associations and the conspicuous
success which they have made in their own affairs gives
ing room \\·hieh seemecl constantly requirecl. In 1901 a fire their opinion real weight on questions of general interest
on the top story of the hotel maclc remoclclling necessary to the trade. The Bangor House is entitled to bear the
ancl at that time the upper part of the hotel was entirely name of the metropolis of northern ~faine, since it is all
made over. Another story \\·as acldecl ancl the roof was that could possibly be asked of the leading hotel in this
ehangecl from sloping to flat.
This provided still more thri\'ing, populous and nationally important city.
sleeping rooms. 1\t the present time the sleeping rooms
The sea of advertising is smooth, smiling and seducnt1111her 250.
The furnishings are kept attractive ancl frequent renewals make the rooms neat ancl in e\'ery respect tive. But it has many clangerous currents, hidden rocks
and sudden storms. The advertising pilot who has sailed
homelike. .\11 sorts of combinations are possible in the
the sea Jong ancl successfully is preferable to the one who
way of aecommoclations, ranging· from the single room to has merely stood on the shore and studied the sea through
suites for families. l.lost of the rooms have bath attached. a telescope.
l!. ~
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PINE TREE COUCH HAMMOCKS
Made in several grades which are unexcelled for comfort and durability. Look for the "Pine Tree,"
made with steel frame and both drop rail and flat construction with national fabric, also with hardwood
frames and national fabrics.

Folding Steel Hammock Stands, Hammock Canopies.
All kinds of Hammock Mattresses
Steel frame, national and hardwood frame, w oven wire springs. COT BEDS AND MATTRESSES of all
kinds, including hair, felt, silk floss, cotton and other popular grades. Wholesalers of FEATH&R PILLOWS.
Manufactured by

H. L. DAY, SON & CO.,
BANGOR, MAINE

11 7 to 129 F root Street

THE BEAL SCHOOL OF
SHORTHAND
OFFERS COURSES IN

Shorthand
Typewriting
Bookkeeping
Investigate our Combinatirm Course.
assisted to positions. Free Catalogue.
"The School for Reeulta."

Graduates

MARY E. BEAL, Prin.

BANGOR, MAINE
A CORNE R O/i' THE T YPEWRITING ROO!tl

THE BRISTOL CIGHR
This well-known brand has a lways stood for qu ali ty regardless of the cost
of t he Leaf T obacco usccl in its ma nu facture.

EVER.Y CUSTOMER. SHOULD TRY IT

EVER.Y DEALER SELLS IT

REMEMBER

THE BRISTOL
WALTER S. ALLEN, Manufacturer

IS THE CIGAR THAT RUNS EVEN

50 COLUMBIA STREET, BANGOR, MAINE
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Bangor. This was in 1879 . At that time H. IV. Chase was
proprietor of the establishment. Frank remained with
Mr. Chase, as clerk, until 1890, when Chase departed for
California. Then it was that Mr. Durgin took over the
management of the house and bouo·ht the furnishings, Mr.
Chase retaining the ownership of the building. Five years
later Frank bought a half interest in the house and in 1900
came into possession of the entire property. He immediately renovated the hotel, practically re-building the en tire structure, adding thirty-five bathrooms, with new
furniture throughout.

Frank Wellington Durgin
A dead game sporl-sort of a questionable Lille, yet
we arc going to apply it to one Frank \V. Durgin of Bangor, because when a man can spend O\'Cr thirty of the best
years of his life in building up a lucrative hotel business,
then coolly witness its total destruction, by fire, in thirty
minutes, without so much as a quiver; when a man can see
going up in smoke of a Sunday, a business proposition that
he would not have parted with, as he himself put it, for
$200,000, ancl yet recall that one of his guests had paid his
bill up to the next clay, and found time to hunt said man
up at the Bangor house ancl refund him balance clue-that
man is a clcacl game sport in its finc,·t application. The
whole world loves a chccrful loscr ancl \Yhen Frank Durgin's
'W indsor Hotel went clown ancl out in the great conflagration of April 30th, 1911, carrying with it an uninsured
library valued at $6000, with Durgin the coolest man in
the bunch, he won the admiration of all who know what
that calamity meant to him as an incliviclual. \Ve believe
the title clcscn·ing ancl well applied. Take another look at
the boy ancl allow he looks quitt• capable the part.
Frank \\'. Durgin, proprietor of the new "'iVindsor,
Bangor, is a native of Freetlom, X. II., where he was born
~Jareb 16, J 855.
Four years later, with his parents, he
movccl to Bangor, where he has since resided, a successful
and progressive member of the community.
Mr. Durgin started his husincsss career as a bookkeeper in a grocery store, where he remained for six years.
Ile scrvecl in a similar capacity with a lumber concern for
two more years and then took his first dip into the hotel
business, becoming· clerk in the old Franklin Ilouse of

On the first clay of August, 1907, he adopted the
European plan in the dining room, a move his conservative
friends declared was crazy and spelled his ruin. Nevertheless, he made money from the start and has proved an
entire success, and the house has been equally patronized
by both the tourist and commercial trade.
That disaster of April 30, 1911. in no way phased the
diligent Durgin, who straightway prepared plans for the
:\few Windsor, which was completed and opened up to the
public in January of the present year. The new house has
one hundred guests' rooms, each with hardwood floors and
rugs, hot and cold running water, electric lights and many
with private baths connecting. All the beds h<!.ve silk
floss mattresses and the best springs money can buy.
The new Windsor is ideally located at the corner of
Harlow and Franklin streets, whieh has been a hotel site
for more than eighty years . The new house is a plain,
substantial briek structure of three stories, which will later
be made six stories high. It is finely fitted ancl equipped.
On the ground floor is located the spacious office, well
appointed parlors, restaurant, dining and lounging rooms
all en suite. The structure covers a greater area of space
than did the Windsor of old.
Those who have not visited Bangor in a year would
hardly recognize the old site, for in the immediate vicinity
of the hotel over $1,000,000 is being expended in new
buildings, including the new post office, public library and
high school, together with an attractive city park.
Landlord Durgin is immensely po1•ular with all classes
of the traveling public, which accounts for his remarkable
success in the hotel business. He is a strenuous fisherman
ancl is always present at Indian Poncl \\·ithin 48 hours after
the ice has gone out, and generally lands the first and
largest trout, that is according to his say so.
Frank has a charming family made up of his wife and
two daughters. Although a home Joying man, ~Ir. Durgin is quite active in fraternal societies. Of course he is a
good Elk; then, too, he is a member of the Knights of
Pythias, Odd Fellows, a 32cl degree ~fason, and a Shriner.
Can you beat it? Even at that his wife admits he is a
pretty good stay-at-home, and that is authority enough.
Frank Durgin is equally as popular with his help as
with his guests, and states with pride that Gus :Jfoody has
been his head clerk for thirty-two years, while his housekeeper antidatcs Gus by a couple of years. That i · good
enough. Take a parting look at the old scout.
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L. M. YOUNG LUMBER CO.
Manufacturer• and Wholesaler• of

Rightly Graded White Pine

SPRUCE DIMENSIONS, HEMLOCK BOARDS, LATHS and SHINGLES
In car or cargo lots. W e especially cater to best retail yard trade eycrywhere. \Ve have many staunch customers by giving them what they want and being able to repeat their orcler "Sarne as last car." These specifications are all that arc necessary to insure satisfaction. We can ship straight or mixed cars of

Barn Boards, Finish P4S., Novelty Siding, Bevel Siding, Sheathing, Veranda Flooring,
Flask Lumber, Pattern Lumber, Cutting-up-Stock, Window Stool Stock
All dressed any way you wanL if from our Dressing Mill and Docks at BREWER JUNCTION, MAINE,

DEERING JUNCTION, MAINE.

Main Office, BANGOR, MAINE

Sales Office, BOSTON, MASS.

RICE

Branch Office, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MILLER

co.

f-'lARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
WOODSMEN'S AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL-

28 AND 30 BROAD STREET

HORA('E l' l!lllNTON,

Trl'11.<11r1r

BANGOR, MAINE

If.

w.

KIEl.'STRA/),

.1!111111r1•r

A. 8. l'Ul//NTON, l'r1•,<id111/

BANGOR BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO.
Incorporated. Successors to BANGOR BRICK CO.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS and
MANUFACTURERS OF BRICK
Cotntnon Brick, Fire Brick, Fire Clay, Flue Lining
CAPACITY, 3,000,000 ANNUA LLY

Office and Brick Yard, Cor. Fourth and Parker Streets

BANGOR, MAINE
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City Has 122 Busy Industries, Several Thousand Hands Being Employed. Diversity of Output an Important Factor of City's Prosperity. Products Shipped to all Parts of the World

O

NE of the chief sources of Bangor's success as a busi- for the months during which the river is closed. Bangor
ness center is in its large number of manufacturing and Old Town were the first cities in :Maine to have steam
plants. Some of these arc not imposing in size, others are, railway service, their citizens in 1835 building the road
but all unite in increasing the commercial interests of the from Bangor to Old Town and which was extended to
city , in giving an opportunity for the investment of capital Milford.
along diverse lines, and in affording employment for our
Today Bangor, almost the exact geographical center
of the state, sees railway lines stretching out in every dipeople.
rection.
The Maine
When a little more
Central
spreads
across
than a decade ago, by
the
state
and
brings
the opening of new railtraffic to Bangor from
roads to the cast anc1
- ' ...
the surrounding counnorth, it was realized
ties by means of its
that the importance of
lines, while the great
Bangor as a wholesale
Aroostook tr ad e is
center was vastly inbrought down over the
creasecl, a realization
that the
wonderful
Bangor & Aroostook
road. 'With the water
growth of the wholesale
and land facilities the
and distributing traclc
transportation question
has brought to fruition.
is solved for all manuBut the business men
recognized
som'ething
facturers who have selected this city for the
else; they saw that the
scene of their operaim proved transportation
tions. About 100 trains
facilities, with the ingo in and out of Bangor
creased acl vantages for
daily. In addition there
bringing raw material
is the electric railway
in and shipping the finsystem of the Bangor
ished product out, aclc1ccl
to their natural aclvanRailway
&
Electric
company, which spreads
tages, gave splcnclicl opall over the city and
portunity for developruns branch lines to
ment along industrial
Hampden, Old Town
lines. They hacl seen
and
Charlestown.
the lumber business
gradually leaving BanThe advantages
gor anc1 the city looked
that are directly at hand
for a substitute. It has
for the manufacturer
found it in the cs tabThe Handsome New Graham Building, Corner Central and Harlow St. The
include very reasonable
l ish men t of a rn yriacl of
New Winds<>r Hotel at the Right
rents, cheap and abunindustries, with a few
dant power, cheap fuel,
exceptions, not of magnitude, but making a most attractive fine facilities of transportation, availability of labor of a
volume of tracle when consiclcrecl as a whole.
high grade of intelligence and stability, a vast amount of
All know that a cli,·ersity of business interests conduces raw material in all industries depending upon forest proto thrift an cl prospcri ty. A g-reat portion of Bangor's busi- ducts, and an up-to-date community, offering excellent
ness prosperity is founded today upon the secure rock of its schocls, hospitals, climate, fire and police departments and
many small inclustries. This docs not mean that the city all the accessories of a modern city.
docs not appreciate its larger manufactories, for it most cerThe immense strides that Bangor has made in its mantainly does, 1Hlt the people arc grateful that the manufac- ufacturing interests in the past few years cannot but be a
turing business of the city is clivcrsifiecl.
source of gratification as well as a pledge for the future.
Bangor possesses s u pcrior transportation faci l i tics. It A comparison of the manufactures of the city in 1904 and
is at the head of navigation on the Penobscot, }.faine's 1909, as compiled by the statisticians of the L' nited States
la1-g-est ri,·cr, anc1 the steamboat service is excellent except census bureau, show that in the five years mentioned Ban-

--
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SMOKE THE POPULAR CIGARS

CHARLES HAYWARD & CO.

A GOOD EAGLE 10
A GOOD 10

Wholesale Grocers

A .GOOD 5
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

BANGOR,

IJfANUFACTURED ONLY BY

MAINE

POPE D. McKINNON, Bangor, Maine

~INDSOR
BANGOR,

-

------.--~--EUROPEAN

HOTEL
MAINE
PLAN--------

Thoroughly moder n in every feature. Newly fnrnished through out. Rooms
si ngle or en suite, with or wi t hout private bath. Every r oom is handsomely furH ouse heated by steam and
nished and has hot an d cold running water.
lighted by electricity. First-class Cafe connected.

Rooms, with Hot and Cold Water, $1.00 each person
Rooms, with Private Bath and Toilet, $1.50 each person

F. W. DURGIN, Proprietor

SEE

FLETCHER & BUTTERFIELD
Foi- the largest and
finest line of

Marble and Granite

MONUMENTS
East of Portland
.Sa tisfaction G uara nte ed

53 Park St.

Bangor, Maine

EAST MA RK ET SQ-

H l. 1254.1

F. 0. YOUNG, Manager

HOLLOW METAL & KALAMEIN WORK
STEEL - BRONZE - COPPER
Fireproof Doors, Windows Trim,
Mouldings, Store Fronts, Bank
Fixtures, and Bronze Work.
Maine R ej;resc11lalives, U. S. ll fclal
Products Co. New Yori.: Ci'ly, N . Y.

ACME MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEALERS IN FIREPROOF BUILDING SUPPLIES

43 Park St.

Bangor, Maine

..
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gor had an increase of 40 per cent. in the number of establishments; 21 per cent. in the capital invested; 78 per
cent. in the number of salaried officials and clerks, and
seven per cent. in the salaries and wages.
In 1904, there were 87 manufacturing plants in the
city, as reckoned by the census enumerators. In 1909 this
number had increased to 122, certainly a most satisfactory
progress. In the fire Bangor lost some of its plants, but
nearly all have been re-established, and with additions that
have been made, it is probab1e that the number today is
r;----~······\······ ~·

turers, with 200 hands and a weekly payr0ll of approximately $2,500; J. F. Parkhurst & Son Co., trunks, harnesses and suitcases, 150 to 200 hands and :m approximate payroll of $2,000 weekly; Engel & Co., lumber, 150
hands, $1,800 payroll; Sterns Lumber Co., 145 hands,
$2,075 payroll; Bangor & Aroostook, 207 employes living
in Bangor and vicinity, $5,000 payroll; Wood & Bishop,
stoves, 100 hands; Noyes & Nutter, stoves, 65 hands, $800
payroll; Union Iron Works, 80 hands, $1,500 payroll; Penobscot Machiner y Co., 35 hands, $600 payroll; Bangor

---

;.\

:·:

l
l

I

Bass Block, Hammond Street, Bangor

materially more than it was when the census figures were
obtained.
While considerable stress has been laid on the opportunity for small industries and the advantages to a community of a diversity of lines of manufacture, this docs not
mean that Bangor is without its large establishm ents and
that it cloes not desire and afford splendid facilities for the
same argument holds g«>od for the large manufactories as
for the smaller ones. Among Bangor's larg e employers
of labor may be mentioned :Morse & Co., lumber manufac-

Box Co., 20 hands, $150 payroll; S. A. Maxfield Co., wool
pulling, 30 hands; Bangor Railway & Electric Co., 200
hands, $2,500 payroll; Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co., moccasin
factory, 50 hands, $500 payroll; B. F. Adams, cigars, 20
hands, $250 payroll; Bangor Cigar Mnfg-. Co., 32 hands,
$500 payroll; W. S. Allen, cigars, 25 to 30 hands, $450
payroll. Right near our city and with offices in Bang or.
is the great plant of the Eastern Manufacturing Company,
manufacturers of lumber, pulp and paper, and employing
between 700 and 800 hands in its various departments, with

'.460
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L.

c. Ty LER& s0Ns c0
I

Investments
~ AN D

Es tablis hed I 8 78

C. M. CONANT CO.
rlanufacturers and J obbers of

Insurance

Agricultural Implements, Automobiles, Vehicles, Dairy Supplies, Fiela and Garden Seeds

Pearl Building, Post Office SQuare, BANG OR, ME.

182 to 196 Broad St., BANGOR, MAINE

J A. /JUA R /i,\!AX, !'n·s .
JI. C f/C l .l / B Y. SN·. nnd Tno.r;;.

R. F. f) / LLING I/ I M, l'iN !'res.
11:1'/l l! R {'lf rl l ' I JV, '.!,nrl I it'f'·f'n's.

ORG A NIZED FEBRUARY IS, 1886

Bangor Loan and Building
I Association I
22 BROAD ST.,

BANGOR, ME.

E. E. RING LAND CO .
Timberlands and
Real Estate
44 CENTRA L ST.

B ANGOR, ME .

A . (', .r..~A Jl '}~H / ,', f> l'ls.
fl .•/ . ,'..'A H'" l"HI.\ I if''..: PrtlL
JI. F. ,'i' I Jr} ' /~' /,', Sr·r·'y ollfl 'l 'r111.~.

SAWYER BOOT AND SHOE CO.

SHOES
The HIANATHA Slipper

PENOBSCOT MACHI NERY
I COMPANY I
M ACHINISTS
General Manufacturing and
Repairing a Speci3lty
FRONT STREET,

JVJf. J:. 8 VO II . Pr1.~ir/1 11/

c.

/J. l'FAU."iON, ,r..,·u·rifttr/J

Merchants
Insurance Company
This Company will write all classes of Marine Riske at
current rates.

BANGOR,

.._

--

MAINE

Louis Kirstein & Sons
Timberlands
City Homes
Country HomPs
House Lots
Farms
Seashore
Property
Inv 0 stments

REAL ESTATE

FIRE
LIFE AND
ACCIDENT

BROKERS

INSURANC E

AND

AUCTIONEERS
TEI, C.)NNECT I O N

Merrill Trust Co. Bldg.

BANGOR, MAIN E

BANGOR, MAINE

21 to 33 Columbia Street,

BANGOR,

Loa ns on
Real Estate
Negotiat d

12 Hammond Street

~AINE
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Pulp and Paper Mills of Eastern Manufacturing Company, Bangor

a weekly payroll that runs well into the thousands. Glance
for a moment at the wiclc range of Bangor's manufactorics,
great and small, and consider the cli vcrsity of interests.
Among them may be mcntionecl the following :-Boots,
shoes, moccasins, etc., bakeries ancl confectionery; men's
and boys' clothing; ladies' underwear and wrappers ; dyehouses and laundries; wool carding; bricks, cigars, barrel
and cooperage; boxes ancl box shooks, brush handles and
backs; doors, sash and blinds; battcaux canvas, canoes,
etc., carriages, sleighs, etc., gristmill products, socla and
mineral waters, proprietary medicines, soaps, tallow, candles, etc., fcrtili~er and bone products ; pottery and stone-

ware goods, granite and marble working, roofing slate,
stoves an cl hollowware ; trunks, harness, etc.; printing-,
bookbinding, etc.; steam engines, mill machinery, etc.;
steam boilers and plate iron works, tinware and sheetiron
work, g.ilvanized cornices and conductor , leather and tannery products, plumbing and steam heating, hides, furs , etc.;
long and short lumber, moulding and planing mill products,
woodworking and novelty turning, electric clocks, torpedoes, extension ladders, paper boxes, lumbermen's driving
tools, saws and edge tool , spoolwood, last blocks and excelsior, ship timber, knees, spars, telegraph poles, cedar
posts, butter, cream, spring beds, furniture, etc.

A Handsome Building on Central Street, Erected Since the Fire. Frey's Restaurant, P. T. Dugan & Co.,
Trunks, Bags and Leather Goods ; Staples' Market
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AINE is the only
The Maine Agricultural Experiment Station occupies
New England a high position among the experiment stations of the nation.
state that has a real Its work is devoted entirely to investigation,. experiment
State University. The and inspection. At Highmoor Farm many experiments of
great value are being carried on in orcharding and plant
other states all have breeding. The poultry work of the station is known favorAgricu1tural Colleges ably all over the world.
The University of Maine belongs to the state. It is
founded as a result of
the Morrill Act of her desire to serve the state in every possible way. She
believes that Maine's greatest asset is her youth . She
1862. The Maine State tries to give the young men and women who come to her
College became the the best possible opportunity to become broad-minded, paWingate Hall, University of Maine
University of Maine triotic and efficient. She wants them to leave her doors
by legislative act in 1897. This put the state in harmony filled with the spirit of service and ready to do all in their
with the great western states where the State University power to make life sweeter, happier and better.
A State University, more than a privately endowed
has for years been the crown of the school system.
institution, needs to cooperate with the school system of
The University consists of five co-ordinate parts: The the state. It ought to be as easy to make the transfer from
Colleges of Agriculture, Arts and Sciences, Law and Tech- the high school or state supported academy to the univernology and the Agricultural Experiment Station.
sity as it is to pass from the grammar school to the
high school or academy. State
The College of Agriculture beuniversities
generally have l6ng
sides offering many courses in anrecognized this fact ancl have acimal industry, horticulture and
cepted the graduates of certified
agronomy, has well equipped dehigh schools without question or
examination. The high standard
partments of forestry and home
of western stale universities and
economics. Short winter courses
the marked success of their gradin all important phases of agriculuates is sulTicient proof that such
ture are given annually. The
a form of administration is a sucschool course two years in extent,
cess.
gives the essentials of practical
The University of faine in
agricu1ture to those who are not
June, 1912, decicled to change her
method of aclmission. Students
able to take the longer four year
had been admitted either by excourse. A well organized corresamination or by the presentation of
pondence and extcns;on departa certificate from a school officially
ment carries the benefits of the
recogni zed by the New England
latest scientific discoveries and
Certificate Boarcl. Vncler the new
method students will be admitted
principles to every corner of the
by examination or by the presenState.
tation ofa certificate of graduation
The College of Arts encl Sciences
in a course covering the requireoffers numerous courses leading to
ments from a Maine IIigh school
the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
or academy which has been designated as 'class A' by the superThe faculty of this college in trainLibrary, University of Maine, Orono
intendent of public instruction.
ing, experience and teaching abilIt should be noted that the change is one of method of
ity compares favorably with that of any New England college. The number, range and variety of courses offered administration and not of quantity of work required for admission. 1Jnder the new plan fewer students will enter
make it easy for the student to prepare for teaching, with condition s. This will Sluclv result in a higher averfor the study of Jaw, medicine or theology, or for entrance age of freshman work than has been possible heretofore .
into a business career.
It will also make it easier and cheaper for boys and girls o(
The College of Law, located in Bangor, offers a three rural communities to
years ' course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Laws. prepare for college.
In other states a simThat this college is doing exceptionally good work is shown ilar arrangement has
by the success of the graduates in passing bar examina- resulted in strengthtion s and in the practice of their profession.
ening and improvingThe college of Technology offers courses in Chemical, the smal ler h i g h
Civil, Electrical anc1 l-Iechanical Engineering-, Chemistry schools. That it will
have a similar effect
and Pharmacy. The hundreds of successful graduates of in Maine no one conthis college, occupying positions of great responsibility in versant with the situnearly every state of the union, speak eloquently of the ation doubts for a Approach to the Campus, University of Maine
character of the instruction in technology.
moment.
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HE Bangor Water Works, which includes as fine
a water system as is owned by any municipality the size of this city in the country after
nearly forty years of constant improvement, has now
reached a stage where it takes the water of the Penobscot river and delivers it to the consumers safe
and sanitary for all purposes. Roughly estimated
Bangor has a plant that is worth at ]east $1,500,000,
and it is quite possible that since the old Holly water
plant was insta11ed more than that amount of money'
has been expended in bringing it up to its present
excellent tandard.
The entire plant and all its surroundings and appurtenances arc owned by the city, and in this case,
at ]east, the success of municipal ownership is apparent. The plant has a capacity of earning very close Central Street Before the Fire, Showing Historic Norombega and t he
to $100,000 annually, the receipts for the past year
Graham Building
being $97 ,433.25, and as the years pass the earnings
commands a large water power, one that might easily be
increase.
'W ith the present equipment, which was recently im- developed to a great deal more than its present capacity.
There are seven turbine
proved at a cost of about
water wheels, which with
$60,000 by the installation
a twelve-foot head of water
of a new filter plant, one
have a capacity to develop
of the most modern and
300
horsepower each, a
complete mechanical filters
great
dea] more power than
on the market, the city of
is necessary for the operaBangor may draw 6,000, tion of the plant.
000 gallons of filtered waAttached to the wheels
ter from the plant each
are
two
large power pumps,
twenty-four hours, water
each
capable
of pumping
that authorities have test5,000,000
gallons
of water
ed exhaustively and have
a
day,
and
in
addition
to
pronounced safe for all dothat
an
auxiliary
steam
mestic purposes .
The
pump of the same capacplans consist of an attracity, which was installed to
tive set of low brick buildTh~ TempJrary Business Shacks in Centre Park, Bangor
safeguard
against damage
ngs, just at the western
to
the
water
wheels or the
end of the long dam, which
other two pumps.
marks the head of navigation on the Penobscot river
T here is the gate house, a long brick structure, which
The long dam, which turns the water into the wheels,
controls the flow of the water from the river to the
water wheels, and the old filter house, where the oldfashioned filters were located. It is in the latter that
the centrifugal pumps, that carry the water from the
river to the head house, where the coagulant used in
the process of purifying is added, are located.
The head house, sedimentation basin and filter
house and equipment are practically new, representing the outlay of considerable money, but performing
the work in a manner that cannot help pleasing tho e
who are familiar with the trials th at the old plant
gave the city.
After the coagulant is applied to the water it is
carried on to the large sedimentation basin, which
holds 1,500,000 gallons. The hydrate is slightly geCentral Street, after the Devastation.-Ruins of the Graham Building and
latinous
in sub tance and collects to itself the bactethe Universalist Church

Jl
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W11r.

N.

A. C .

SAWYER,
STANLEY,

President and Treas.
Secretary

Wl\I. N.

SAWYER,

Wrn FrnL~; F. ~SAWYER

A. C.

l

.f nirectors

S1ANLhY

W. N. SA WYER CONTRACTING CO.
I General Contractors I

•

104 Hammond Street

BANGOR, MAINE

FR, JNK L. Tf ' C"A', Treas.

CHARLES ,)·. PEARL, Pres.

1873

TV. ff. I I 11/TT.EJIORh", Sec.

1912

PEARL & DENNETT CO.

R.EAL ESTA TE--INSURANCE
LONG EXPERIENCE!

CENTRAL LOCATION!

Careful and Prompt Attention given to all matters
entrusted to us

PEARL BU I LDING

Phon e

3

32 STATE STREET

BANGOR, MAINE
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n a a n d all other
would be no danforeig n sub stances
ger of a recurrence
in the water. This
of the situation at
pr oce goes on as
th e time of the fire,
the water passes
which might have
from the h ea d
caused very serih ouse to the basin ,
ou s damage, when
a nd wh en it reach unfiltered r i v er
es the la tter place
water was s en t
it is allowed to
th rough the water
sta nd for quite a
mains . The filters
time, th e coagula ar e m ade by the
tion still co ntinuContinental Jewell
in g ancl the heavier
F iltration Co., and
particles collected
ar e considered the
b y th c h ydrate
best type.
droppin g to the
Outside the
bottom. I t is esimm ediate
plant
timated that full y
at the dam are
two- thirds of th e
52 5-10 miles of
Mills of Sterns Lumber Company, Bangor
im purities found in
water mains and
the r aw water a rc
300 fire hydrants,
freed in th e basin b efor e the wa te r is sent to the fi lte rs, besides a large edifice at Su mmit park, wh ich encloses a
which occupy a s peciall y buil t ho use close a t hand .
standpipe 50 feet high an d 75 feet in d iameter, which
Th e re arc six filter units full y eq ui pped , a n d two th a t equalizes the water pr essure for a large portion of the west
may be com pleted a l any time . E ach unit has the capacity sicle of the city.
to furni sh fi lte red water u p lo 1,000 ,000 gallons d uring the
T he value of such a plan t to a city like Ba ngor cannot
24-hour clay, a ncl with the last t·No units completed the re be over-estimated, no matter from which viewpoint it is

New Fire Station, Main Street, Bangor
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Incorporated 1909

Established 1885

MURRAY BROTHERS CO.

••

General Contractors

••

W e a re fully equipped to u n d erta ke the largest constru ction jobs anywhere,
We shall be pleased to submit estimates for all ki n ds of General Contract
Work. Grading, Excavating Work, Building of Dams, Piers, R einforced Concrete Work, Sewers, Paper an d P ulp Mills, Factories, etc. We also furnish
laborers for any large contract work.
We invite correjpondence

W e are also lmport.ers and Dealers in

ITALIAN PRODUCTS
Macaroni, Spaghetti, Vermicelli, Olives, Olive Oils, and all kinds of Cheese.
L arg est. and best select ed st.ock east. of Bost.on . Prices always right.

General Offices:

New Murray Building

17-21 Front St. , Bangor, Maine

•
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taken
T he quesing fund to which
tion of p u b 1 i c
quite an amount is
h ealth is an imporadded each year.
tant one, a nd with
To the city
th e city owning
alone , in its various
and co ntrolling its
departments, the
own plant it can
water department
improve and remfurnishes consideredy - as it has
able water free, wadone - until the
ter which would
water reaches a
cost over $12,000
annually if it had
standard wh ere it
is safe and sanitato be paid for or if
r y - as it now is .
the plant was not
owned by the mu Of lesser connicipality.
Last
sideration, per year alone over
h aps, but still im$2, 000 worth of waportant, is the fiter was furnished
nancial end of the
charitable institum atter. In addiLumber Mills of Eastern Manufacturing Company, Bangor
tions and other
tion to giving to
Bangor people water at rates which arc low in comparison places free on the order of the city council. From figures
with the cities of th e country it pays all its running ex- compiled in 1910 it was shown the water works had furnished
penses and its bonded debt and cams cons iderably in excess the city of Bangor free for the various departments water
of the amount needed for that purpose, there being a sink- service valued at $136,880. 75, and power to many thousands .

New Hom e of P earl & Dennett Company, Corner State and Harlow St reets, Real Estate and Insurance, New Pearl
Building, Bangor
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
CA PIT AL, SURPLUS AND STOCKHOLDERS' LIABILITY, $900,000.00
Interest paid on accounts subject to chech with satisfactory balances
For 4.) year s th is bank h as cond u cted a con servative an d progressive bankin g bu sin ess, a um ng
al ways to affor d ever y acco mm odation to its cu stomers, con sistent wi th th e prin ciples of sou n d
b anki ng. O ur Capital , E a rn ed Surpl u s an d S toekhoTders' Li a bility of ove r N in e Hun dr ed
Thousand Doll a r s afford conclu sive evidence of th e con ser va ti ve policy of our man age ment.

THE

ONLY

BANK ON THE

EAS TSIDE

BANGOR, MAINE

187 EXCHANGE STREET

Doe Business College Graduates "Make Good" for
Themselves and t heir Employers
Competency along s tenographic or other clerical lines is quickly and fully appreciated by
the u p-to. date employer. It YOU would fit for a "high pay" position, a course of training in
this modern school of business will equ ip you to s erve your own and your employer's interests
to very best advantage- a fact often mentioned to us by our graduates and those they serve.
ALL the clerical force (five in number) of the Bangor and Houlton hous es of Swift & Co. ar e
Doe graduates; so are thirteen of t he Bangor & Aroostook R. R. office force, and six with the
Great Northern Paper Co., two with the Eastern Mfg . Co., and scores of others in scores of
equally responsible positions. Our thirteen years of success in this college is w ell known to
Maine business men ; that is why Doe graduates command good positions. Whether YOU are
a business man looking for competent office help, or a young man or woman looking for the
right kind of business t raining, we ought to hear from you. Why not call or write TO-DAY ?

DOE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Hammond Street, BANGOR, MAINE

H. N. DOE, Principal

CLHRION
Ranges, Stoves and Furnaces
MADE IN BANGOR

USED EVERYWHERE

The High Quality of This Famous Line Has Been Proven
BUY ONE IF YOU WANT THE BEST SERVICE

WOOD
E s t a bl i shed 1839

BISHOP

co.
BANGOR, MAINE
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Bangor Railway & Electric Company
The Bangor Railway & Electric Company operate the
electric trolley system in Bangor and surrounding territory, and furnish electricity for light and power purposes
in the same district.
They also furnish water service in
a number of cities and towns along the Penobscot river.
The railway system consists of sixty-five miles of
track, there being a number of local lines in the city of
Bangor, with inter-urban lines running to Old Town,
Charleston and Hampden. On the Charleston line, which
is twenty-eight miles in length and serves a prosperou s
farming district, the company does an extensive freight
business, handling their own freight equipment as well
as many foreign cars. This freight service is developing
a large potato industry in the Kenduskeag valley, through

269

power. At Milford, on the Penobscot, is the Bodwell station, which develops 2,000 horse power.
In the City of Bangor the company has recently er ect ed a new fireproof sub -station, replacing the old one , which
was burned down in th e great fire of 1911. This sub -station is the electrical distributing point for all current used
in the city. The building has a very fine appearance, very
much unlike the usual run of power stations, and is equipped
with the most modern apparatus.
T he Company is under the management of Mr. John
R. Graham, u n der whose g uidance the Compan y has grown
from a poorly equipped non-dividend paying con cern , to a
splendidly equipped organization, giving· fi r st-class service
in all its branches. Electricity is sold at an average lower
cost than anywhere in N ew England, especially for manu_

----=
New Station, Bangor, Maine

which the line runs, the nature of the soil being particularly adapted for potato raising.
The Electric Light & Power service is available in ten
cities and towns extending along the Penobscot river, from
Old Town to Hampden, a distance of twenty miles. The
Company also furnishes electricity for light and power purposes in Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, from the Ellsworth
plant of the Bar Harbor & Union River Power Company,
which is a subsidiary Company of the Bangor Railway &
Electric Company.
There are three power stations which generate the
electricity for the entire system, all of them being hydroelectric. The Ellsworth station is in many ways a remarkable clcvelopmcnt, being located on the Union river, in the
heart of the city of Ellsworth, ancl having a bead of sixty
feel. This station develops at the present time 3,000 horse
power, ancl has an ultimate capacity of 5,000. The Veazie
station of the Company is located at Veazie on the Penobscot river, and has a capacity of approximately 3,000 horse
power, with a reserve steam plant of about 2,000 horse

factu r ing purposes, and this policy is making the Company
an important factor in the future prosperity of Bangor as
'Nell as the surrounding territory, as the low rates at which
electricity may be obtained, together with free factory sites
which the Company offers, is bound to attract manufacturers .

Louis Kirstein & Sons
The firm of Louis Kirstein & Sons, Real Estate and
Insurance Brokers, is generally considered to be among the
largest and most important concerns of the kind in the
state. The firm comprises L ouis Kirstein, the founder of
the enterprise, and his two sons, Bernhard M. and Abram
L. The business dates its inception back 20 years, the
sons being admitted to partnership in 1902. Their present
offices, comprising a suite of five rooms in the Merrill Trust
Building, are among the best equipped in Eastern Maine
for the prosecution of matters real estate and insurance .
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A THEATRE OF QUALITY

THE BIJOU
BANGOR, MAINE
Most Beautiful, Sanitary and Strictly Fire-Proof
Theatre in the state. Built of Solid
Concrete and Steel.

DEVOTED TO HIGH-CLASS

Vaudeville and Select
Photo - Plays • • •
Refined Entertainment for Those Who Discriminate

TWO NEW SHOWS EVERY WEEK

Starling Every Monday Matinee Starting Every Thursday Matinee
3 P erformances Daily, commencing at 2.30, 7, 8.45

SOCIETY ENTERTAINS HERE
One of the principal places of interest in Bangor.
the cit y is not complete unless you see the Bijou.

W ALK · OVERS
FOR

MEN and WOMEN
LOOK AT OUR WINDOWS
We are proud of our windows, Just now they are more
than ever worth going out of your way to see because.All the newest Fall and Winter styles are there .
And because a full run of sizes and w idths on every
style shown, is on our shelves.

PRICES
$3 .50

$4.00

$4.50 $5.00 $5.50 $6.00

$7.00

WALK · OVER BOOT SHOP
Ward a nd O'Con nell

42 Central Street Bangor, flain e

A visit to
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lB©iirng(O)r»$

Magirniifiicc~Irn~ Pilaylh(O)u$~===Tlh~

IBnj(O)u

One of the Handsomest Theatres in New England, With a Seating Capaciy of Twelve Hundred
~ll'EARLY two years ago, when Bangor was much agitat11. ~ ed upon the subject of "civic improvement," a very
real improvement occurred quietly and without the assistance of highly paid advisory committees-the opening of
th e Bijou Theatre. lt fitted perfectly, this magnificent
new playhouse, into the civic scheme of things; it became
more than a mere amusement resort-it became an institution, th e pride of Bangor citizens and the marvel of visitors.

Interior View of Bijou Theatre.

feminine figures r eclining upon either side . And then,
adorning the front of the balcony, in the wall paneling and
surmounting the great ornamental chandelier in the center
of the ceiling- almost everywhere that the eye rests, in
fact, is seen the plastic relief, beautifully wrought designs
and figures, touched in old ivory and high-lighted with
gold. The auditorium seats 1200, but perfect harmony imparts to it a sense of intimacy. And-happy idea of the

P hoto was taken from the stage, showing the artistic ar rangement of the Audit orium,

A dc<,cription, in so brief a space, is not easy. , \ s the
Bangor Daily News saicl in the course of a long account of
the opening: ''Passing in from the lobby, a genuine
Broadway theatre is spread before you-a panorama of
plastic adornments, of panels ancl pilasters in old-rose and
ivory and gold. If you arc any part of an architect, you
can but aclmirc the graceful sweep of the broad, deep balcony, the gentle slope of the wide floor, the bcanty of the
three great a::chcs which seem to melt and blend each into
the other,-every line in the theatre a curve, it seems,
e\ren· curve a work of art. Adc1 soft rugs, carpets and
clrap-eries, and the golden gleam of concealed lights, and it
is like entering some luxurious private parlor.''
Almost any Bangor man will tell you, with a sense of
almost personal pricle and satisfaction, that it is the handsomest theatre in :;o.Iaine, while not a few claim it to be as
fine as any in. Tew Englanc1. ,\ great mural painting, representing The Play of the (;races, surmounts the proscenium opening-the lithe fiinires brought into graceful relief
by myriacls of hidden incanclesccnts. There arc high, wide
boxes, elegantly clrapecl anc1 furnishccl, and surmounting
each is a crystal, highly illuminatccl globe, with life size

architect-eve ry scat commands a faultless view of the stage.
The Bijou is owned by Hon. E. H. Blake of Bangor
and was built from plans made by the well-known theatrical
architect, Albert E. Westover, of Philadelphia. It is constructed throughout of solid concrete and steel, and is considered the most strictly fire -proof building in the state. It
is leased for a long term of years to A. Paul Keith, E. F.
Albee and Harvey L. ·w atkins, and is closely affiliated with
the more important of the Keith interests . "Cnder the astute
guidance of Local Manager Stephen Bogrett, who has
sensed from the start what Bangor people want, it has
steadily prospered. Three performances a day are given,
and the vaudeville is the best which money can buy, many
of the acts appearing usually in only the larger cities and
playing nowhere else in Maine. Despite the excellence of
the entertainments, however, and the expense of conducting so luxurious a theatre, the highest price (outside the
boxes) is 25 cents-for the simple reason that Bangor, metropolitan though it is, has not grown large enough to pay
''big time" prices six days a week for ten months in succession. This, however, is Bangor' s gain.
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Banks of Bangor Have Resources of $24,000,000.00, Combined Deposits of Banks $19,612,273 .50.
Clearings of $23,000,000.00 Show the Growth and Magnitude of Affairs. Two Savings
Banks Have Deposits of Nearly $9,000,000.00

Bank

$14,000,000, which reprelD) ANGOR'S banks, upon
sents deposits alone of
which all the pre$10,000,000.
vailing industrial and
commercial conditions deThe two savings banks
pend, and which stand as
are utilized by upwards of
the very bulwark of the
21,000 people and the total
city's finances, are, in conamount of money depositsequence, one of the very
ed by them is $8,650,000,
thus showing an average
important points to be
deposit of about $412.
taken into consideration
The national banks and
when discussing the general progress of the city.
trust companies represent,
In this branch of indusfor the greater part, the
try Bangor is well repreindustriousness of individsented, having eight banks,
uals, firms and corporaall doing business and retions in the mercantile and
ported to be in the most
manufacturing w or 1 c1 ,
sound and thriving condiwhile the savings banks
tion. Of these three arc
are to a large extent the
national banks, three are
strong boxes of the comtrust companies, and two
mon purse, ancl the aversavings i'nstitutions. l\Iost
age deposit, if large, which
of the commercial banking
i11 the present instance is
institutions haye savings
comparatively so, speaks
departments. In addition
for the industriousness of
the wage earner.
a majority of the banks
Merchants National Bank
have safe deposit vaults.
The guarantee fund of
On July 15th of this year the total resources of the the savings bank is over $775,000, the largest being that of
Bangor business and savings banks were represented by the Bangor Savings bank, which is placed at $520,000.
the sum of $23,500,000.
The bank clearings of
Excluding the savings
Bangor banks and trust
banks the total capital
companies for the past
involYed in this city '.l'as
two years have sho\Yn
$1,025,000. This sum,
a most gratifying init is seen, is divided
crease, those of 1911
among six banking
amounting to over $23,houses.
The surplus
000,000, an increase of
profits of these ins ti tu about $3,000,000 over
tions are even greater
the business transacted
and arc placed at the
the prcviou s year.
figure of $1.817,233. In
At no time in the
addition to their capital
history of local banking
and surplus each bank's
houses have they been
stockholders are liable
in a more prosperous
for an additional sum
con cl i ti on, and each sepequal to the amount of
arate institution has a
stock held by them.
pleasant story to tell of
The dep0sits are
its growth in the past
greater by over ten
and optimistic prophe times than the amount
cies for its future. Of
of capital involved, and
the several banks, two,
in the re sou recs of these
the Eastern Trust &
six banks is recorded
First National Bank, Exchange Street, Bangor
Banking Co., an cl the
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three-story building, of red pressed brick, massive
limestone c o 1 umns and ornate
trimmings.
I t
fronts 50 feet on
State street, and
extends
b a ck
about 125 feet .
In the basement
and on the third
floor are strong
vaults for the safe
keeping of all
kinds of portable
valuables. Also,
under the name of
the Bangor SafeDepo it Yaults,
there are conducted great steel
A Glimpse of the General Banking Rooms Mercantile Trust Co., Bangor, Me.
safety v a u 1 t s.
built with special reference to protection of bonds, stocks,
and other yaluables, against fire and burglary . This is one
TIIE l\IERJULL TRUST co~rPANY
Fe\Y banking institutions of New England can point of the finest vaults in the state for the torage of portable
with greater pride to their growth and development than can valuables.
The Merrill Trust Company does a general banking
the Merrill Trust Company of Bangor. Its record for the
past decade, especially, has been remarkable, for with as- and trnst business. It receives deposits subject to check
sets of less than $300,000 in 1903, the company has today and allows interest at two per cent. on daily balances.
In
total resources of almost three million, an increase of up- addition the company has a savings department.
Also
war ds of 900 per cent. for nine years.
These splendid it may be mentioned, the 1errill Trust Company executes
figures clearly indicate that the favorable terms and the trusts of e\'cry description, ancl acts as tranfer agent, regexcellent facilities afforclecl by the institution have been istrar and trustee under mortgages. The buying and sellappreciated. The Merrill Trust Company was originally a ing of foreign and domestic exchange, and furnishing letters
of credit forms
private bank, es another part of
tablished in 1872
the business carby the firm of
ried on here.
Bowler & Merrill.
The last availIn 1903, the busiable
officiai stateness was i ncorpoment
made by the
rated as the MerMerrill
Trust Co.
rill Trust Co.
rc\-eals
total reAbout four years
son
rces
of
$2, 699,
ago they erected
724.28
.
In
loans,
the ha n cl some
discounts, stocks
banking instituand bonds, they
tion on State St.,
ha\'c an invest·
which is recogment of $2,205,
nized as one of
000. The capital
the finest and best
stock
of $200 ,000
struceq ui ppccl
is
further
augof the k incl in
mented
by
a
sur.New En1.d aml.
plus
of
$100,000
1\rchitecturnlly it
and an uncli vicled
is one of the most
profit account of
substantial ancl
$88,976.48.
In
handsome builcl depo
·its
of
a
11
i ng in Eastern
classes
there
is
Directors Room, Mercantile Trust Co., Bangor, Me.
Maine.
It is a
Bangor Savings
Bank are now
erecting magnificent
structures
for their occupancy. The Merrill
Trust Co. alreacly
is housed m
splcnclirl quarters
in their n e w
building on State
street, while the
Merchants
National bank occupy a moclern edifice erect eel about
five years ago.
The other institutions also arc doing business in
substantial structures,
provided
with every modern facility and safeguard.
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represented the sum of $2,301,147.93. The company's
assets have increased over half a million dollars during the
past year.
The officers and directors of the Merrill Trust Company are as follows, to wit: Henry W. Cushman, president; Charles R. Gordon, treasurer; H. B. Russ, secretary.
The correspondents of the Merrill Trust Company are the
Hanover National of New York City, the Second National
of Boston and the Fourth Street National of Philadelphia.
EASTERN TRUST AND BANKING COMPANY

The Eastern Trust & Banking Company will move into
its new home, which will be in Bangor's largest office and
banking building in February, 1913. Commencing business in 1887, this company has had a remarkably substantial growth. Today it is one of the largest fiduciary institutions this side of the city of Boston. For a banking concern to build up a business representing in resources a sum
exceeding $5,000,000.00, to steadily increase its activities
to more than 10,000 deJ)ositors creates a conspicuous business record for energy and successful management. It
directs attention to Bangor and to Eastern Maine as offering a business field of unlimited possibilities and accomplishments.
The officers of the institution are as follows, viz: John
Cassidy, president; Edward R. Adams, vice president;
Charles D . Crosby, secretary and treasurer; and John II.
Rice, assistant treasurer.
FIRST NATIONAL JL\NK

Bangor bas the distinction of possessing a national
bank, one of the first in the country to be chartered under
the National Banking Act of 1863. This is the First National, organized in 1863 and succeE cling the Market Bank,
a state institution in business a number of years previous.
This was the first national bank organized in the state of
Maine, and it has been a lJnited States repository since
1864. It is one of the m0st conservatively, yet ably managed banking institutions in New England, and depositors
are thereby assured of that which should be most prominent in every bank, namely, unquestioned safety.
The last official statement of the First National bank
reveals a capital of $300,000, which is further augmented
by a handsome surplus and profit account of $321.032. As
a matter of fact the First National has capital, earned surplus and stockholders' liability amounting to over $900,000
which stands as security for deposits. The bank affords
every safeguard and protection for your money.
At the present writing the First National bank had
total resources of $1,616,388. Its deposit account is represented by the sum of $710,684. The officers of the bank
are as follows: Isaiah K. Stetson, president; E.G. Wyman,
cashier.
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

Few banking institutions of New England have had a
more successful record than has had the Merchants National of Bangor. Commencing business over 62 years
agl), then as a state bank, anc1 incorporating unc1er the National Banking Act in 1865, the :\forchants National B·ink
has had a steady and substantial growth. Today it has
capital and surplus of $363,335.39, and total resources of
about $1,392,000. Its capital of $100,000 is aug-mentec1 by
a surplus and unc1ivic1ec1 profit account of $263,335 .39.
Wisely invested in loans and discounts is the sum of $7 26,018.46, while in e. S. bonds anc1 other securities there is
invested $-1-67, 790.00. The last official statement shows
that depositors had here the sum of $938,000.00; outstanding ~ational bank notes about $100,000.00.
The ·M erchants National occupies quarters in the handsome structure erected by it five years ago. It is a fourstory building of granite and buff colored brick. The up-

per floors are fitted up for offices. The building is one of
the finest in the city of Bangor and is provided with every
modern improvement and convenience.
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK

Organized in 1852, just 60 years ago, the Bangor Savings
Bank has enjoyed a career of uninterrupted success ever
since. Today it is rated as one of the largest and most
substantial savings institutions in the state of Maine. It is
one of the most conservatively managed institutions of the
kind in New England, yet so wise has been its investments
that it has not passed a single dividend since its organization. The Bangor Savings Bank has about 13,600 depositors whose combined savings aggregate the sum of $5,595,
896 . 71 . That the institution is in a most flourishing condition is attested by the fact that it has a reserve fund of
$359,077.76, which is further augmented b y a handsome
undivided profit account of $159,453.02.
THE PENOBSCOT SAVINGS BANK

The Penobscot Savings bank is one of the most substantial institutions of the kind in the State of Maine.
It
was organized in the year 1869 and has always been wisely
and conservatively manageLl by able men of this community. The recent annual examination by the state bank examiner revealed total resources of $3,297,732.48.
On the
same elate there were deposits of $3,042,211.12, representng the savings of 7,667 people. The officers of the institution arc as follows, vis: Arthur Chapin, president;
George II. IIopkins, treasurer anc1 Ralph Whittier, assis tant
treasurer.
KENDUSKEAG TRUST CO.

Organized in February, 1906, and commencing business the following month, the growth and c1evclopment of
the Kenduskeag Trust Co. has been marked. In March
of 1906 the deposit account was $266, 121.60. By October
of the following year tbey had increased to $900,000. The
last official statement revealed deposits of $1,427,996, an
increase of nearly 600 per cent. since 1906, a record to be
proud of. This same statement shows total resources of
$1,660,327.92. The capital of $100,000 is augmented by a
handsome surplus anc1 unclivicled account of $125, 772.28.
PlrnOBSCOT

LOJ\N /\ND BUILDING ASSOCIATION

The Penobscot Loan & Building Association, with general offices at 11 Columbia street, was organized in 1895
and has had a spknclid record of success . It is one of the
soundest ancl most carefully managed institutions of the
kind in the state of Maine and has done a power of good in
this section in its encourgement to the wage earner and
others in the builc1ing of their own homes.
BANGOR LOAN AND BUILDINC ASSOCIATION

No sounder or more conservative financ ial institution
exists in the State of Maine than the Bangor Loan ancl Building Assn., locatec1 at 22 Broad street. It has clone a power
of good during its quarter of century of success, anc1 many
men and women bave splenc1id homes as a result of c1cpositing here their savings, for investment in builc1ing Joan
shares.
Charles M. Stewart
Charles M. Stewart, \'ice President of the Bangor
Chamber of Commerce, is an all around busy man. Il e is
public sp!ritcc1 to .the core, and when he gets after anything
of a public or private nature tl1crc is no c1oubtino- who is
behinc1 it. Bcsicles conc1ucting a general insuranc; agen cy
11r. Stewart cloes an extensive business in Jlags, banners
anc1 decorating materials of all kincls, in fact he possesses the
l~'.r~·cst person~~] collection of flags of all kinds of any inclff1clua1 m ::\fame. 1Ir. Stewart is very prominent in both
local ancl State Board of Trade work.
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The Union Iron Works

been famous in fashionable circles for their exquisite taste,
elegance of design, correctness of style and perfection of
The lJnion Iron Works represents the consolidation fit. The \Valk-Over Boot Shop at 42 Central street, Banseveral years since of two of Bangor's long established ma- gor, is one of the handsomest in the city, and a comprehenchinery industries. The Hinckley & Egery Iron Company sive stock for all classes is kept constantly on hand in order
and the Bangor Foundry and ~fachine Company. The ex- that requirements of patrons shall be filled with clue destensive plant occupies practically the whole square bounded spatch. The goods arc thoroughly reliable in quality, and
by Oak, Hancock, Pine and Washington streets. and its the business is steadily increasing in volume and \'alue unvarious foundry, machine shop, assembling, finishing and der enterprising, progressive ancl skillful management.
warehouse departments are devoted
Brooks Brick Co.
to the manufacture
Splendid facilities
of engines , boilers,
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and mill machinery
trades of this section
ancl to general mill
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Brick Co. are : Dr.
city trade afforcls
the best proof of its superior workmanship and reliable George Tibbetts, president; ] . E". Littlefield, treasurer,
mcthocls, while its procluct is shipped to all parts of the and II. ?\. Brooks, general manager.

Wqr 1J1uturr of 18augnr

-E

state. The officers of the corporation are as follows:
Horace Purinton , treasurer: 1\. E. Purinton, President;
II. W, Kiersteacl, manager.

Walk-Over Boot Shop
The \Valk Over shoes, for men ancl women have long

Doe Business College
The Doe Business College, Bangor, has long enjoyed a
prestige and patronage statC-\Yide in extent and eminently
creditable in character. This enterprise was founded thirteen years ago and occupies commodious quarters in the
Y.~1.C .• \. building, Hammond St.
H. N . Doe is principal.
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HOTEL EAGLE
F. L.

BLINN,

F. W. Durgin
Proprietor

Windsor Hotel
F. 0. Youngs, Manager

BANGOR, ME.
European plan
Fir.I Class
Cafe connected

Prop.

Rooms with hot
and cold
) running waler
$1.00 each
person

Superb appointments.
Every modern convenience.
Every
comfort body, eye and mind require. Famous for its excellent
cuisine and perfection of service.

I

_/

Only hotel in Maine serving dinner in the
evening from 5.30 to 8 with music by
Ladies' Orchestra.

Maine

Brunswicli,

IMPERIAL HOTEL

Rooms with
private bath
and toilet,
$1.50 each
person

so-KNOX-so
The Greatest Hill Climbers m Maine

]. S. JU MPER,
'Proprietor

104-106 Oak Street
PORTLAND
MAINE
One minutes walk from
Congress St.

European

Plan

$1.00 per day

Also State of Maine Distributors for

- - -- COLE 40

1- - - -

The LMI'ERIAL is cmtrally located in a quiet, residential
street and is first rlass in every respect. llot and cold water in every
Telephone in every
room rooms sinqle or en suitf with or without baths.
room'. !Vrite ]or booklet.

n.

W. S.11 f'l'lf

('. II'. Wll'ST

SMITH & WEST

lElectrical <rontractors
anb C5as jffttcrs
All Kinds of Electrical W ork Promptly Do ne

80 COLUMBIA STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

The Car T hat Will Surprise You

The Portland Co.

GARAGE 58 FORE ST.
PORTLAND, M AINE

BOA RD O F T RA DE
members and their friends deserve the very best that's
going - and they're "wise" enough to know when they get
it. That's why our
LAUNDRY AND
Dye House service is so widely patronized and highly
praised. It's the best that Eastern Maine offers; it's the
service YOU want. Whenever in or near Bangor, better
let our
DYE HOUSE
Department cleanse, press and repair your garments. A
big help at little cost.
AT T H E WHITE STA R

THE PORTER-PARSONS CO.
18- 20 CROSS ST.

BANGOR, f\E.
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Official Organ of the Maine Commercial Travelers Association

Photo by Ghalmers

Albert Rufus Brown
Thanks to the master influence of the madam and the
cajolery of the artist, Albert Rufus Brown was led up before the camera lens with that same nonchalent air that a
convict displays on availing himself of the hospitality of the
electric chair. We think you will agree he is a nice-looking chap too, and his geniality is just as attractive as his
physical makeup. His father called him Rufus, his mother
called him Albert, the girls, they call him A11ie, but the
boys, they call him "Al," and they all like him according

to.
So then, Al was born in Newburyport, Massachusetts,
State, December 11, 1870, thus being close up to 42 years.
At his urgent solicitation, his parents moved son Albert to
Maine at the age of eight years . He yearned for the invigorating salt sea air of the rugged Maine coast. The
Browns took up their abode at Wells, where he was a regular attendant at the little red school house, after which
Gray's Business College in Portland did the rest.
Returning to Wells-by-the-sea, Mr. Albert Rufus
Brown set his knowledge at work in a grocery store conducted by his brother at that place. In 1894 Albert came
to Portland again ancl entered the employ of Kendall &
Whitney, where his brother Fred had proceeded him and was
one of the concern's traveling salesmen. Albert possessed
that ever youthful ambition of starting at the bottom and
working his way up by sheer merit. He got his wish all
right, being assigned to the basement, hustling boxes,
crates and things; but when in due coarse of time he bad
advanced himself to the street floor, there was very little
about seecls, agricultural implements, ice chests or wooden
ware that Al was not wise to. He remained with Kendall

& Whitney for three years and knew so much about farming tools that it hurt him. He just simply had to get out
into broader fields for expansion purposes.
On February 15, 1897, R. B. Dunning & Co., of Bangor, took pity on him and booked the lad as a traveling
salesman-this same Albert Rufus Brown. The house of
Dunning also specialized on things agricultural, so Albert
was right at home, when he went away from it on his first
trip. (Do you get us?)
At this time Albert's house had no other real salesman, but occasionally "Jim" Dunning would hike out a
bit when opportunity allowed.
Rufus, as we previously insinuated, being good-looking
and magnetic and polite, naturally made a fine impression
with the trade, and happy it is to relate-a lasting one.
For fifteen years he has been holding those same early day
customers and annually adding materially to his list of
supporters. Brown's territory was from Waterville, east,
and gradually it has grown to include the counties of Penobscot, Piscataquis and Hancock.
R. B . Dunning & Co. are the most extensive dealer s
in seeds and agricultural labor-saving devices in Eastern
Maine, besides being high liners throughout New England,
so when the boss told us that no traveling man in the state
is better liked or has the confidence of his trade to a greater
extent than our own Albert Rufus Brown, we guess we can
bow and sit down. The Dunnings were never accused of
being hot air dispensers and a look through their extensive
quarters on Broad street, Bangor, will satisfy anyone that
they are a house full of business getters.
Albert holds forth each year at the Eastern Maine
State Fair, being in charge of the firm's exhibit, and it is
on these occasions that he shines as a host, his friends
from all over Maine availing themselves of these opportunities to participate in his royal hospitality.
Mr. Brown was married to Miss May Isabell Trickey
of Bangor in 1899 and allows he has two of the finest children in the state, Miss Beatrice May and Master Ralph
Francis; so it is little wonder that father looks forward
to those week-ends when he can be at his own snuggery, a
charming hom e on Grant street.
The next best thing to his home is his camp a t Lagrange, called ''Hemlock Lodge'' where too, he entertains
delightfully. He modestly allows he is one swell chef, and
always cooks for the crowd. We will pass his cooking
without comment, but as a mixologist he stands unique.
Albert Rufus Brown is something of a "'joiner," being
of the U. C. T.'s, Maine Commercial Travelers Association, the Masonic bodies and a Shriner. He leans tenderly
toward both fishing and hunting, but his one real hobby is
"Horne, Sweet Home."

* *

*

The Billie Buxtons have gone over to New York to
buy a pair of shoes and see what's "eliding" on the great
white way. On their return they will again establish headquarter s at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland, for the winter
month s .
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J.E. Littlefield, Treas. Tel. 37-11

H N. Brooks, Mgr. Tel. 999-1 3

Manufact..urers of
WIRE CUT FACE and COMMON

Brick and Land Tile·
Estimates

furnished

BROOKS BRICK CO.
Te l.

4 24 ~ 12

rlap le Str eet

BRE W E R, rlAIN E

J. M. ARNOLD SHOE COMPANY
Wholesale

BOOTS and SHOES
DISTRIBUTORS

Advertised Hub-mark. and Bay State Rubbers
BANGOR, MAINE

THlE §lECCOND NATHONAl lEANK
OF BANGOR
Capital . . . . . . $150, 000
Surplus and Profits Earned $481 ,872
Total Assets . . . . $1 ,703.863

A strong bank with the equipment, the

experience and the strength to give the best service.
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T he Dog reports fall business immense -in rubber.
A . C . Gatchell has been touring Eastern Maine with
his Edgewood T obacco.
T om Cary has been into the East looking after electric
b elts . H e got them - and lost.
Ben Golding who sells ladies' flesh reducers, bas been
spending his vacation at South Bridgton.
Jim Kerr looks thin and picked as a result of dieting
and exercising. He does not look as cute as he used to,
but says he feels g r eat.
Sin ce B ill Adie sang "Everybody Is Doing It" at the
r ecent Willard Beach minstrel show, that once popular song
a s been shelved forever.
"Artie" Guild has been in Maine this month, spending
most of his time at Peaks Island aiding Henry Black in
the disch arge of h is social obl igations.
Harry Wade, with his Red Star auto, is conspicuous at
all the "down East" fairs this month . Says people are
foolish to work during these beautiful fall days.
Wesley E . Downing, representing Stone & Andrews,
th e B oston manufacturers and distributors of classy paper,
was i n P or tland last week calling on the trade.
Quiet little Eddie Fossett has been administering his
h eadache powders to the near politicians of Aroostook since
election and his remedies have met with a tremendous demand from Bangor to Fort Kent.
Frank Cayting, who represents the wholesale grocery
h o use of T. R . Savage Co., is doing a great business.
Frank says business never need be dull if one will keep
everlasti ngly at the plugging end .
Georgie Beaumont, \Vaitt & Bond's husky boy, has
been taking lots of orders and passing out the smokes to his
friends all along the line. His complimentary list of smoker s just about offset those who come by their weed legitimately .
Ex-Actor Harry Gladwin has been carrying his arm in
a sling all over Maine during September, although it has
not interfered with his taking orders for Dills, and says
they have been coming a-plenty. He has traveled East to
the line.
The many friends of ·walter Majur Jordan, who was
for many years the dean of traveling men, until he retired
some few years ago, will be pained to learn that he is confined to his home in Portland, as the result of a shock which
he had a short time ago.
' ' Dell'' Peckham, wJ10 sells ''Educator'' shoes for
R ice & Hutchings in Maine, has made his permanent residence in Bangor, that he may be one Johnnie-on-his-job at
all times. Dell can talk Educator foot wear in several different languages. It is part of his job.
W. JI. Hasbrouck, Jr., and N. B. Lamm of New York,
have for ten days past been doing window decorating at
Bangor, featuring Lucky Strike tobacco. When off duty
they arc handing out samples and looking the fair ones
over. They are high liners at everything they undertake.
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Wm . L . Delavina, of the Delavina Cigar Co., Portland
has just returned from a four weeks' trip across the coast
of Maine, and reports the biggest business that he ever had
on their '' 44 '' cigar . By the number of orders he shows
the cigar is certainly making good and here's hoping it does .
Charles F. Mcintosh, with a thick coat of tan on h is
interesting countenance, is out for business after a five
weeks' lay-off spent at the town Jed Prouty made famous.
Charlie is showing a swell line of fall millinery fresh from
the recent Boston openings. His house, G. R. Fiske &
Co., is the home of classy creations.
E. A . Solomon, Mayor of Cliff Island, and who has
been summering on that delightful island since early last
spring, has closed his cottage and departed. "Soly" says
he has play('d the gentleman of leisure right up to the
limit, and quits only when he is broke, and has now got to
get out and huslle for the long, green needful.
Robert L. Whitcomb's bungalow, the Kiddery, at
Whale's Cove, on the ocean sicle of Peaks Island, is occupied by two of Mr. Whitcomb's friends in the carpet trade,
with their families, Orrie S. Horton and William H. Redmond, both traveling salesmen for the M. J. Whittall Carpet and Rug Manufactory. Both men are residents of
New York .
E. W. Sherburne of Newport, otherwise known as
'' Honest Sherb,'' is once more on the road si11ging the
praises of Huston's Crackers and Cookies, after an illness
of several months. He says be is gaining stre11gth and
business more rapidly than before, and allows it pays to be
sick once in a while, judging from the orders be is receiving. Here's good luck to you, Sherb.
George Seward, who smokes, talks and gets his eats
out of the Rumbolt cig·ar, has been spending the heated
spell down among the islands of Casco Bay, making an occasional cross country run through Maine just to see that
DO one is getting his famous 10-cent smokes back on the
rear shelf. George and his cigar bail from Levy & Co. of
New York and his headquarters are Boston.
Jim Barker has lived out those two measley little weeks
he has been looking forward to for fifty long separated Sundays and has gone back to Boston to again harp away on
Standard Oil products. James spent his rest period at
Peaks Island, to say nothing of his money, and the tin type
and shooting galleries and merry-go-rounds and skating
rinks are the richer for having betel him in their midst.
Joe Dow bas returned from one of his occasional pilgrimages through the Maritime Provinces as far as Halifax,
and although he reports big sales to ~'11 the wholesale drug
concerns in that section, he feels good to be back in Maine,
where the grass is greener, the skies are bluer, and the
women fairer than on any other spot where the light of day
doth shine. Let's sec, did not Joe steal that last effusion
from some one higher up?
The many frie11ds of Fred C. Hatch of Bangor will be
grieved to learn of his death, which occurred at his home
in Ba11gor the latter part of August. Fred was one of the
most popular yotmg salesmen in Maine. His traveling career started at the early age of 16, being the youngest
salesman in the employ of the National Biscuit Co. At 21
he was promoted to i11spector of the box factories of the
company at Somerville, but after t\~· o years \Yas obliged to
return to his home on account of ill health, which finally
resulted in his death at the early age of 33 years.
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A Company That Has Erected Many Fine Structures in
Eastern Maine

fireproof. They, too, arc building a six-story brick, granite and steel bank and office building on State street for the
Eastern Trust and Banking company.

The building trade is one of vital importance to the
The officers of the Company are W. N. Sawyer, presimaterial growth and prosperity of Bangor and an impordent
and treasurer, A. C. Stanley, secretary.
tant factor in supplying the demand in this line is the
\V. N. Sawyer Contracting
Company, a concern that
Wm . Z. Clayton Co.
bas erected some of the
A prominent and responfinest buildings in the city
sible house engaged in the
and that has underway
undertaking and embalmmany large and important
ing business in Bangor is
building commi sions at
that conclucted by the \Vm.
the present time. The W.
Z . Clayton Company, who
N. Sawyer Contracting Co.
occupy the whole building
was incorporated April 1st,
numbered 117 anc1 119
1911, and is carrying on
State street. This house
the business which was
has been established many
established by William
years, Mr. II. Clifton Eye,
Sawyer in 1878.
the present manager, ha vSome of the commissions
ing been associated with
which Mr. Sawyer has carried out in whole or in part The Court House and Y . M. C. A., two of Bangor's fine public buildings which the concern since 1904.
were outside t he path of the conflagra<ion

The Company has always
arc, two wings and a
kitchen building for the Eastern Maine General Hospital, cornmanclec1 a liberal ancl influential patronage and arc prethe Y. M. C. A. building in Bangor, also the school build- pared at all times to furnish everything in the undertaking
ings on First, Larkin, Elm and Pinc streets, the Library line, their charges always being reasonable. The firm
carry one of the best stocks in the stale, inclucling the
building at Corinna, Odd Fellows' building at Belfast, Ex- Meacl ville steel vaults.
periment Station and Lord Hall for the L'niversity of Maine
Mr. II. Clifton Eye is a funeral director and embalmer
at Orono, halls for the Odd Fellows and Masons at Cam- in the fullest sense of the word, and gives immediate attenden, high school building in Old Town, ancl in Bangor tion to a call for his services whenever rnaclc.
several large commercial structures, such as the Bass block
and Columbia building, and buildings on Columbia street One of the Best Equipped Plants of the Kind in Maine
for Dr. T. U. Coe; also the Congregational church on
On August 14 last the Penobscot Lumber & Box Co.
French street which was burned in Bangor's great fire.
assumed full charge and management of the Smith Planing
Some of the buildings constructed in the year of 1911 Mill Co. of Brewer. The new corporation was organized
by the \V. :N. Sawyer Contracting Company arc: The in May of this year, with a paid-up capital of $50,000. The
inclustry is one that
Bucksport National
was established over
Bank building at
sixty years ago, ancl
Bucksport, the Hall
an 1882 was incorpor
building on Exchange
atecl uncler the namestreet, Bangor, the J.
of the Smith Planing
mill Co., on August 14
Bachelder e s t a t e
last,
this company bebuilding on Exchange
ing succceclecl by the
street, the Charles
present owners.
Stetson building on
The plant of the
Exchange street, the
Penobscot Lumber &
Box Co. is located in
Woodward building
Brewer, having a
at the corner of Park
frontage
of over 1,200
and Somerset streets,
feet
on
the
Penohscot
the Pearl butlclings
river. Uerc, with unand others. This year
excellecl faci Ii lies for
they have also built
handling their procl two reinforced conucts, hoth by water
crete buildings on
ancl
rail, the PenobFranklin street, for
scot
Lumher & Box
the Graham Realty
Co.
manufactures
Co., one being a
lumber
ancl lumber
three-story anc1 the
products
of every desother a four-story
Eastern
Maine
Insane
Hospital,
Bangor
cription.
building.
Both arc
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The Colonial Hotel

The Colonial Hotel

L. M. Young Company
A prominent factor in the lumber trade in Bangor is
the L. M. Young Lumber Co., whose main office is located
in the Merchants National Bank building. The firm are
wholesale and retail dealers in White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Fir lumber, and make a specialty of the special
requirements in boxing lumber of all kinds for box shook
factories and the manufacture of boxes. Owing to special
advantages this company is able tu furnish cargoes of the
finest "rightly graded white pine," and are the only thoroughly equipped concern east of the Hudson river specializing in White Pine. This in itself is .i distinct department
of the lumber bu iness, and the L. M. Young Lumber Co.
are recognized as the pioneers in furnishing this class of
stock. Their lumber is manufactured largely at Stillwater.
jiilford and Passadumkeag, while wholesale yards and
docks are maintained at Brewer. The firm also have a
wholesale yard and dressing mill at Deering Junction,
Mai11e, the mill being thoroughly equipped throughout.
The liberal measure of support accorded this firm is
largely due to their long identification with the trade, and
the painstaking care uniformly displayed in promptly and
accurately filling their customers' orders and seeing that
instructions are implicitly followed.

The Colonial is one of the representative inst itution
and a valued feature of Bangor, combining in the most
perfect manner every comiort, elegance anc1 convenience
with the refined and quiet atmosphere of the.: best circles of
home life. The house, which is practically new, is handsome to look ~t. delightful to live in ancl is located in Bangor's finest residential district, 169 l'nion street, a short
distance from Main street. The accommodations for tranThe Famous Pine Tree Couch Hammock
sient guests embrace rooms single or en suite with bath,
every room having electric lights, steam heat, hot water.
The importance of Bangor as a great purchasing point
te1cphonc and large closets ancl are approached throug h is forcibly illustrated by the flourishing existence of such an
broad corridors.
establishment as that of H. L. Day, Son & Company,
Everything is new in the hotel ancl it is thoroughly manufacturers of the famous Pinc Tree Couch Hamm ock,
attracti \'e throughout. It is richly fu rnislied, artistically National Woven Wire Springs, jfattresses, etc. Estabdecorated, while every modern improvement has been in- ishecl only sixteen years ago, the enterprise has steadily
troduced, inclui:lgrown, until today
ing elevator lo all
it is the largest of
The
five floors .
the kind in the
dining room is one
state. The present
of the handsomest
plant, 117 to 129
in Maine and the
Front street, which
cuisine is made the
they moved into in
constant stucly of
~1arch, 1910, is a
experts and an exfive-story
strucperienced corps of
ture, comprising
assi'itants
meets
something like 30,the demands of the
000 square feet of
excellent bills of
floor space, and is
fare ior which the
splendidly equiphouse has become
ped with special
wide] y not eel. jl r.
machinery and apT.\Valter Packard,
pliances. Their
the manager, has
Pine
Tree Couch
spent many years
Hammock
com in the hotel busi ness, he is a liberal
mamls a decided
caterer, belic,·ing
preference among
in the best and
dealers and has
plenty of it, ancl
gi ,·en perfect sathi s management of
isfaction to all purthe colonial has
been
eminently
chasers. It is the
successful as the
steady policy of
large and increasthe management
ing patronage well
to maintain the
Home of H. L. Day, Son & Co.
attests.
highest standard.
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BANGOR 'WINDOW SHADE CO.
Brass Rods, Trimmings, etc. Prompt Work and Satisfaction Guaranteed. Rugs, Linoleums and Art Squares.
Order Work for Window Shades and Carpet Laying. Telephone 501-4. Residence, Telephone 795-14.

Prices Very Reasonable.

WILLIAM H. REAVIEL
S u it e 11 a n d 12 Atk i ns Block

78 Columbia Street

BANGOR , MAIN E

Maine's Leading 5c Cigar!

BANGOR BOX COMPANY
Manufacturers of

B. F. 74.

Paper Boxes and Fine Stationery

Largest sale of any one brand in the State

Ask Us About Our Holiday. Boxes

A BANGOR PRODUCT

BANGOR, MAINE

If you want to save 50 per cent.
in the cost of your

Manufactured by

C. H . JOREY

FIRE INSURANCE

]. M. BRIGHT
•
10 BROAD ST.

T eleplwne .JJr'>-12

MANUFACT U R ERS OF A ND DEALE:R S IN

Trunks, Bags, Cases, Robes
and Horse Clothing
Harness and Riding Saddles. Ordered Work a Specialty.
Wholesale Shoemakers' Supplies, Sole Leather, Rubber
Soling and Cements. Headquarters fo r Turf Goods and
Veterinary Remedies.
T e lphone Connection

BANGOR, ME.

CAFE

30-32 Central Street

BANGOR, ME.

P. T. DUGAN & CO.

34 Central St.

W. A . .FltEY

FREY~S

CONSULT

B. F. ADAMS

BANGOR, MAINE

The Page ®, Annex
Being a house that is quiet, clean and respectable. It
handles no liquor or tobacco. It bids fair for clean,
Home-like folks. 65 Outside R0oms. American and
European Plan. Restaurant Connected.

Next Block to Central Fire Station

63-77 UNION ST.

J.

N. V. LANE
Artistic Lighting Fixtures, Electric Wiring and Supplies
195 EXCHANGE STREET

TELEPHONE 112

BANGOR, MA~
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Bangor Gas Light Company
Bangor is particularly fortunate in the possession of a
strictly modern and efficient gas plant. The Bangor Gas
Light Company serves its patrons with an efficiency seldom
experienced, even in larger cities. The original gas company was organized back in 1850, local residents being tbe
original incorporators. Gas first was burned in Bangor in
the year 1853, the company on tbat date carbonizing about
3,000 pounds of coal, generating and sending out to the
consumers some 9,000 feet of gas. Since tbat time there
bas been a steady increase in the use and consumption of
gas. Many times the plant has been enlarged and improved, until at this time there is used in Bangor and vicinity over sixty million feet of gas per annum. The plant on
Walter street is thoroughly up-to-date. There are two gasbolders, one of 400,000 feet capacity and the otber of
100,000 feet. In a day's operations the company consumes
nearly 50,000 pounds of coal, producing 25,000 pounds of
coke, for fuel purposes, also otber valuable by-products of
commerce, such as coal tar, etc. In order to supply the
various streets, etc., of Bangor and Brewer with gas there
haf' been installed between 40 and 50 miles of large and
small feed pipes, or mains. Tbese are constantly being
augmented with new pipe lines as nev,· streets are openecl,
or as the consumption of gas increases in older sections .
The popularity of gas as a fuel for heating and for
cooking purposes is increasing ra.pidly in the homes of Bangor and Brewer people, its efficiency and economy being
generally acknowledged. The company is liberal in its
treatment of its 3,500 patrons, making connections with
and setting up meters free of charge, and selling ranges at
manufacturers' cost prices.
The value of the gas service, such as is afforded by the
Bangor Gas Light Company, in increasing the earning capacity of rented property is becoming more and more evident to landlords, witb tbe result that many of the modern
apartment houses, tenements and private residences in
Bangor and Brewer are now rented with gas stoves and gas
attachments all complete.
The officers and managers of the Bangor Gas Light
Company are Morris ·w. Stroud, president; John C. Lowry,
vice-president; W. T. Robinson, secretary ancl treasurer;
S. P. Curtis, general manager, and C. R. Stull, manager
of the Bangor works.
The B . F . A . Cigar
The keen, intelligent public is quick to perceive and
prompt to patronize that tradesman who, by the exercise of
ski'.l~d experience, sound judgment and untiring industry,
fac11ttates the securing of the choicest, honestly-made goods
on the most fayorable terms. In the front rank of Bangor
cigar manufacturers is B. F. Adams, to whom the above
remarks strictly apply. This gentleman occupies commodious quarters at 31 Pickering- square, having been established in 1904. His aim and policy has ever been to attain
a still higher standard of perfection in all goods manufactured, and how well he has succeeded is shown by the fact
that his B. F. A. fi \'e-cent cig·ar has reached the largest sale
of any single brand in Maine, while his Big Ben, ten-cent
cigar, has become famous all over the state. The factory
comprises three floors, and is thoroughly equipped throughout. Employment is given to from 25 to 30 hands, the approximate pay roll being $20,000 yearly. Mr. B. F. Adams
is hale, hearty and husky, and is a gentleman of ability and
integrity, whose continued success is assured.
Bangor's Largest Retail Establishment
Among Maine's leading r etail establishments there are
few of more prominence than that of the Besse-Ashworth
Co. in Bangor, the Jar,2'est specialty house for men, women
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and children's wear east of Boston, and one of the chain of
forty stores of ~he great Besse system that stretch balf way
across the contment from Kansas City to the Queen City of
the East.
. Imposing among the prominent buildings of Bangor's
busiest street looms tl1e four-story block occupied by this
company. The attractive appearance of the dead black
building, its large signs of brass and gilt, the window boxes
with trailing vines and bright blossoms, the large \Yindows
w~th their beauti~ul leaded glass panels, the broad display
w:nclows with their thoroughly modern and up-to-tbe-minute
tnmmrng, creates a most favorable impression and invites
one to enter this, Bangor's brightest, cleanest and best
retail business house.
The store is truly metropolitan in every way, and the
attentive, courteous manner of the employees, from the elevator boy to the manager's assistant, makes the visitor feel
a hearty, homelike welcome.
There are four floors in the building, with a large basement given over to a special department, an aggregate of
?ver 25,000 square feet of floor space, all of which is utilized to the best possible advantage. The first floor devoted entirely to men's wear. The shoe department ~ccupies
the entire second floor, and here the best shoe manufacture~s in the country are represented.
The Besse System carries a lrne of specially made shoes that find a large demand.
On the third floor one finds the largest department in
the whole state, devoted to boys' clothing alone. There is
e.verything one could ask for. The top floor, a splendidly
lighted room, with its plush carpeted floors, and mahogany
and plate glass cases for the display and protection of the
delicate fabrics in many of the beautiful gowns sbown
always attracts the feminine.
'
A department that bespeaks the enterprise of the management and the progressive policy of the store is the ''bargain basement,'' a boon to the workingman, and the only
one of its kind in the state.
There is always in attendance a corps of capable and
efficient fitters in the alteration department.
Much of the success of the establishment is due to Mr.
Arthur Ashworth, the head of the company in this city,
who has its active management. He is one of thA younger
business men of Eastern Maine, but by his progressive
ideas and strong personality he has won a high place in the
business circles of the city .
The Besse-Ashworth Co. stands behind every article
that goes out of its doors. The business is transacted on a
strictly cash basis.

E. Mansfield & Co.
E. Mansfield & Co. are the only manufacturers of the
celebrated Orono Cant Dog, looked upon as the standard in
lumber cirrlcs, and immense numbers of indispensable devices are shipped to all parts of the world-wherever lumbering is clone, on large or small scales. The plant of the
firm is located at Orono, comprising a three-story and basement structure, each floor 100x200 feet in dimensions.
Throughout tlle equipment is thoroughly modern.
The large output of the Orono factory is disposed of
through the Bangor headquarters at 75 to 85 French street
where the firm occupies a three-story structure, equipped
with every facility for the prompt and efficient handlina and
shipping of goods to the concern's trade territory, p;incipally to tbe United States and the Provinces, although at
times the products are exported to other parts of the world.
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THE LAFAYETTE

JAMES CUNNINGHAM P rop.
Cor. Congress and 'Park Streets

A MERI CAN

PLAN

~I EW

f ALMOUTH HOTEL

UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT,

PORT LAND, MAINE

J . J. POOLER, Proprietor
The only Hotel in Maine conducted on both
PORTLAND'S NEWEST AND MOST MAGNIFICENT HOTEL

ASTOR CAFE

Maine's Finest and Most
Sanitary Restaurant for
Gentlemen and Ladies.

EUROPEAN and AMERICAN PLAN

~EST

END HOTEL

H. M. CASTNER, Proprietor
Opposite Union Station, Portla nd, Maine

Remodelled and R efurnished Throughout

Home-Made Cooking a Specialty

One i·isil

11·ilt

ins 11 r1: your

Nluuly palronrtf/1·.

Attra.ctife prii•alt rooms j'or dinner po.:rtt, ....

18 Temple St.

Portland, Maine

jl!irl1Nt!/ l1r,lll"t'1' 1t ('on,(/rP.-;s rout

lbe S

HER.~ 0

,l firldfr Stt·1f'/s

0 D

88 to 94 Park St ree t,

WIL L~~:ri~t~~ERT

Portland, Maine

AMERICAN PLAN
Ra t es from $2.50 to $3.50 Per Day

"The O nly Fireproof Hotel in Maine"

THE NEW CHASE HOUSE
Under New and P rogressive Management
H . E . Thu rston & R. Himme lein , Props.

Localed 011 Cong rcss St., i11 //1e /1eart of flit• b11si11ess
C{')i/er, a 11d t'S/>ffially w11, 1t•11 ic11 I /or Irm.•di11g 111c11 and
of!tt•rs dcs1ro11s ol bci11g near b11si11css scclio11 a11d jJoi11/s
of i11/crest.
,1/oda11/y er;11ij>j>ed //1ro11glto11/.
Rooms
si11gk or t'll rnilt u1i/lt or 11•il/1011! j>1 i1•alt' bal/1. Hln•ator
sen•ice. hkdric 11:~1i1s a11d /w/ and ro/d n11111il1.r: u•alcr
i11 rooms. Electric cars pass the door.
l ake Munjoy llill

ar from Union

tal ion

Near Monument Square
Sple ndid, mode rate priced afe run in conn ctio n with ho us
unde r same managemen t.

Europe a n p lan $ 1 u pwarda
Exi:eptirin11lv qui:t and tcce~sible.
Fir~t cla
in every re~pect .

ments

Sh;lded re idential

trect.

A II mvdtrn improve-

PORTLAND,

Am erican p lan $2 upwarda

MAINE
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Burnham & Morrill Co.
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers in

Telephone

E. COREY & COMPANY
Dealers in

CANNED GOODS
3 Franklin Street
PORTLAND, MAINE

IRON

AND

STEEL

Heavy Hardware, Carriage Woodwork,
Blacksmiths' and Lumbermen's Supplies

Walter G . Davis
Clinton L. Haxter
Eugene R. Baxter

PORTLAND PACKING CO.

195-197 Commercial St.

PORTLAND, ME.

Hermetically

SEALED PROVISIONS
Offices: 16 to 26 York Street

PORTLAND, MAlNE

Wm. H. Scott Company,
TIN PLATE and SHEET IRON WORKERS.
MANUFAGTuru;J{S

Tin and Corrugated Iron Roofing .

PORTLAND, MAINE

462 FORE ST.,

J\IANUFACTURERS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED DRAIN AND
SEWER PIPE
Fire Brick, Tile and Fire Clay, Flue and Chimney Lining,
C lay Specialties for Paper and Pulp Mills, Portland Cement, Lime, Hard Wall Plasters, Mortar Colors, Cement
Waterproofing Materials, and Agricultural Lime.

OF

Copper and Galvanized Iron Gutters and Cornices. Skylights, and
Gutter Linings
Slate Roofing .

Portland Stoneware Co.

REAR 253 FOREST AVENUE

FACTORY,

WINSLOW & CO., Props.,

Portland, Me.

SETH W. HERSEY, SUPT.

E. B. WINSLOW

Incorporated 1892

MILLIKEN. TOMLINSON GO.

Casco Paper Box Co.

Tea Importers

PAPER BOXES

AND

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Coffee Roasters

OTHER THAN FOLDING CARTON

"Common Sense" Mailing Boxes a Specialty

PORTLAND, MAINE
4-0 Clinton St. , Bos ton nass.

TELEPHONE I 07

68 Cross Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
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THE Old Family

I

Star.d-by

BRO WN'S INSTANT RELIEF

Used as directed ~an be relied on to relieve
acute pains of the 'tomach aml bowels.
1Jsed in thousands of Xew England Homes.

Prepared by the

~ornay

IVedicir.e Go.,

~orway,

I

Maine.

:~.:: w E N cLAN.oMQTHERS
DEP E N D
UPO N

Prepared by the Nornay Medicine Go., Norway, M":.1e.

EVELETH 'S
HAND
LAUNDRY

REAL ESTA TE AGENTS
and BROKERS
Ol,/est Real Rstate Concl'rn in ,l/aine Car' o.f l'rojierty
a Sjecinlty
Really /1011,i;ltl a111{ Sold. Aforlga1:rs Nt•gotiated

51 1-2 Exchange St.,

His Sister's Caller-And you say
your sister is skittish and nervous?
I suppose she woulc1 jump at a
mouse?
c1on't know 'bout her
Willie
jumpin' at a mouse, but I hav<.'. beard
her tell ma that she woulcl jump at a
proposal, whatever that is.
Yeast-He claims to be an honest
man.
Crimsonbeak-Yes, but can he get
any one to 0. K. the claim?

FOR
GOOD
WORK

Hawkins-That pickpocket they
caught is really a very intelligent
fellow.
Sampson-No cloubt of it.
Tie
proved that by his ab ili ty to locate a
lacly' s pocket.

248
Brackett St.
Portland

ELIAS HERSEY ROOFING CO.
C o mposition and Gravel

RO O F I N G

PORTLAN D, ME .

,1Jagn1jfrnd ]/arbor, Ideal
Climaft', h~ucllnd Ilolels
and Boa1di11.i: /louses.

JNCOHl'Ol{ATED

A JU:'llP

At a.1 I dealers, 15 cent!-!.

Portland, Me.

Insure with

Morse,

Payson &

Noyes

FIRE INSURANCE
MARI NE INSURANCE
Low< st rate&. First-class co mpan ies.
justed fairly and paid promptly .

I

I

Losses ad-

Portland, Me

100 Exchange St.

CLARENCE H. ALLEN CO.
PA INTING
OECORA T I NG

187 BRACKETT ST.,

\Frank

TDIE TO BURN

11/rum.~,.l'r

Benj. Shaw & Co.

Bobbie·-You have not such a big
mouth, ~fr. Smith, have yon?
Smith-Certainly not.
Why do
you ask, little boy?
Bobbie-I heard Sis tell ma that
she could get you to swall ow anything.

Brown's Instant Relief

For a family me<lieine. Children lil<e it.
Yaluahl~ for tou~hs , Colds, Sore 'J hroat,
Colle, Dinrrhea. l\lo,quito !lites, ChilL\ains.

2 Monument Square,

Guy JJP, /)at•i.\· 1 Tn•1n. rind Grm'ra!

EAS\"

PORTLAND, MAINE

M. Churchill
-Tele-phone-

Dyer- \Vhat 's your hurry, Mack?
Mack-(~ot to meet my wife at 1.30.
Dyer-Oh, you\·e plenty of time.
It's only 2 o'clock now.

ARCHITECT and ENGINEER
Woori , Brick, Steel, Heinforced
Concrete all(l Mill Uon!-.truc:tion

I 536a Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Good Sport and Cool Breezes

Fi)/ i11for111afio11 address

AT

M. C. RICH,
S ec'y Board of T r ade,
34 Exch ange S t ., Portla nd , Me

PORTLAND.

NO PAYMENT I N ADVANCE
Has been the policy of this institution for twenty-five
years. We recognize the purchaser's rights to an
examination of the goods, and a test of their quality
before payment is required. Full satisfaction or no
payment.
r
~

MAINE

THE THOS. LAUGHLIN CO.
MARINE HARDWARE
AND

GALVANIZING WORKS
Galvanizing
Block Making
Pattern Ma kin g

Any spec ialty in Wrought,
Malleable or Cast Iron made to orde r.
Galvanizing done <'very day.

Office and Fa ctory

143-151 Fore St.
J

F. L. SHAW, President, Portla nd,

n e.

Salesroom

184-186 Commercial St.

PORTLAND . MAINE

BOARD OF TR.ADE ,JOURNAL.

Portland Stoneware Company suffered a severe loss by
fire early on the morning of Aug. 27, when the company's
No. 1 mill, a four story structure 175x66 feet, was leveled
to the ground, and destroying thousands of patterns and
dyes, a collection of years ancl many of which can never be
replaced. The loss is estimated at between $60,000 and
$70,000. President Winslow of the Company announces
that a larger and better building will supplant the one
destroyed.

Mr. ·Whitney's business block, corner of Federal ancl Temple streets, is also finished and adds materially to the
aspect of that locality.
The prospects are good for the locating in Portland of
branches of two out-of-state concerns, one a wholesale grocery house of Providence, R. I., ancl the second a printers'
supply house, also of Providence. Both concerns have
had representatives here looking the ground over, and
assure us prospects arc very promising.

\

:\lessrs. J. If. Ilamlin & Son, the Commereial street
lumber 111crchanh, hm·e lllCJ\-ec1 their headquarters from
329 Commercial street to the :\Iasonic Temple building.
\\Tc understand this is for the purpose of making way for
the new cold storage cstahlishrncnt to he constructed in
that localitv. Other concerns locatccl thereabout will also
find it nccc.ssan· to seek new locations.
1\llicrt Innes, son of llcnn· Jones, of the :\fcgquicr &
Jones Co .. ];as resigned his position with the Boston contractors with \\ ho111 he has been associated for a number of
:>Tars, t<> become the confidential clerk of his father.
The .\mmi \\'hitncv apartment houses, corner of \Vest
and \'aughan streets,· arc about complctccl. They arc
amrmg the best in Portland, ancl arc being rapidly engaged.

One of the last acts of Congress was the passing of the
Deficiency Bill, which carried with it an appropriation of
$\+3,880 to be used for the purpose of increasing the quarantine facilities in connection with the immigration office
of the port of Portland. The experience of last winter
when a ship loacl of immigrants arriving at Portland, had
to be reshipped to Boston, clue to lack of suitable quarantine facilities at this port, brought out a protest from the
steamship officials here, which resulted in the Board of
Trnclc appointing a committee to take the matter up with
the go\·crnmcnt officials. The regular steamship season
opens Xo\·ember first and it is expected that all additions
for which this appropriation calls will be completed by that
elate.

BOARD OF TRADE J OURNAL.

Randall

&. McAllister

COHL

Ni cRerson Coal Co.
Best Grades of Anthracite and Bituminous

by !lie Carf(o. Carload, and at Retail

Best Grades of Anthracite and Bituminous Coals
FOR DOMESTIC AND STEAM USE

68-84 Commercial and 70 Exchange Sta.

COHL

•

ALL OF TUE

•

OFFICE

:~25

Com1nercitl l St.

Opp. Head Brown's Wharf

PO l ~TIJ \N D ,

Me.

Telephone Connection

All Coal for Domestic Use Thoroughly Hand Screened

Portland, Maine

K.

R.UFUS

JOR.DAN

IRON FOUNDER
Pattern .1/aker and .1/ad1inist.
.1/ad1inery Castings o/ all
A"inds /i'0/11 One !'01111d lo 77,•o Tons.
. JI/ Orders
Recci7x Pro111jJI ,l!fcnlion.
(;ale Bo.11·s,
.'·>kez·cs, !'lugs, cir. /i1r Ila/er ll 'orks
907 MA IN ST REET,

WES T BROOK, MA I N E

BRUNS & JOHNSON

Coal and Wood

Bir('h 'labs au<l Edging:-; and bundled
Kin<1ling Wood

109 Wilmot St.,

"Where the :Business .?rren and Women Eat"

Brown's Coffee House
FOR. MEN A D WOMEN
Portland's Most Sanitary Eating House
. Eu"!/ 11/' arr.e""· 011 !11u '1 rar_,, r11nr1Prti11!1 with ull 11ei!Jld1uri11y n.<ort.•
up-to.tlie-minulP. l'111ml11r pri1·,s. UP</ .<>/u·tio11" of rtoon day p1ri11f., in
Op1-n ])aq 1111d lli11/11.

err~re

the city.

Exchange St.,

"PP· Pot <>tt1ce

Portland, Me.

The Board of Trade Journal
- - - - S ubscription - - - -

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

Portland, Me.
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Wanted- Men With "Backbone."
In advertising for a man for a responsible position, a
firm stated, among other needful qualifications, that he
must be able to "confront antagonism."
What the firm really wanted was a young man with
backbone and the stamina necessary to carry him over
obstacles. This kind of a man would seem easy to find,
but the trouble is that most men of courage in the face of
smoothly going affairs go all to pieces when confronted
with friction. In the first instance they are strong, reliable
and clear-headed, but under the latter circumstances they
are of no earthly account.
A young man who occupies a high position in a large
firm recently spoke as follows in this regard. Said he :
''I never allow myself to go to the heads of the house
with trouble unless it is one that seriously affects the firm's
revenues.
''I consider that I am paid for solving the business
problems that present themselves and that I must fight
them out alone whenever possible. Otherwise I should not
be worth half the money I am getting and would sink to
the level of an ordinary clerk.
"Acquiring the habit was next to impossible and for a
time I felt that it could not be done, but after the first
struggle was over the next one was easier and they have
been growing less worrisome with each encounter. I do
not mean to say that they are easy, but simply that one
with determination may often overcome the seemingly impossible."
This is the kind of employee that is wanted everywhere, the man who can solve his own problems and fight
his own battles without running to his superior with every
little annoyance that confronts him. It is this sort of man
or boy who will eventually school himself for a business of
his own, where he may safely invest the money put by
from the splendid salary that such an individual is able to
command.-New York World.

Sam ia Dead
AND A KIND AND LOVING NEIGHBOR WRITES HIS OBITUARY.

mark of sin, the sentient emblem of vice with no crime, but
work, beyond hi<; capacity. He was even worse; but he
has gone hence and it is never our inclination to kick a
man when he is down.
Yet at death his proverbial luck was with him. He
goes below just as the whitening frosts and the chilling
winds are ushering in a long and tedious season for the
good who are left. As was so often the case when in life
and in jail, he'll keep warm and comfortable at other's
expense.
Well, so Jong, Sam, and so long as it is long, good
luck.-Sullii1an County Review.
____.. .........__

__

.

_ _

The Nation's Business.
Washington, D. C., July 22nd. The Chamber of Commerce of the United States, of which Harry A. Wheeler of
Chicago is President, began this month publishing "The
Nation's Business." This periodical will be distributed
from \Vashington to the editorial writers of the nation and
to the constituent members of the National Chamber of
Commerce.
It is intended to furnish a survey of the constructive
progress of the nation along lines of agriculture, mining,
manufacture, transportation, distribution and finance. It
will be devoted to the news of progress and of organized
promotion. It will include statistical statements of development and cover the bureaus of the government departments that are related to business aud commercial activities
at home and abroad.
G. Grosvenor Dawe, Chief of the Editorial Division,
states that the "Nation's Business" is intended to place in
the hands of editors facts regarding each basic activity of
the United States and data regarding each State of the
Union. It will be a compendium of progress news. It
wi11 cover an uncovered field. Its primary purpose is to
serve the editors of the nation without cost. Such an
organ will also render service in the direction of nationalizing thought; for at present the man in California has but
slight idea of what is going on of a constr.uctive character
in Maine; the man in Michig an has but slight idea of what
is going on in Texas. In other words, by regarding progress matters throughout the nation as of interest to a11 the
nation, it will be part of the work of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States to furnish progress information
in such a way as to link all parts of the nation together in
the patriotism of development.''

Sam Lobdell is dead. Some days ago he was stricken
with blood poisoning from a bite in the neck self-inflicted
while fighting with his wife when he was dru nk and she in~
toxicated. Drs. Grindle of Eureka, and Butts of Claryville, were in attendance, but despite their utmost efforts
the poison spread until, as a last resort, they used the
knife, amputating at the cervical vertebrae. The operation
was of no avail, however, and now he aint here any more.
And when ye reap the harvest of your laud, thou shalt
Sam was an unique character. Only once in a gener- not wholly reap the corner<; of thy field, neither shalt thou
ation is a community pestered with such a human viper, gather the gleanings of the harvest. And thou shalt not
such a moral X; he was the unsolved conundrum, ''What gather every grape of thy vineyard: thou shalt leave them
is he good for?" His only virtue was the persistence of . for the poor and stranger.- Moses.
his wickedness, his only excellence the stability of his un• . ...
repentance .
Health is a responsibility and is only g ood for those
Booze fighter, liar, wife beater (thongh he is scarcely who know how.-Emerson.
to be blamed for this), chicken thief, egg stealer, profane
• · ..
and vile of speech to the point of nausea, he was the trade
Mi11ionaires who laugh are rare. -Andrew Carnegie.
1

Somerset county is to have a banner potato crop, according to the reports of the potato dealers in this section.
The rains have hastened the growth and they arc now as
far up with the time of the season as ever. The late oat
crop is unusually good, and the bean crop. T h e sweet corn
crop will be fair if there is quite a lot o( sun during the
next two weeks. It had a setback cluring the clry spell,
but is now well under way. It is reckoned by farmers that
the hay crop is the best that it has been in 10 years. It is
20 per cent. greater than last year, which was considered a
good year. Farmers so far in the season feel that they
have been blessed and will gel excellent returns for their
labors.
A recent meeting of Briclgton Boarcl of Traclc was held
for the purpose of talking over the project of the J\. C.
\Valton Company, which bas just bought the real estate of
the Briclgton Morocco Company and which contemplates a
big increase in the present business, including the erection
of a lar.~·c builcling ancl perhaps the installation of a shoe
shop . While no formal vote was taken at the meeting, it
was the sense of the members that every possible inducement should be put forward to encourage this company,
which is no new thing, but which has been doing business
there for years.

'Work has begun on the new adclition to the Buffalo
Fertilizer works at Houlton. The company arc to build a
120 feet addition to the present factory ancl will make other
improvements which will assure their many Aroostook
patrons of additional facilities for thl! manufactmc of this
well known grade of fertilizer.
A few of Lincoln's progressive business men gathered
at the Firemen's hall, August 22, to consider a proposition
to bring more business to Lincoln. Mr. E. H. Smith outlined his propo~ition which was to form a general utility
corporation, to manufacture phosphate, deal in farm
products, operate a canning factory, etc. No action was
taken, though Dr. Southard said he woulcl take SOO stock
in a proposition that would show up a good investment.
::\Iodcst Camden allows all she really neecls at present
is a post office, ho~pital, public library, Y. 11. C. \.building, a public park, a cemetery fund and a method of obtaining them. So say we all of us.
Rockland's big Board of Trade carnival last month
was a grand success in every way and thousancls of visitors
from the surrounding sections came to pay the city homage.
Rockland was handsomely clecoratccl and everything went
off smoothlv and on schcclulc time. The Rockland Boarcl
never docs things by halycs.
The Lcwia Shoe 'o. of Skowhegan has taken a kasl!
of the store opposite the post office, formerly occupied by
the .:\tlantic Tea Co. and will rcmO\'C there as soon as the
extensive interior changes arc completed.

The revolution in methods of travel and transportation
is not without its drawbacks. A motor truck belonging to
Randall & McAllister of Portland, with five tons of coal
aboarcl, went through a bridge in Raymoncl, which wasn"l
built for that class of traffa:. Thl! tntck was only slig·htly
clamagccl, and the men jnmpecl ancl Wl!rl! not injurl!cl.
Caribou, one of the hustling towns of Aroostook
county, is doing something in the way o[ building this season. and according to reports, is putting up structures that
are clestinccl to stay. \Vriting on this subject, the Caribou
correspond en l of the Bangor N cws says : "\Ve are having·
a crop of fireproof buildings. '!'he Wakcm hlock of concrete on \ Vatcr street, the Powers lrnilcling of concrete on
Sweden street and the new Aroostook Trust and Banking
Co .'s huilcling of brick on Sweden street. All three of
these builclings arc heing rushed aml it is expcclecl they
will be ready for oceu pancy hdore long.''
The builcling husincss is goocl in J>ortlancl and also
o\'Cr the statl!. This is cspl!cially true of large enterprises,
such as the new Bates mill al Lewiston, the Burnham,
l\Iorrill canning factory at East Deering ancl the contemplated colcl storage plant on Commercial street. These arc
all to be of concrete and the sancl, gravel ancl crushed rock
required for these three buildings aggrcgatl! the enormous
quantity of over 34,000 tons or 1,000 car loacls. It is reported that the Consoliclatecl Broken Stone ancl (;ravel Co.
of this city has secured thl! contracts for furnishing all of
th is material. J\ large part of t11c gravel and crushed
stone required for the Hates mill will he shippccl from the
(;ravel Co.'s new plant at Leeds Junction, wherl! they have
a daily capacity of 300 terns. This company is also furnishing S,000 tons for the abuttments over the ~1. C. R. R.
tracks al New (;louccstcr and 500 tons to :\furphy Bros.
for the large trunk sewer at \Vatcrvi 1il!. Concrete seems
to be the coming buil(ling material for all classl!s of permanent work. Anothl!r largl! crushed stone contract recently secured hy their company is S,000 tons of N"o. 3
stone for thl! IIassam Paving Co., \\"ho arc huilcling the
$30,000 road in \Vcstbrook.
Fl!w men realize than there is an automohik in :\Iaine
for every (>0 persons or that the increase in registration
in ;,rainc this year has been the greatest of that of
any state in the country. 1\ccorcling to statistics compiled
by The Automobile the increase in registration in :\foinc
since Jan. 1, 1912, over that of last year is 67.S per cent.
;,rainc is the only stall! in thl! LTnion lo show an increase of
more than SO per cent. Fi\'e othl!r states, Orc.i..:·on, :\lississippi, New Mexico, 1klcwarc an cl .\ rizona show increases
of O\'er 40 per l!l!nt while nine morl! havl! aclclccl over 30
per cl!nt. :\cw jersey was the only state in the LTnion to
show a clccrcasL'. Jn that stall! t hl! loss was 11. 7 per
cent.
\\'m. T. Yeaton opened a \'l!ry attractive rL:tail shoe
store at SO Court stred, LL:wiston, on ,\ugust 29, ancl l!\'ery
visitor was prcscntccl with a pretty souvenir . The store
was formerly occupied liv Pettengill, the conkctioncr.
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AGllNTS

DR. J)JLANE P. rrAGGART

PENN MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO MPANY

Dl<JNT18'l'
JlOO~l
TFl,Kl'llONE

A

Abrams Company,
Adriance, Platt & Co.
Anderson, S. A.

B

Barber shop,
Beedy, Carre,] L.
Blanchard, Geo. W.
Blanchard, Maurice F. & Co.
Bosworth, Arthur S.
Bradish, Murray S.
Bradley, Charles A.
Bradley, Frank 1\1.
British Vice Consulate,

410-11
211
103-5
201
1006
504-05
504-05
902
406
1002
701-2
802
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Buchanan, Z. A.
Burdick, H. A.
Burroughs Adding :Machine Co.
Burrill, F. C.
Butler, J.P. Co.

711
813
809-10
609
301

Chaleurs Bay Mills
Chandler & Co.
Cobb, John C., Jr.
Con. Broken Stone & Gra,·el Co.
Cottage Hotel Co.
Couri, Bashra G.
Coyne, Julia B.
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803
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507
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Copying

Dictation
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Multigraphing

PUBLIC CLERICAL WORK

L. L. MASON

For Business and Social Requirements

NEW FIDELITY BUILDING, PORTLAND, MAINE, U.S.A.

MISS EVA G. CUSTIS

Wholesale dealer in Dowels
Co:11MrssroN Accou "TS SOLICITED

Tel. 3281

Room 812

Mss. Revised. Translat ions. Proof Reading. Theatrical Work
with Extractions of Parts. Music Transposed.
RllSIURNCR

Bustin 'Um.

~ease

ARCHITECT
710

l4 idclity Bid Y.

Portland,

FOREIGN

CONNECTION

THE W. A. MacPHERSON REAL
ESTATE CO.

MOUNTAIN VIRW PARK

Room

ELLIS

~hinc

Island and Inland Cottages, Houses, Farms, HouEe Lots
To Let and For Sale TELEPHONE 3R42
302-303 Fidelity Building,
Portland, Maine

FIDELITY BUILDING DIRECTORY
STATE OF MAINE BRANCH

City, Town and County Bonds to Net
Investor 5 per cent. to 6 per cent.
Maturing One to Thirty Years Denominations $100, $500, $1000,

PILLSBUR. Y FLOUR
MILLS COMPANY

Send for Descr i pti ve C ir c ulars a.J so " FA CT S
RELATI NG TO M UN I C IPAL BO N D S"

JOHN

C.

COBB, Jr.

Manager

Frederick W. Graham
MUNICIPAL BONDS

Fidelity Building,

GEO . A. FER NALD & CO.

Portland, Me.
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iaukrrn
Investment Securities

JOSHUA C. LIBBY

Irving P . MacPhe,.on, Repreun/aiive

~--------------
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Clough, Burton M.
Custis, Eva G.
Cummings, H. P. Construction Co.

912
812
409

D

Dalton & Company,
Dearing & Ellis

803
613

F

Fenderson, Jas. H.
Fernald, Geo. A. & Co.

408
506

Joae ph W. Symonds
David W. Snow

~ymouhn,

G

Goodside. A.
Graham, Frederick W.
Grant, Freeman M.
Gellerson Lumber Co.
Gerrish & Rozen
Gardiner, H.P.

403
604-605
701-2
610
611-612
1009

H

Tlammit, E. Baldwin
Holland, Charles H.
Holt, C. B. Optical Co.

308
201
401-2

Charle s L. Hutchinson
Charles Sumne r Cook

.§uow,
Q!nnk nnh
1ijutr4iunnu
Fldallty Building

FRANK H. PURIN fON

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
ROOM 914

JOHN H. PIERCE
PORTLAND, ME.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law

Bttorne\?S anb <tounsellors at 1aw

ROOM 913

MICHAEL

~07 - 309- 3 10- 3 11
LAW OFFICE

~
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GEORGE M. SEIDERS
ERNEST M. WHITE
FREDERIC J. LAUGHLIN
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Peerless Casualty Company
OF KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Capital Stock $ 100,000.00. Incor porat e d 190 1
F. W. FORO, Special M1 nager

Room 214 FIDELITY BUILDIN G
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T y~on Weare & Marshall Co.

GEORGE B. MERRILL

CONTRACTORS

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

Room 709 fidelity Bldg.

6 BE.ACON STREET

Consultation and estimates on all work
relating to the construction of Bridges, Viaducts, Buildings, Roof Trusses, Stand Pipes,
Water Towers, etc.
Special attention g-iven to Arcltifectural Engineering, Superintendence and Inspection.

713 Fidelity Building,

Portland Office

Boston Office

How?

Keep Well.

Get Well .
BY

USING

AN

OXYPATHOR

PORTLAND, ME.

Plenty ot Oxygen in the syste m
means pure blood.

Pure Blood means Perfect
Health and Happiness

Attruttnu 1A;nrsrmru !

MAI~ t OXYPATHOR CO ,
714 Fidelity Bldg., Portl and, Me.
Free Literature

USE ROY AL GALL REMEDY
Modern Surgical Treatment for all Cuts and
Wounds on Horse s.

METROPOLITAN

LIFE INSURANCE
OF NEW YOR K

co.

CHARLES ARTHUR BR ADLEY

ROYAL REMEDY COMPANY

Sll PEIU~TE:"'l"J)ENT

DIRECTORY- Continued

I

J
K

Howland, John F.
Hawkes, M. Lottie
Hilton & Dodge Lumber Co.
Home Life Ins. Co.
Irwin, Frank E.
Jackson & Forestall
Jerris, Frederick L.
Johnson, F . H.
Keating, J. B.
Keating, Percy F.

305-7
814
811
1013-14
811
214
801
209
802
802

THE MARRETT LUMBER COMPANY
White Pine and Spruce Lumber for Export and Domestic use
Selling Agents for Chaleurs Bay Mill, Lumber, Laths,
S hingles, Etc.

L

M

Laughlin, Frederick J.
Leighton, Carlton B.
Locke, John R.
Lacroix, C. A.
Loring, Prentiss, Son & Co.
Maine Fire and Marine Ins. Co.
Maine Oxypathor Co.,
Maine Realty Bureau,
March, B. G. & C. M.
Marrett, James E.

CAl~L

HOURS

8-5

AND

BY

APPOINTMENT

C. B. HOLT OPTICAL COMPANY
C. II.

Optician
li'idelity Building, Rooms

HOLT, MANAGHR

and

Deeigner of Private Grounds, Parks, Playgrounds, Cemeteries,
Land Developme nts. Constructing and Planting Plans furnish ed.
Contracts Wntten and work supervised.

--------- Nrlll iEnglattb ---------

JACKSON ®.

fllllutual 1Jjtfr 3hrnuraurr

OUTSI DE CE MENT WORK A SPECIALTY
Tdejltone

1135-11

Wilham A. Smarcloo

PRENTISS LORING SON & CO.

Roo m 214 Fidelity Building

FIDELITY BLDG.

----------------Portland, Me.

PORTLAND, MAINE

CARLTON B. LEIGHTON, D. M. D.

INSURANC£
ROOMS 406-407

FORRESTALL

Plasterers and Stucco Workers

---------- QJ:ump1my ---------·

Philip Q. Loring

PORTLAND, ME.

Portland, Maine

401-402

I RA S. SAWYE.R, General Agent for Maine

RUST

ROOM 910
FIDEL ITY BUILDING

Optometrist

312-313
714
404-5
705-7
804

Landscape Architect

804 a nd 805 F id e lity Building, Portland , Me.
OFFICE

310-11
304
913-14
1013-14
406-407

NEW

0 nt1· a1ry
m
ltl~
"-1

ENGLAND

---------

-- - --- - --

TELEPHONE

4259

FIDELITY BUILDING DIRECTORY

A Business Man's Policy
with Every Feature Guaran teed is Issued b y

Low er r ates since June 1st, 1912 ,
also Tot ale d Di sabi lity Clause an
Added Feature i n Our Policies.

T h e Prudential Insurance Company of America
fls T/1irlJ' Six/Ii ,Jn11ual Slaleml'llf .c.;1wws:
LIABILITIES
ASSETS

'$ 18,187,045.57
240, 999,091.60
259,186,137.17

Total Payments to Policy Holders since Organization plus amount held at interest to their
Credit, on~r

$466' 000' 000. 00

SURPLUS

C. B. SHOE '\\AKE R, Manage r Ma ine and N. H. Roo m 205 Fidelity Bld g ., Portland , Me

Fidelity Notes
The Soda Shop on the street noor is meeting with popular favor ancl manager B. A. Scribner says a large number of tourists arc patronizing the store. He also says,
''\Ve arc doing an excellent business and our evening
trade is constantly increasing, a large percentage of our
patrons being ladies.''
One ot the busiest men in Maine at this time is "Ifal"
Gardner, business manager for both the Royal Remedy Co.
and Colonel Roosevelt. "IIal" took on the Royal Remedy
Co. as sort of a sid e line to his regular business, hut il is
coming into such general demand that it can no longer be
consiclerecl a side issue, it is fast becoming the whole show.
C. B. Shoemaker, the new manager of the Ordinary
Department of the Prudential Insurance Company, has returned from his former home in Scranton, Pa., bringing
with him his family and household effects. Mr. Shoemaker
is enthusiastic over the city of Portland and is proving one
of our most valuable advertisers, judging from the quantity of local literature he has been circulating into Pennsylvania since his arrival. One of the first things Mr. Shoemaker did on arriving here was to become iclentificcl with
the Boa rel of Trade and is alreacly an ''active'' mern ber.
The likes of Shoemaker is a great acquisition to any community.

BURROU CHS VISIBLE
LOW KEYBOARD
Most visible of all visible Adding Machines.
Printing and adding at same distance from the eye.

R. W. Stockb ridge,

S ales M anage r

809-810 Fidelity Building,

Portland, Me.

FIDELITY BUILDING DIRECTORY
DIRECTORY- Continued

MAINE REAL TY BUREAU
WILLIAM M. PENNELL

; : ;: :::-_-_-_-_-

'

M

Marrett Lumber Co.
Mason M'f'g Co.
Mason, L . L.,
Maxim, A. T.
~1cGowan, T. P.
McKenney, G. S.
MacPherson, W. A.
Mechanics' Loan and Building Ass'n
Merrill, George B.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company ,
Miller & Mayo,

N

T . E . Finance Funding Corporation
N. E. Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Norwegian Yice Consulate

312-313
206
802

0

O'Brien, ?-.Iichael T.
Odlin & Odlin

601-602 - 603
613

p

Parker, Carl Rust ,
Paris Flouring Co.
Pease, Austin \V.
Peerless Casualty Co.
Pennell, \Vm. M.
Penn l\[utual Life Insurance Co.
Pierce, John II.
Pillsbury Flour l\Iills,
Provident Life & Trust Co.
Pruclential Life Insurance Co .
Purinton, Frank II.

910
806-8
710
214
404-5
705-7
914
606
701-2
203-5
913

R

Rackleff, II. A.
Reacl, Bertha L.
Rice, John 0. Audit Co.
Ricker Estate
Royal Remedy Co.

207
505
607
911
1010

Sanclers, Thomas A.
Sawyer, Ira S.
Scribner, F. C. & Co.
Seiders, George 1\1.
Skillen, Carroll B.
Smith, F. M.
Soda Shop Store, Street Floor
Spear, Ellis Jr.
Stephensen, E. 0.
Stilkey & Whitney
Stott, David
State Loan Co.
Stockbridge, R. W.
Symonds, Snow, Cook & IIutchinson,

508
206
202
307-9-10-11
703-4
605

Farms, Summer Homes,

City Properties
·------------------------. and Estates :::::::::::::

..,,.

~

......

.....
.

"

'

'··-------- --------- -------·

•. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '.!

Consolidated Broken Stone ©
Gravel Company
DEALERS

I:-1

SAND, CEMENT GRAVEL, ROOFERS' GRAVEL
and CRUSHED ROCK

F~

C. SCRIBNER

co.,

MONEY TO LOAN

On Real Estate and a ll kinds of P ersonal Property, a lso to
PORTLAND, MAINE
Salaried People Wi thou t Security.
Fidelity Bu i ld i n g

'

The

Suite 202

Mason Manufacturing Company
fl{u uuturturrni ur ~igl1 <!i>rnilr Wit!J mth
(!lqilllr.en'.a 111urnitur.e

Cable Addre.rs, nDowd s," A /J C and Jl",·stern Un ion. Codes

J'eleflione Con.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND
TRUST CQ. Of Philade lphia
FREEMAN M. GRANT
G eneral Agent for Maine

GELLERSON

70 1-702 F IDELITY BLDG
Portland, Maine

LUMBER COMPANY

Wholesale Lumber
Cedar Shingles, Laths, Clapboards

s

T E LEPHONE 4258
TELEPHONE

CONNECTION

42 76-•

MISS JULIA B. COYNE
Shampooing, Hairdressing and Scalp
Treatment, Manicuri ng

can have their PRINTING executed
with promptness and at reasonable
prices at our Job Department.

1\()/ \l <D cJ I

· 1 1</ \DI ~ J ()lll < ~ ll \L

5 I .:\.cha nge Stree t, Poriland, Ma ine

804
1010
1011
912
208
1005
302-303
801
713
1002
501-2

1006
514
613
711
902
809-10
903

T

Ta~;gart, Dr. D. P.
Tyson, Weare & ~farshall Co.

414
709

u

Uruguay Consulate of
Health &.: Accident Ins. Co.

805
613

w

\Vestern l'nion Telegraph Co., Street Floor
White, Ernest M.
310
Whitne y , Frank L.
613
Worth, R. A. & Co.
302
Wren Bros. & Co.
103 5
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:BUYER..&' G UID.El
Pro&T8'981Ye and R e liable Flrma.

J . T . SAYWARD , Mo .. .

Pianos, Aeolians and the Pianola
VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

PORTLAND, ME

WHOLESALE

DRY GOODS
Furnishings, Clothing
Small "\Vares

THE CLARK-EDDY
PORTLAND,

GEORGE

co.

MA I NE

c. FRYE

Wh o lesale and retail dealers in

=='D 'R.. U GS==
FINE CHEMICALS, SPONGES,
TOILET ARTICLE.:;, ETC. . .

320-322 CONGRESS STREET
OOR.

FRANKLIN

PORTLAND,

MAINE
I nco rporated 18U7

ir.tabl! 1bed l l!'ll.

BV'RON GREENOUGH & CO.,
Jobben of

Batl, Caps, Gloves, Fur Coats, Robth
and Blankets,
128-131 Middle Street, Portl•nd, Me·
P . 0. Manning, Pres.

H . l\<L '.\fahng, Trea

Madsen & Allen Co.
Plumbing and Heating
All kiuds of Metal Work

675 Forest Ave.
MAINE

PORTLAND,

Cornell A. Barnes
Decorative Masonry
Fireplaces, Mantels
Tile, Mosaic and Terrazzo
OFFICE

AND

50 Portland St.,

S.\.: '\IPLE

BUYEJ~S'

o-u:c::om

Pro&' re8sive and Reliable 1'1rm1J.

The M. Steinert and Sons Co.

517 Coniirees Street,

Well Backed for the Cat.

R00:\1

Portland, Me.

'Twas in the good old clays, when
the "cat" was used freely, says the
Argonaut. Scenc-Quartcr-clcck of
GEORGIA PITCH PINE
II. M. S. Harship. Pat :.Iurphy and
LU~BEJ~
Jack McLean had been breaking
RICHAUDSO N, DAN A and COJ1PANY
leave and hac1 been orc1crccl to receive
ten strokes each of the "cat." "\Vhcn
Portland, Maine
the time came for the punishment,
the captain, considering their preC HAS . F. FLA<3<3
vious character, said that if they
.• BANKER. ••
wished to wear anything, to protect
H
i1h
Grade
Investment Securities
their hacks a little they could clo so.
The Scotchman rcpliecl that he would 10.2 EXCHA N G E S T . PORTLAN O, ME.
like to have a strip of canvas ou his
back, and the request was granted. Rheumatism
And then Pat, on being askecl what a nd Lumbago can be cured, a/.,o R heumatic Fever
al any stage. M oneu will be rehe would like, cxclaimecl: "Sure, sir,
funded in every case of failure.
if it is all the same to you, I wonlcl
Danish Rheumatic Cure Co.
like to have the Scotchman on my
PORTLAND,
back.''
A. C. WailP, Myr.
MAINE

Miles of Sand

DYER

''What shall T do at the seasicle,
mamma ?'' askccl a little hoy who
had never seen the ocean, hut had a
small sand garden.
"Why, clig in the sancl."
"And what will you do?"
"Just sit on the sand ancl reacl."
''But, mamma, how can I dig the
sand when Y<•U'rc sitting on it?"Christian Register.
The above reminds the editor of a
story, but he is too modest to repeat
it.

37 5 FORE ST .. 3 DOORS E. of EXCHANGE

------The Only Way

An cider, while baptising converts
at a revival meeting, advanced with
a wiry sharp-eyed olcl chap into the
water. He asked the usual question,
whether there was any reason why
the ordinance of haptism shoulcl not
be a elm in is tercel.
;
1\fter a pause a tall, p0\\·crfullooking man who was looking quietly
on remarked: ''Elder, I clon't want
to interfere in yer business, hut 1
want to say that this is <111 old sinner
you have got hold of, and that one
clip wont do him any goocl: you'll
ha \'C to anchor him out m clccp
water O\'Cr night.' '-Life.

.....

''Sometimes when a man comes
home late at night he can read the
handwriting on the wall easier than
he can find the key hole.''

~eading

Portland's

Tailor

THOMAS BARKER
Furniture R epaired and Upholstered
R efinished and P acked
, I 11tiq11P Furniture for Sale

Office, Bank, Show Window and House
Finishing a Specialty
'l'efrpllmu. Connrction

31 Plum St.,

Portland, Maine

McCall's Magazine
and McCall Patterns
For Women

r

H ave Mor e Friend s than any other
mag-a:rn1e or patterns. McCall's is the
reliable Fashion Guide monthly in
one million one hundred thousand
homes. lksides showing all the latest
designs of l\Ic Call l'atterns, each issue
is brimful of sparkling sho1 t stories
and helpful information for women.
Save Money a nd Keep in Style

hr subscribing

tor ~fcCnll'H !\Ligaz111e at once . Costs only 50
cr11ts a Yt!.U, i11cludi11g any one of the celebrated
~It

'.Iii P.ittcrns free.

McCall Pattern• Lead all others in •tyle, fi<,
r>im/)lidty, economy -.nd numhC"r sold. More
ch·.1 crs sell McCall Patterns th.rn any other two
nukes combined. None highe-r thau 15 cc11t1. Buy
fr, .m your dealer, or by nMil from

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
236-246 W . 37th St., New York City
N.- n - amp!•

c... p1

1

Pumiurn CataloJU• &14 Pt.ttenr. Ct.lt.IO(U• frte,
tD

rtq,u••'
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LEE, HIGGINSON & CO.
F OR E I GN EXOHANGE
Drawn on Messrs N. M. Hothschild & Son and Messrs. Coutts &
Co., London; Me~srs. Moigan, Harjes & Co., Paris; Gebruder
Schickler, ller1in; Messrs. M. )1. Warburg & Co., Hamburg.

Adam P . Leighton, President.
Henry B. Pennell,
Charl~s S. Chase,
Vice Presidents

Thomas H. F.aton Cashit-r
M . H. Purrington. Assistant <Jashie

l

The Chapman National Bank

LJ<~'l'TIU~S

OF CltElllT
Travelers' and Commercial letters of Credit issued in Sterling for
all Foreign Countries and in United States Dollars for America.

B ONUS
Carefully Selected and Especially Suited for Investment for Banks
and Trustees.

CAPITAL

$100,000

SUR PLUS

Portland, Maine

James F . Hawkeg
.~dam P L eighton
James W. Parker

Philip F. Chapman
Roswe11 F. Doten

D ~nic1

F. Emery, Jr., Pres.

Philip G. Hrown, Vice Pres.
<'arl A. \Veber, Asst. <:ashier

$ 110,000

H enry B. Pennell
James M. Steadman
~~remont E. Timberlake

Portland, Maine

Members New York 1 Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago Stock Exchange

J.E. W engren, Cashier

P llOFITS

DIRECTORS

('h •s. S. Chase

184 Middle Street,

AND

Fred N . Dow, President
Eleazer ' V. Clark1 \'ice P resident
John H . Davis, Uashier

Frank

Ammi W hitney, Vice President
Woodman, Assistant Cashier

,V.

The First National Bank
INCOUl'OltATEI>
C APIT A L

J AN.

Casco National Bank

1864

•tti,

s u itPLUS

$600,000

saoo,ooo

I nco rpo rat e d A 1>r il 2 6, 1 824

UN DIVIDE D PUOFITS $181!,000.00
DIRECTORS
D!ltECTORS
Herbert .T. Brown
1!.:dw' B. Winslow 1
John E. Warren

\Valtcr

n.

Davis

Albion Little
l'hilip G Brown
Wm. II. J\lilliken

l>anid F.Emery,Jr
(;eorge S. Ho>.bs
Jame!'\ E. Wencren

Portland, Maine

\V. W . Muon, Prcsidtmt
Clrnrles. G. Allen, C1~hitr
Sf~pteua her

25.

1 88!)

The Portland National Bank
Total ltesou n•es
over li'ive a n d a Hal f Jll il lion I>o llari,

Alexander T Laughlin
~·ranklin R. Hedlon

Elias Thomas, Pres.

Alfred H. Berry, Vice Pres.

U

Edw. D. Noyes, Cashin

Canal National Bank
E STABLI S HED 1826
CA PITAL 860 0 ,000

SURPLUS • 300,000

DIRECTORS
Fred E . Richards
Roowcll C. Bradford
Geo. W . Beyer

Charles 0ook
James C. H a mlin
Edward W. Cox

195 Middle St., Portland, Maine

Ed\\·ard \V. Cox, Vice Pres.
Edw. L. P;per, A!'lst. Ushit>r

J n corpo l'n t ed

~}~~~;\~i.t~l~fark

Fred N. Dow
Oakley C. ( "urtis
Henry M. Jones
Willi•m H.Dow

DlREOTORS

Henry B. Cleaves
William '11. Cousins
Geo. F. Wost
George B. J\lorrih

W.W. Ma•on
l!dward W. Uox
Chas. G. Allen

Elias Thomas
Alfred H. Berry
Edward Woodman

frank D. True
William W. Thomas

Jeremi•h W. Tabor
Clinton L. Baxtt>r
Charles Bailey Olark e

ION lUl'TUAL L IFJ,; INSU R ANCE CO. U l ILD I NG

Cor. Congreas and Exchance Sts.

Wm. H. Moulton, Pres.

188 Middle Street,

Portland, Maine

Bion Wilson, Caahier

The Cumberland National Bank
of Portland, Maine
flur Interest department otftrs uuu,ual advantaFcs for uvii:g. Call or send for
circular. To those contemplating a change in their banking facilities we offer th e
Sef'-·ice1 of this bank il.nd the mo::>t liberal terms consistent with safe banking
methods.
()b a r tered i n J 812

Capltal and Surplus •200,000
DIRECTORS

W illiam H. Moultou
Bloo WilllOll

Geo. C. Owen

Edward 0. H eney
Henry C. BeyCt'. Jr,

LET US FIGURE
ON YOUR NEXT
PRINTING ORDER

Board

of Trade

JOURNAL

BOARD OF TRADE JOURNAL

A YER, HOUSTON & CO.

To Bathe, or Not to Bathe?

l'.':CO~l'ORATRD

Men's and Boys' Fur Hats
in All Colors and

of Latest

Designs

Directors: Harlan P. Aver, Pres- and General I\fgr ; ('has.
F. Ayer, Clerk: .J<lrnes \V. Hteve1l'·;on, Treasurer;
John \. Houston, \\rilliam B. f-l ou·,ton.

Maine

Portland,

Hannaford Bros. Co. ·
CANNED GOODS AND DRIED FRUITS
FRUITS

PRODUCE

AND

TVe make a Specialty qf ifopplying H otel•

164 to 168 Commercial St.,

Portland, Me.

Gutterson & Gould
'

SCRAP IRON
METALS
PAPER STOCK
Portland, Me.

9 Somerset St.
Telephone .13

Goddard & Ward
~11\CI 11~11.S

r.S (11\CI
LOU\S~llTI l.S
YALE HARDWARE is l ending its decorative effects to many of the fine•t buildings in
this cou ntry, Yale Locks are safely guarding the
property of millons of satisfied user•, you owe it
to yourself to examine Yale goods before buying
elsewhere.

I

Portland, Maine

13 Casco St.

0. P. PETERSON CO.
A1!101110/Ji/e f,a111j>s Nt'j'Jaircd 1w
ma/ft r

/w;,• /Jadly da11w.~ed.

62 Union Street
MAINE

PORTLAND,

John E. McBrady & Sons
t.1anuf.1cturer

or

Galvanized Iron and Copper Gutters, Cornices, etc.

Tin Plate and Sheet Iron Workers
Tin am/ Iron Uooiing a SpFri11lt.v

81 Cross St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE I

Why bathe, of course! the oftener
the better.
But O\·cr in Englancl,
where, according to the Dietetic anc1
H ygienic Gazette, frequent bathing
is a part of the national religion, Sir
Almroth aclYisec1 "against washing,
fresh air, and physical exercisethree things which haye gone into
the making of the mighty Briton."
The general belief is that by bathing we wash off the microbes, but
acconling to Sir J\lmroth "We can
bathe off a certain amount of mi
crobes, hut we also destroy the pro
teetivc skin that is all around our
bodies like the tiles of a house. Wh en
one has a horny hancl, no mierohes
can ever ge:t near the skin. i\ gTeat
deal of washing increases the microbes of the skin, so I do not L11ink
cleanliness is to be recommended as a
bygienie method.''
Jn comment on the learned knight's
views, the (;azctte, after reminding
us that the great majority of mankind c1o not bathe, or at least only
about as frequently as the man who
proudly boasted that he hathecl every
fourth of July whether he needed it
or not, and that frequent bathing,
even where it is now most in vogue,
is a matter of the last generation, refers to Simon Barouch, the .!..!Teatest
apostle of hydrotherapy in this coun
try, who advocates the warm bath
( 95-105 degrees F.) for ten to twenty
minutes for the healthy person.
Dr. Baruch does not admit that
bathing opens the pores of the skin.
\Vhat it docs is to keep the delicate
skin muscles, which has so much to
do with reactive power, in a healthy
condition.
\\'c think, however, that asicle
from this hath for cleanliness and
luxury, Dr. Baruch would always
advise, as a tonic measure even for
the consumptive, some form of quick
cool bath, whether a douche in a well
equipped institution, or a simple
spray, 1Jr the emptyi.1g of a sponge
of cool water over the shoulcll'r while
the patient stancls in a tuh of warm
water, to be followed by friction until the skin is aglow.
One who accustoms himself to some form of cool
spray after his warm bath is giving
to the skin muscles an excellent
course of gymnastics, which prepares
them the better to resist sudden
changes in the weather.
One who
takes cool sprays is not so liable to
colds.

Chester A. Jordan

Harold C. ] orda n

JOHN 0. RICE AUDIT CO.
Public Accounting and Auditing
U.001n

H07

FIDELITY BLDG.

N.

E. Telephone

PORTLAND, ME.

CHARLES E. BABBITT,

IRON AND BRASS FOUNDER,
COPPERSJ\IITH AND MACHINIST.

440 and 442 Fore Street,

Portland, Me

JEWELERS

A

DIAMONDS

GOOD SELECTION
I• eaeily made rrom e. good a took .

CARTER BROS. CO.
PORTLAND,
JEWELRY.

ME
SILVERWARE

M. B. BOURNE & SON,

Plain and Ornamental Slate Roofers
All Orders Promptly Attended To.

214 Federal Street,

PORTLAND, ME

Portland Shipbuilding Co.
VESSELS BUil T AND REPAIRED WITH DESPATCH
All kind• o f Oak a.IHI Hardwood Tlrnbtff.
Knees, 'l'ree11a.ll 1 A.ml Wod"ea.

Haok

MOTOR BOATS A SPECIALTY

Office

tao Commercial St., Port.laud

Marine Rallwayand Shipyard at South Portland

TRADE MARKS
DES IGNS
COPYRIGHTS &c.
A nyonc R<'nc'tfn~ n. Aket rh rind <l<'~rrt/1t Ion mnv
1ulc•!dy nsc•crtnin onr 011111wn free~"· l<'ll1Pr a11
mv<•ntlnn 1, prohnhly 11nt<•11t11hlo. ( 0111mu11lrn-

lio11A Rt riclly c·m1tldcnt lul. HANDBOOKon 1•111 t•11ts
~cnt frPO. <iJch·~t n11r11c·y for Hl'C'llr111g pmrntM.
Pnfl•111s tak{•n throuJlh .l\tutm & Co. receive

Jpecialno''ce,

without chnruc, 111 the

Scientific Jfm~ritan.

A llnnclsomcly tlln~trnf Pd Wf't"lcly.

I ,nrl!rr.it. rlr-

•11lnt10n ot nny fH'1c11t IUe j1J11r11al. 'J'N111~. :' lt
yPar: four months, tll. 8oh.l Uy ull 11f'WH<l1•11lPrR.

MUNN
&Co.as1eroadway, New D.York
Drancb Office, (,"25
C.
]i" ~t., V,'nC11hln,~tvn ,
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Mercantile Trust, Co.

MAINE SAVINGS BANK

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts., Portland, Me.

CHAR LES 0 . BANC ROFT, Pres. LEANDE R W. FOBES, Vice-Pres
ALPHEUS G. ROGERS , T reas .

Capital Stock, $ 100,000. 00.
Surplus and Profits, $95,679 .0e
Total Resources, $1,055,246.00

FREDER IC C. C US HING, Assista nt Treasurer.

244 and 246 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME .
The

following exhibit

shows

the

standing

of t he ba nk

August

30,

1912

LIABILITIES.
Deposits (32, 770 depositors) ............... . $16,314,523.27
Reserve Fund ................. ..... ........ .
1,000,000.00
Interest....... .................. .... . . .... . .
173,404.50
Profits .... .. .. .. ...... .................... .
536,723.71

$18,024,351.48
RESOURCES.
Public F u nds of Maine .................. · · · · $ 1,020,000.00
Public Funds Out of Maine ............ . • · · · ·
2,268,212.50
Bank Stock of Maine . ..... ........... ...... .
7,200.00
Railroad Stock ........ .... ........ .. ....... .
59,992.50
Corporation Stock of Maine ....... ... ....... .
21,675.00
Corporation Bonds of Maine ................ .
1,219,007.50
Railroad Bonds of Maine .................... .
1,265, 787.50
Railroad Bonds Out of Maine ............... .
11,232,926.19
Mortgages .................... . .. ···· ·· ·····
597,307.00
118,366.73
Loans . .... ... .... .. ....... ········ ·· ·· ·····
Railroad Stock Out of Maine ................ .
25,000.00
Expense ............... ··· ... · · · · · · · · · · ··· ·
4,877.68
Cash ... ...... ............................. .
178,998.88
R eal Estate ........................... .. ... .
5,000.00

lleoeives active business or priva te accounts subject to check
upon the most favorable tenr.s. Interest paid on daily balances
Issues Certificates of Deposit drawing interest from date of deposit to da te of withdra wal. Deposits so made are exempt from
t axation.

CHOICE INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Send for BO:ND LIST and Rate• of lntere•t
SPECIAL DEPOSl'l'S.

011

OFFICERS.
.EDWARD B. WLNSLOW,Pre•id•mt.
JA.M.1£S F. HAWKES, 1st Vioe Preoldent.
SETH C GOLiooN ~nd Vice Presi<lent
HUTSON B. SAUNl>KRS, Trea•urer a.nd Secretary.
SVD~EY B. LAlUtA.BEE, Attorney

A Busi n ess I nvestment

$18,024,351.48
TRUSTEES:
Chas. 0. Banc.1oft,
Leander W. Fobes,
Walter G. Davis
Jeremiah W. Tabor,
Alpheus G Rogers.

Advertise in the BOARD o f T RADE
JOURNAL and reach the leading men in
every city and town in the State of

~Iaine.

Rates and Information Cheerfully Furnished

PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK
JA MES P. BA XTER, Pres.
W M. H. MOULTON, Vice-Pre s
EDWA RD A. NOYES, Treas.
A. A. MON T GOMER Y, Assistant T reasurer.

83 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND , ME.
Bra nc h Office : CH ARLES E. NOYES, Manager, 483 Co~ g ress St
The

following

exhibit shO\\d

th e

state

of

the

Hank A ugnst 31,

1,075,488.96
9,787.63
199,831.92

Transcript

The Leading Family Newspaper of New England
Ne ws y, Brig ht, Accurate, Clean and Up-to-date

SEND

$14,361.954.00
$4,914,500.00
3,696,816.67
1,214, 799.50
26,500.00
106,300.00
47,639.00
223,300.00
166,693.03
2,680,297.29

Evenin~

DAILY- EXCEPT SUNDAY

1 9 12

LIABILITIES.
Deposits (29,409 depositors).. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,088,592.03
Undivided Profits . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
213,361.97
Reserve Fund .· · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,060,000.00
RESOURCES.
City and County Bonds ................... .
Railroad Bonds . ......... .... · .... · · .. · · · · · · ·
Corporation Bonds ... . .... .. ............... · .
Corporation Stock . . . . . . .. .................. .
Railroad Stock... . . ........................ .
Bank Stock ................................ .
Loans to Corporations ...................... .
Loans with Collaterals ............ ... ..... .
Loans on Mortgages . ....................... .
Real Estate. Investment .. .... $1,058,288.96
Foreclosure . . . . .
17,200.00
Expense .................................. .
Cash . . ......... . . ......... . ............... .

Boston

FOR

SAMP LE

C O PIES

Full Reports of the Boston and New York Stock Marketa,
with a Concise and Reliable Financial Article.

Mondavs
a nd

Wednesdays
The Genealogical numbers arc
of special interest to those cngag_cdin tracing
their :mcestry.

TERMS
Daily, 75c per month; $9.00
per year. Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday, each, 5oc three
months; $ r. 50 per year.
Weekly, $1. 50 per year; $2. 50
per year abroad.

Wednesdays
and
Saturdays
Many interesting features nnd
special articles
by writers of
national reputation.

$14,361,954.00
TRUSTEf,S

I

I

•

James P. Ba\ttr,
Wm. H . 'foulton
Fritz H . Jordan
Alfred H . Herry,
Frank lJ . True,
Jame!' Cunningham
Edward A. Noyes

BANK AND MERCANTILE
Board of Trade Journal, 5 Exchange St.

PRINTING

I~

BOARD OF TRADE JOURNAL.

riiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiil

RETURNING TOURISTS
FROM MAINE

Should bear in mind the excellent tr . tin service of' 'l'IIE ~L \ l NE
CENTRAL RAILROAD COl\f P .L\N Y.
Through trains carrying Parlor Cars, Sleeping Cars, Dining
Cars, of High Grade, operate between all Maine Tourist Resorts,
and Bo. ton, New York, and many New gngland Cities .
•

Autumn Months in Maine
~1aine

in the auturnn inonths of Rep tern her and October oilers
its greate.-t attractions as regards weather conditions.
TT ave you experienced "Indian Sunnner'' in Maine?

FOR INFOR.MATION
Regarding Train Service, Reservations of space in Parlor or Sleeping Cars, or other require111ents of Travel, whether to or from
Maine, addres ;

Maine Central Railroad,
Passenger Traffic Department,
Portland, Maine
Telephone, Portland 104.

Vi.sitTors to Portland, Maine, should
take a trip doV\'11

ALL THE WAY BY WATER

E astern Steamship Corp'n.

Beautiful Casco Bay
N o part of the A tlautic coast has such a
delightful succession of seashore and landscape views. T he palace steamers of the

Maine Steamship Line
Direct between Portland and New York
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tues., Thurs., and Sat., 6.30 p. m.,

$ 6 One Way

Portland and New Yo1k

$10 Round Trip

Portland Line

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 p. m., Sundays
8 p. m., returning leave Boston week days 7 p. m .
Steamships
Ransom B. Fuller and Bay State.

CASCO BAY
HARPSWELL' LINES
AND

paS6 all the points known in the legend,
literature and history, CJf the bay.
The following points are reachtd by this
line:

International Line

Steamers leave Portland 7.00 a. m. onTues., Thurs., and Sat.,
returning leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at
9 a. m . for Portland, leaving there at 5 p.m. for Eastport, Lubec and St. John. Steamships Governor Dingley and Governor Cobb. Fare between Portland and Boston, $1.25;
Staterooms, $1.00 and $1.50.

Portland and Rockland Line

Steamer Monhegan leaves Portland on Tuesdays,
Thulsdays and S aturdays at 7 a. m . for Rockland

FOREST CITY,
TREFETHEN"S
EVERGREEN LANDINGS

and intermediate landings.

Portland and Boothbay Line

Steamer Mineola leaves Portland on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m. for East

Boothbay and intermediate landings.

(Peali:s Island)

CUSHING'S ISLAND
LITTLE and GREAT DIAMOND
ISLANDS

Metropolitan Steamship Line

Bibber's Island
Orr's Island
Cliff Island
Little Ohebeae-ue
Bailey's Island
Gt. Chebeague
So. Harpswell
Long Island
Mair Point
Cousin's Island
Casco Castle
Birch Island
Littlejohn's Island!
So. Freeport
H arpswcll ecnter
Sebasco
New Meadows River Points
Gurne! Bridge
Cundy's Harbor

Direct between Boston and New York
Great W hite Steel Steamships Massachusetts
& Bunker Hill
Leave Boston, north side India wharf week days and Sundays, 5 p.m.
Due New York about 8 a. m. Fare $4. Inside two-berth rooms, with electric fans, $1.
Outside $2. Tickets and staterooms at India wharf, also Tourists Offices on Waahington St.
Express service for freight; all rates include Marine Insurance.
and all Information address

For reservation•

H. A. CLAY, Agt. Eastern SS. Lines
Franklin Wharf,

PORTLAND, MAINE

C. W. T. GODING,

General Manacer

INFORMATION. CONCERNING
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island, Quebec.
Canadian Provinces Full of
Interest and Summer
Pleasures for the Tourist

Canadian Provinces
Where Fish and Game
Abound

lntercolonial Railway
WILL BE FOUND IN

Summer Forests, Summer Haunts, Fishing and Hunting
COPIES FURNISHED FREE ON APPLICATION

GENERAL PASSENGER DEPARTMENT
M ONCTO N ,

N. B .

Not only
Visible Writing ~but Thoroughgoing Throughout!

Office and Factory
25 Central Wharf
Telephone Connection

Quarries at Monson, Maine

Slate Goods of
Every Description

Liberal allowance
offered for others in
exchange

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO.
44 Exchange Street

Portland, Maine

Maine Slate for Electrical
Purposes a Specialty
Counter Tops, <J?,adialor Slabs, Sinks, Tubs, Urinals,
Wainscoting, Grave $oxes, :Blackboards, Ebonizing,
and all kinds of Ornamental Work, Switchboards,
and other Electrical Work.

Advanced Ideas
Embodying the latest insurance knowledge, will
be found in UNION MUTUAL POLICIES.
As protection, they cover all contingencies. As an investment, they
assure a profit. Nothing left
to the imagination; everything clearly expressed in the contract.
Ask for figures

Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Fred E. Richards, Pres.

INGALLS

Portland, Maine

BROS .

FINANCE

NEW ENGLAND
FUNDING CORPORATION

Companies
Organized

Capital
Furnished
for
Industrials

and
Financed

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold
Rooms 312-3 13 Fidelity Building, Portland, Maine

H. F. FULLER

27 Forest Ave.

CLEANLI N ESS

l\IANUFACTURERS OF

SODA and MINERAL WATERS
Ginger Ale and Tonic Beers
SOLE AGENTS FOR

Lithia Beer AND GENERAL BOTTLERS

AGEXTS FOR MOXIE NERVE FOOD

3 6, 3 8 a nd 4 0 Plum St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

P~INTS
THAT WEATHER ALL WEATHERS

is expeckd of us. Why not replace your old shabby Plumbing by that which is new and

Absolutely Sanitary
it is always a thing of beauty
and a joy forever. We will
refit your whole bath room
at a moderate cost, and the
equipment will be quite up-todate. We guarantee satisfaction in every particular.

P ort land,

A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Boots, Shoes
Rubbers

Made in PORT LAND, MA INE by

BURGESS, FOBES CO.

PORTLAND,

MAINE

Programme
of the Annual Meeting of the

MAINE STATE BOARD OF TRADE
- - at- B anger, Thursday and Friday, Sept. 19 and 20, 1912.
Thursday, the 19th.
10 .30 a. m.
Session opens in Chamber of Commerce Rooms at City Hall.
Address of Welcome by Hon. Arthur Chapin, Bangor Chamber of Commerce.
Response by Hon. Frederic E. Boothby, President Maine State Board of Trade.
Roll Call.
Opening Address by President Boothby.
Annual report of Secretary E. M. Blanding.
Annual Report of Treasurer T. F. Callahan.
Repc .ts of Standing anc1 Special Committees.
11.30 /' M. Address by Mr. C. E. Embree of Bangor, Manager of the Farmers' Union
of Maine.
11.45 A. M. Address "Maine and the Boston Electric Show," by Mr. L. D. Gibbs, of
Boston.

2 P. M .
Election of officers and general business.

3 P. M .
Address, "The Canning Industry, Past, Present and Future," by Mr. Henry Dennis, of
Portland.
DISCUSSION

Address, "Eastern Maine's Manufacturing Opportunities," by
Parkhurst, of Bangor.

Hon. Frederick H.

DISCl'SSIO~

Address, "Municipal Meat Inspection," by Dr. W. L. West, Secretary Belfast Board of
Trade.
DISCUSSION

Address, ·'Agricultural Banks," by Mr. Francis L. Littlefield, of Portland.
DISCUSSION

In the Evening
Reception and banquet tendered to the Maine State Board of Trade by the Bangor
Chamber of Commerce at the Bangor House.
There will be an address of welcome by
Hon. Charles W. l.fullen, Mayor of Bangor, with a response by Hon. Frederic E. Boothby, President of the State Board of Trade, and among the speakers will be Dr. Robert J.
Aley, President of the University of :M aine.
The Relation of Higher Education to Progress.

Friday, the 20th
There will be sight-seeing trips around Bangor, the programme including a trolley
ride to the large farm of President John R. Graham of the Bangor Railway and Electric
Company at East Corinth, where a collation will be served in a big tent erected for the
purpose. Delegates will be able to return to their homes on the late afternoon trains.

Maine 1920
On \Vec1nesc1ay, the 18th, the clay preceding the State Board's session, the Maine
1920 General Committee will meet at the B~ .. ,.;or House at 8. P. M.

BANGOR'S PRIZE WINNER
BESSE

BESSE

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

27 Stores

27 Stores

IN

IN

27 Cities

27 Cities

Trim of the Besse-Ashworth Co , Winner of the Silver Cup for t he Best
Decorated Business Building at Bangor Carnival June 1912

BESSE SYSTEM CLOTHING
Wins World Wide

Popularit,y, Confidence, and Sat,isfact,ion

B E S S E • A S H W 0 R T H C 0.
Complete Outfitters to Men, Women and Children

BANGOR, MAINE

